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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The practice of statistics involves collecting, describing and making inferences 
from data. It may be argued that data collection is the most important step in this 
process, for without good data, descriptions and inferences are relatively useless. The 
designed experiment is one technique for collecting data, and it is the subject of this 
dissertation. Much work has been done to design experiments that provide the most 
information possible, given a fixed amount of resources. But "most information" 
has different meanings for different people. Designs are typically multifaceted, and 
accordingly, there are many methods for evaluating and comparing them. 
In this dissertation, we review some of the more common evaluation techniques, 
and we propose new dynamic graphical methods for displaying design properties. 
These graphs are able to display several aspects of a design simultaneously and show 
how these properties are related to elements of the design via the dynamic techniques 
of interactive updating, linking, animation and rotation. An important feature of 
dynamic graphics that is exploited here is the ability to change elements of the 
design and interactively view the effects of these changes on design properties. Both 
numerical and graphical methods currently exist for evaluating designs. However, a 
single numerical summary, such as D-optimality, cannot capture all of the interesting 
aspects of a design. The existing graphical methods are useful, but they do not take 
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advantage of the interactive capabilities of modern computer graphics hardware and 
software. 
In the succeeding chapters we provide the necessary background on experimental 
designs and dynamic graphics, describe our work and summarize the results. Chap­
ter 2 establishes notation and reviews previous work on evaluating designed experi­
ments. Chapter 3 describes the current state of research in dynamic graphics, focusing 
on its use in the field of statistics. In chapter 4 we introduce our dynamic plots and 
give examples of their use. In chapter 5 we take a more theoretical approach to per­
turbing designs, which is an adaptation of Cook's method of local influence [11, 12]. 
We present the theory for, and give examples of, applying local influence analysis to 
experimental design. Chapter 6 describes our computer programs for producing the 
plots of Chapters 4 and 5. Finally, Chapter 7 contains a summary and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
In this dissertation we will focus on experimental designs in which the response 
variable to be measured is quantitative. The design variables (or explanatory vari­
ables) may be either quantitative or qualitative or a combination of these. The 
experiment will consist of a certain number of runs, say, n. For each run, each design 
variable will be set to a particular value, and the vector of these values will be called 
a design point. The task of designing a good experiment rests on choosing design 
points "that will best reveal aspects of the situation of interest" [8]. 
Several questions now arise. How many design points are needed? How do we 
choose them? Are all of the possible design points feasible? How do we know when 
we have a good design? How do we know when one design is better than another one? 
What happens to the properties of a design when we change the design? How do 
we augment a given design with additional design points? In the rest of this chapter 
we will lay the foundation for answering these questions. The following sections 
introduce the notation to be used, and give a selected literature review. 
2.1 Notation 
We will assume that one response variable, y, will be measured at n not necessar­
ily distinct design points z^,..., Zn, where each Zj = (zjj,..., is a A-dimensional 
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vector of values of the design variables. We also assume that the relationship between 
the response variable and the design variables can be sufficiently described by the 
linear model 
2/i = i = (2.1) 
where j/j is the response to be measured for the i-th design point, f(-) is a p x 1 
vector function on the dimensional design region, R, and /3 is a p x 1 vector of 
unknown parameters. In practice, f(-) is often a first-order model 
k 
% = A + IZ Hjl^j  + H 
i = i  
or a second-order model 
k k  k  
= ^0 + YJ + E IZ + H-
j=l  j=l  l=j  
These and other possible models can all be conveniently expressed in matrix notation 
via 
y = + £ 
where y = {yi ,  . . . ,yn) '  is the vector of responses, X is the model matrix given by 
[ 
: 
_ f(zn)' 
/3 = (/3]^,... ,/3p)' and e = (ej^, ...,en)' is the vector of residuals, with E(e) = 0, and 
Var(E) = V{0). The matrix, V{0), is assumed to be symmetric, positive definite 
and a known function of an unknown t x I vector, 6. Usually we will assume that 
5 
V{0)= a^I ,  where > 0 and / is the n x n  identity matrix (i.e., t=l  and 6 = a^). 
When we relax this assumption we will so indicate. 
We assume that the model f(-) is parameterized so that the model matrix X 
has full column rank, implying that the matrix exists and that the same 
parameterization works for all designs that are to be compared. Using the method 
of least squares to estimate (3, and assuming Var(e) = a^I, we have 
^ = {x 'xr '^x 'y  
Var0) = (T^X'X)-'^. 
We will denote the predicted value of y at an arbitrary point, z G R, as y(z). Thus, 
we have 
y{z)  = f(z/;0 
Var(y(z)) = f(z)'Var(j0)f(z) 
= a2f(z/(X'X)-lf(z). 
In particular, we may be interested in the prediction variance, Var(y(z)), at the design 
points. For Zj, i = 1,... ,n, we write 
Var(ïi) = "M^YiX'xrhizi). 
2.1.1 Optimal design 
To address the questions "How good is a design?" and "When is one design better 
than another?", various design optimality criteria have been introduced. Part of the 
motivation for finding optimal designs is to obtain the most precise inference that is 
possible, but it is also a reaction to earlier research on design which emphasized nice 
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combinatoric properties rather than inferential properties [34]. We now summarize 
the optimal design theory to be used in this dissertation. 
To obtain the most precise inference possible about 13, we should make X)~^ 
as small as possible. The quantity cr^ is unknown, but for the purpose of comaring 
designs we can assume without loss of generality that = 1. In addition, the evalu­
ation of a single design will be relative to the value of cP". Turning to , there 
is no natural ordering of matrices in general nor covariance matrices in particular, 
but several real-valued functions of them have been proposed for defining optimality 
criteria. In each case, it is desired to minimize the optimality criterion over a given 
class of feasible designs on R. Denote this class by C, and denote the X-matrix for 
a design d E C by X^. Then a design d* EC is A-optimal if 
Thus, an A-optimal design minimizes the sum of the variances of the components of 
$. The A-optimality criterion ignores covariances among the elements of so we 
also consider D-optimality. A design d* eC is D-optimal if 
That is, a D-optimal design minimizes the determinant of the covariance matrix 
of 13. This determinant is sometimes called the generalized variance of The 
D-optimality criterion has the property that the optimal design d* is invariant to 
full-rank reparameterizations of the model. To see this, denote the reparameterized 
model by 
y = Za + e 
7 
where a = C/3, Z = XC~^, and the constant matrix C specifies the reparameteriza-
tion. Suppose d* is a D-optimal design under the parameterization /3. Then for all 
E C, 
= 
Thus (f* is also a D-optimal design under the parameterization a. When actually 
computing the D-optimality for a given design we use the modified form: 
where p is the size of the parameter vector j3. This form adjusts for the number of 
parameters in the model and avoids underflow problems. 
A design d* E C \s  E-optimal if 
Amax = minAmax • 
where Aniax(-A) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A. Since is 
positive definite for all d, its eigenvalues are all positive and the maximum eigenvalue 
will be positive. The E-optimality criterion involves normalized linear combinations 
of the elements of namely /'yS where /( = 1, and it can be reexpressed as 
min max Waxil'p) = min max l\x'iX 
deCif i=i  ^ d^Cii i=i  
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i.e., an E-optimal design minimizes the maximum variance of all such linear com­
binations. Both A- and E-optimal designs depend on the parameterization of the 
model. 
A fourth optimality criterion that we will consider, called G-optimality, is pri­
marily concerned with inference about the response variable, y. Denote the prediction 
variance for a design d £ C hy Var^(y(z)). A design d* is G-optimal if 
That is, a G-optimal design minimizes the maximum prediction variance throughout 
the design region. Recently several authors have argued that other interesting aspects 
of the prediction variance function - besides the maximum - should be studied [7, 
20, 36]. We will discuss this issue further in sections 4.1 and 4.3.4. 
The above optimality criteria all assume that the specified model is correct, and 
they focus on variance properties of the design based on this model. This is not 
the only approach. If the model is not correctly specified, then the design may no 
longer be optimal. Box and Draper [4, 5] considered the average mean squared error 
(J) over a region of interest, R. Let g[z) denote the least squares estimator for the 
model (2.1) and ^(z) denote the true model, whose form is also assumed. Then it is 
desired to minimize the criterion 
where 0 = Jjidz. This expression can be written as the sum of a bias component 
and a variance component; 
niax Var^*(y(z)) = min niax Var^(y(z)) 
J = {nja^Q.)  E{[g{z)  -  a(z)]^}( fz  
9 
In particular, the authors considered a first-order model when the true model is 
second-order, and also a second-order model when the true model is third-order. They 
found that the designs that minimized J were similar to the designs that minimized 
bias alone, but were quite different from the designs that minimized variance alone. 
Box and Draper [6] also considered the effect of potential outliers on design 
optimality, i.e., outlying points in the design space. Their suggestion for guarding 
against the effect of such outliers is to minimize the dispersion of the diagonals of the 
s o - c a l l e d  " h a t "  m a t r i x ,  H  =  X { X ' X ) ~ ^ X ^ :  
min X] {ha -  hf  jn.  
2=1 
For fixed n and p,h = p/n,  so this criterion is equivalent to minimizing 
14-
2=1 
Much work has been done to find optimal designs, to find conditions under 
which optimal designs exist, and to find algorithms for constructing optimal designs 
in various situations. In the next section we review the work that is most closely 
related to this dissertation. 
2.2 Literature Review 
Various methods for constructing and evaluating experimental designs appear in 
the literature. One group of methods consists of algorithms for computer construc­
tion of optimal designs. More recently, graphical techniques have been proposed for 
evaluating designs. We review each of these groups in turn. 
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2.2.1 Algorithms for computer aided design 
Computer algorithms for constructing optimal experimental designs were first 
based on the work of Kiefer [26, 27] and Kiefer and Wolfowitz [28, 29]. Their work 
used the concept of a design measure, which is a probability measure on the design 
region, R. For example, an n run design would be represented by a probability mass 
function that puts weight 1/n on each (distinct) design point. Thus, the problem of 
design optimization is a matter of finding the optimal design measure. In this ap­
proach the optimal measure could be a continuous probability measure with infinitely 
many support points from R. However, the authors show that a finite solution can 
always be found. This solution will give the optimal proportion of runs that should 
be made at each design point, the design is said to be exact if these proportions 
are all integer fractions of n, i.e., rational with n as the denominator. Otherwise, 
the proportions can be rounded to obtain an approximately optimal design that is 
realizable in practice. 
Algorithms for finding optimal design measures were developed in the early 1970s 
by Wynn [40], Fedorov [17], and Atwood [1]. These algorithms begin with some start­
ing design and generate a sequence of designs until a convergence criterion is satisfied. 
The starting design can be generated randomly or algorithmically, or it can be spec­
ified by the user. It is often useful to try more than one starting design. Fedorov's 
algorithm produces the next design in the sequence by taking a convex combination 
of the current design and a point from the design region chosen to maocimize the 
variance function. The algorithm takes advantage of Kiefer and Wolfowitz's result 
that among design measures the following are equivalent: 
1. is G-optimal. 
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2. (* is D-optimal. 
3. max^çR, Var(^(z)) = p for and f*{z : Var(y(z)) = p} = 1. 
Item three states that the value of the G-optimality criterion for the optimal design 
measure is p, the number of parameters in the model, and the prediction variance 
is equal to p at every design point that is given nonzero mass by the design measure. 
If the design has a small number of runs, or many parameters in the model, 
the optimal design measure will not correspond to an exact design and the rounding 
procedure described above may result in an inefficient, or otherwise poor design [34]. 
As a result, computer algorithms were developed to search directly for an optimal 
exact design. Mitchell [32] introduced such an algorithm, called DETMAX, for con­
structing D-optimal designs "from scratch" and for augmenting existing designs with 
additional points. DETMAX begins with a random starting design with the user 
specifying the number of desired runs and a set of all possible design points. At each 
iteration a point is either added to or deleted from the current design. The addition 
of one point followed by the deletion of another point is called an exchange. Most 
of the algorithms for generating exact optimal designs make use of this procedure. 
DETMAX, however, was the first algorithm to allow excursions, in which several 
points can be added before one is deleted. Excursions allow the number of runs to 
vary between n — k and n + k where usually, k < 6, but they always return to an re­
run design. The advantage here is that the algorithm has a better chance of avoiding 
local optima. 
Jones and Eccleston [25] used exchange and interchange procedures in conjunc­
tion with A-optimality and block designs. An exchange is performed as in DETMAX, 
while an interchange involves switching two distinct points in the design that appear 
12 
in different blocks. These algorithms will generally converge, but they may converge 
only to a locally optimal design. Other algorithms make use of covariate information. 
Harville [23] used exchange and interchange procedures in conjunction with covariate 
information, while Wu's algorithm [39] attempts to balance covariate information 
across the treatments. The Jones and Eccleston procedure can be regarded as a 
special case of the Harville procedure. 
Welch's 1982 algorithm [37] performs a branch-and-bound search to construct 
a catalog of all n-point D-optimal designs. This algorithm is more computationally 
intensive, but it improves the chances of finding the globally optimal design. This 
algorithm considers only discrete design measures that correspond to exact designs 
and builds a search tree of possible designs. It does not have to consider all possible 
designs because the branch-and-bound algorithm can prune branches of the search 
tree that would not improve the optimality criterion. Welch proposed a different algo­
rithm to search for designs that protect against bias due to model misspecification [38, 
1983]. The design criterion in this case is the mean squared error of predicting the 
response, averaged over the design region and potential departures from the assumed 
model. 
More recently Cook and Nachtsheim [13, 1989] expanded the previous work on 
exchange and interchange algorithms to include factorial and response surface designs 
that are to be run in blocks. The D-optimality is based not on the full X^X matrix, 
but on the cross-products matrix for the treatment parameters, adjusted for block 
parameters. That is, if X = [X]^ |%2] denotes the partition of the model matrix for 
blocks and treatments, respectively, then the optimality criterion is 
det(X^(7 - f where P  =  X - ^ { X [ X i ) - ' ^ X [ .  
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The first part of the algorithm performs exchanges until no further improvement can 
be made. The second part performs interchanges between blocks. The algorithm 
iterates between these two parts until the convergence criterion is satisifed. We will 
use an implementation of this algorithm for comparison with our graphical search 
methods in section 4.4. 
The algorithms summarized here are only a sample of what has been done. Two 
review articles describe this area more completely and provide extensive bibliogra­
phies. In the first one, Steinberg and Hunter review the general area of experimental 
design [34, 1984], and the second one is a survey of response surface methodology by 
Myers, Carter and Khuri [33, 1989]. Each of these algorithms are based on a single 
optimality criterion. However, Welch [37] goes one step further. When a set of D-
optimal designs is found, the designs are compared using other properties including 
A- and G-optimality. 
While our graphical methods themselves do not search for optimal designs, they 
sometimes mimic the actions of these algorithms, in particular the exchange proce­
dure. In other words a design point can be added to or deleted from the design with 
the effect on all the optimality properties displayed graphically. Thus, the user can 
perform his/her own exchanges and thereby control the search for a good design. 
2.2.2 Graphical methods in design 
In recent years, some researchers have studied graphical methods for evaluating 
experimental designs. In their 1987 book, Box and Draper [7] give many examples of 
plots of the design region and design properties. One interesting example is a plot of 
the variance function, that is, the prediction variance viewed as a function of z on R. 
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Figure 2.1: The variance function for one design variable, z = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, assum­
ing (a) a linear model and (b) a quadratic model 
If there is one design variable, i.e., k=l, the variance function is a two-dimensional 
plot of Var(y(z)) versus z\ see Figure 2.1. If there are two design-variables, this plot 
becomes a three-dimensional surface that can be viewed as a static, two-dimensional 
projection on paper or as a series of such projections on a computer display via 
rotation. The three-dimensional surface can also be viewed in two dimensions using 
a contour plot (see Figure 4.2). This approach breaks down when the number of 
design variables exceeds two. 
Two static graphical methods that have recently been proposed also use the 
variance function. The first method [20] computes the maximum, average, and mini­
mum variance for a fixed radius, p, from the center of the design region. These three 
quantities are then plotted versus p, and the result is called a variance dispersion 
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Figure 2.2: Variance dispersion graph for a 2^ design assuming (a) a first-order 
model and (b) a first-order model with two-factor interactions 
graph. For a first-order model these plots are derived from simple functions of the 
eigenvalues of the matrix {X^X)~^. However, a closed-form solution does not exist 
for more complicated models, so the authors resort to a numerical algorithm to com­
pute the desired quantities. Figure 2.2 shows a variance dispersion graph for a 2^ 
factorial model assuming a first-order model and a model containing the first-order 
effects and two-factor interactions. 
The second method [36] extends the first one by considering the mean squared 
error of prediction. In this approach an initial model is assumed 
Y  =  X i ^ i  +  e  
that will be fit to the data. Then it is assumed that the experimenter wishes to 
protect against bias due to a larger model that more closely describes the true state 
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of nature, 
V = Xi/3i + X2P2 + ^  
where the columns of X2 represent additional model terms. In the paper cited, Xi 
represents a first or second-order model, and X2 represents a second or third-order 
model, respectively. With this setup, y(z) is a biased estimate of y(z), since 
E(y(z)) = 
but 
E(y(z)) = Xifii + X2I32-
Thus, the authors look at the mean squared error of y(z), that is 
MSE(y(z)) = Var(y(z)) + bias^(y(z)). 
The bias depends on the unknown parameter (32, so the authors take the approach 
of maximizing the MSE over a region of fixed length for /Sg. Then, as above, the 
maximum MSE and average MSE are plotted versus the radius p in the design region. 
A numerical algorithm is used to compute the quantities needed for these plots. 
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CHAPTER 3. REVIEW OF DYNAMIC GRAPHICS IN STATISTICS 
In this chapter we review recent research concerning the use of dynamic graph­
ics in statistics. Much of this work is summarized and presented in Cleveland [9, 
1987] and Cleveland and McGill [10, 1988], but we also discuss what has been done 
since then. Dynamic graphics methods are useful for finding interesting patterns 
and structure in multi-dimensional data and have been designed for use in a data 
analysis setting. We believe that dynamic graphics can also usefully display the mul­
tidimensional nature of experimental designs. In the following sections we discuss 
the relevant research in statistical graphics, dynamic graphics in statistics, Lisp-Stat 
- a computing environment for implementing dynamic graphics, and object-oriented 
programming - the paradigm on which the Lisp-Stat graphics system is based. In 
the next chapter we will introduce several new methods for evaluating experimental 
designs that use the techniques described below. 
3.1 Statistical Graphics 
Although the focus of this chapter is dynamic graphics, some aspects of statis­
tical graphics in general are relevant. Cleveland [9] identifies three main areas of 
research in statistical graphics: methodology, computing and graphical perception. 
Methodological research addresses the questions "What to plot?" and "How to plot 
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Figure 3.1: A normal probability plot 
it?" When it was introduced, the probability plot represented a new answer to the 
first question, while the scatterplot matrix is an answer to the second. A probability 
plot is a two-dimensional scatter plot with ordered data from a particular variable on 
one axis and quantiles from a given probability distribution on the other axis. The 
purpose is to determine if the data could have been realized as a random sample from 
the given distribution. This will be the case if the points fall roughly on a straight 
line, it will not if there are large deviations from a straight line. Figure 3.1 shows 
an example of a probability plot. The scatterplot matrix is, as its name implies, a 
matrix of scatterplots and is useful for displaying a multidimensional data set. Each 
"element" of the matrix is a two-dimensional scatterplot of two variables from the 
data set, and all possible pairs are represented. Figure 3.2 shows an example of this 
kind of plot for three variables. 
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Computing issues are another area of fundamental importance in statistical 
graphics research. Two research areas here are designing the user interface and 
structuring algorithms for fast computation. These two areas are especially impor­
tant in dynamic graphics where the user is interacting directly with the plot and, 
thus response time is critical. 
Graphical perception is a research area that has two different approaches. The 
first approach is informal, and it involves graphing the same information in different 
ways, and then trying to decide which way seems best. Personal biases can certainly 
affect the results in this approach. The second approach is based on the science of 
graphical perception. Researchers in this area study how graphical features such as 
geometry, texture and color are visually decoded by humans. We do not formally 
address questions of graphical perception in this dissertation. 
3.2 Dynamic Graphics 
Dynamic, or high interaction, graphics involve a "tight weaving of methods and 
computing" [9] and have two important properties. The first property is the direct 
manipulation of graphical elements on a computer graphics screen, and the second is 
virtually instantaneous change following such a manipulation. 
According to Cleveland, Fowlkes' probability plotting system [19, 1971] "first 
showed the usefulness of dynamic methods in statistics" [9]. In Fowlkes' system 
points can be deleted from the plot by using two knobs to position a small box over 
the desired points. Then new quantiles are computed for the reduced data and the 
plot is redrawn. The system allows the user to quickly determine which points, if 
any, have a significant influence on the apparent distribution of the data. 
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A more flexible system, PRIM-9, was introduced in 1975 [18]. This system is 
described as an "interactive data display and analysis system for the examination and 
dissection of multidimensional data" in up to nine dimensions. Its features include 
projection, rotation, isolation and masking. Projection means that n-dimensional 
data points are projected into two dimensions for display on the computer screen, and 
that the user controls the projection. Rotation is accomplished by quickly displaying 
a smooth sequence of two-dimensional projections. With fast enough hardware and 
a good algorithm, rotation provides the illusion of a third dimension (coming out 
of the screen). A simple example is the rotation of a three-dimensional point cloud 
around each of its coordinate axes. This generalizes to higher dimensions by selecting 
any two coordinate axes to define the plane of rotation. PRIM-9 uses this kind of 
rotation. 
Isolation is the ability to select a subset of the data and analyze it apart from 
the full data set. It involves several steps. The first step is selection, where the user 
specifies a subset of the data on which to focus. In earlier systems this was done with 
a cursor on the screen that was controlled by dials, but today a pointing device such 
as a mouse can be used. Alternatively, the user could enter a conditional expression 
that evaluates to TRUE if the data point is to be selected and FALSE othewise. For 
example, if the data set contains the variable AGE, a subset could be specified by the 
expression AGE > 45. The second step is highlighting, in which the selected points 
are drawn using a different plotting symbol than the unselected points. The final step, 
which is optional, removes the unselected points from the screen. This step would be 
necessary, for example, when there are too many points in the data set to distinguish 
the selected points on the plot. Fowlkes' probability plotting system is an example of 
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the use of isolation. The final feature of PRIM-9, masking, is performed by selecting 
a subregion of the multidimensional space and displaying only those points that lie in 
the subregion. This is very similar to isolation except that selection is done in terms 
of the data space rather than the actual data points. 
Many subsequent dynamic graphics systems have been patterned after PRIM-9 
[9]. In addition to the features introduced in PRIM-9, dynamic graphics methods now 
include brushing, linking and animation. Brushing is a technique used to highlight 
an interactively changing subset of points. A geometric shape, e.g. a rectangle or a 
circle, is placed on the screen and the user is given control of its position. As the shape 
moves, the points that fall inside it are highlighted and the points that fall outside 
are unhighlighted. Brushing is a useful technique for exploring multidimensional data 
displayed in a scatterplot matrix. The brush can be positioned in one scatterplot, and 
the corresponding points in all scatterplots will be highlighted. Becker, et. al., noted 
that by making the brush long and narrow, one can look for conditional relationships 
among the variables [2]. 
Linking involves associating graphical elements, such as points, in one plot with 
elements in another plot. When points are highlighted, selected, or removed in one 
plot, the same operation is done to them in all linked plots. One example is the 
brushing example above, where each point in one scatterplot of the scatterplot matrix 
is linked to its corresponding point in the other scatterplots. Another example is to 
link a list of point labels on one part of the screen to a scatterplot in another part. 
When points are highlighted in the scatterplot, the corresponding point labels are 
highUghted, and vice versa. The linking scheme here is to link points by their sequence 
number, but other schemes are possible. 
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h { x )  =  
Animation is the display of a sequence of plots, indexed by X in rapid 
succession, much like the frames of a movie. Usually, the user has control of the 
parameter A. An example of animation is to display a normal probability plot of a 
set of data and give the user control of the power parameter in the Box-Cox power 
transformation 
( s ^ - l ) / A  i f  
log(x) otherwise. 
As the user gradually moves A through the interval [—1,2], say, the data are trans­
formed and the plot is redrawn. Using this technique, the value of A that makes the 
data look most normally distributed is quickly found. This idea was first implemented 
in Fowlkes' system using an analog dial to control A. 
3.2.1 Dynamic graphs for regression diagnostics 
An important example of more recent work is Cook and Weisberg's dynamic 
graphics system for regression diagnostics [15, 1989]. They use animation to visualize 
the process of adding variables to a model and to assess the need for transformations, 
and they use rotation to generalize two-dimensional added variable and residual plots 
to three dimensions. Their first method is an animated added variable plot in which 
the variable to be added to the model is done so gradually from not being present in 
the model (A = 0) to being completely in the model (A = 1). The model is 
y = -^l/?l +-'^2/^2 + ^ (3.1) 
=  X j S  4- e. 
For a sequence of As between 0 and 1, they plot residuals versus predicted values 
for the model with the "partially" added variable. As the user moves A through the 
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sequence, the points on the plot move to new locations. The authors show that the 
plotted quantities for 0 < A < 1 are a linear combination of the plotted quantities at 
A = 0 and A = 1, i.e., 
e(A) = ey.i-A(y-yi) 
y ( ^ )  =  h  +  ^ ( y - h )  
where 
y = X(X'X)-ljï'y 
yi = 
and E Y . I  = y - yj 
and they use this fact to update the plot quickly for each value of A. They interpret 
the plot by noting that points that move a large distance relative to the others are 
influenced by the added variable more than the other points. In an extreme case, if 
only one point moves a large distance then that point is almost solely determined by 
the added variable. The plot can be used for one or more variables added simultane­
ously. Figure 3.3 shows four frames of this plot from an example in the paper. Point 
number 2 is highlighted as it moves much more than the other points. 
The second method is an animated probability plot similar to the one described 
above. The dependent variable y is transformed via 
A(GM(3/))^-1 ° 
G M { y ) \ n { y )  if A= 0 
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Figure 3.3: Example of adding a variable to a model using animation 
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where GM( î /) is the geometric mean of y. For a fixed A they draw a normal probability 
plot of the studentized residuals, 
As A is varied over a reasonable range, say [-2,2], the plot is recomputed and redrawn. 
This plot is useful for assessing the need to transform the dependent variable. For 
example, in Figure 3.4 we see that the points come closest to a straight line for A 
between 0 and 0.5 suggesting a log or cube-root transformation to get residuals that 
look most normally distributed. 
Their third method is a three-dimensional added-variable plot that is viewed 
using rotation. It can be used to assess the effect of adding two variables to the 
model. The standard two-dimensional added variable plot, proposed as a regression 
diagnostic method, is a static plot that uses the two-part model (3.1) with X2 a 
column vector and plots vs. 62-1 where ey.i is as defined above and 
i.e., 62.1 the vector of residuals from regressing X2 on The two-dimensional 
plot is useful for ascertaining the consistency and the strength of the relationship 
in the model, but it may not reveal certain deficiencies in the model. To address 
where 
=  V i - V i  
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Figure 3.4: A probability plot for assessing the need to transform a variable 
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this question, one can plot e vs. 62.1 where e is the vector of residuals from the full 
model (3.1). Cook and Weisberg develop both kinds of added variable plots in three 
dimensions via the model 
y = Xi^i + X202 + ^ (3.2) 
where X2 and X3 are n x 1. The plotted variables are 62.63.1} or {e, 
®2-l' ®3-l}' whichever is preferred. These plots can be used in the same manner as 
their two-dimensional counterparts by looking for trends and patterns. In addition. 
Cook and Weisberg describe how one can determine the nature of the interaction 
(or collinearity) between X2 and X^ from specific views of the plots obtained via 
rotation around the vertical axis. 
Their fourth method is a three-dimensional residual plot, also viewed via rota­
t i o n .  U s i n g  m o d e l  ( 3 . 1 )  t h e  p l o t t e d  v a r i a b l e s  a r e  { e ,  y 2 - l !  Y l }  w h e r e  { y 2 - l '  Y l }  
represents an orthogonal decomposition of y induced by the orthogonal decomposi­
tion of the column space of X into and ^21: i e., 
yi = -Piy 
y2-i = ^21 y 
a  =  X i ( x [ x ^ ) - ^ x [  
and ^2 1 = (^ " ^ l)^2-
In fact, all three plotted variables are orthogonal to each other so that three-dimensional 
shapes can be discerned. As with two-dimensional residual plots, discernable patterns 
or trends indicate deficiencies in the model or in the data. 
In their conclusion. Cook and Weisberg remark that animated plots may be 
more useful and more easily interprétable than rotating plots, especially for added-
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variables, but that rotation may be better for detecting various types of interactions 
between model variables. Their system is currently implemented in Lisp-Stat which 
we introduce in the next section. 
3.3 Lisp-Stat 
Lisp-Stat is an object-oriented computing environment for statistical computing 
and dynamic graphics. It includes essential statistical functions, a vectorized arith­
metic system, an object-oriented programming system, and support for dynamic 
graphics. It was designed by Luke Tierney [35] for three main reasons: 
1. To provide a unified environment for representing more than just statistical 
data. For example, a linear model can be represented by set of numbers iden­
tifying estimated coefficients, but to represent a non-linear model, it would 
be desirable to be able to specify its mean function. Lisp-Stat provides the 
capability for defining functions and for manipulating them as ordinary data. 
2. To introduce object-oriented programming and graphics programming in a sta­
tistical context. 
3. To encourage experimentation with, and development of, new dynamic graphics 
methods: 
"Research on the effective use of dynamic graphical methods in statis­
tics is just beginning. The Lisp-Stat graphics system is designed to 
support this research effort by supporting the explorations of varia­
tions on standard methods as well as the development of new meth­
ods." [35, p. 297] 
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The current implementation of Lisp-Stat, called XLisp-Stat, is based on the 
XLISP language which is a subset of Common Lisp. All XLisp-Stat expressions 
are in LISP syntax and can be executed in one of two ways: either by typing one 
expression at a time to the Lisp-Stat prompt or by collecting a series of expressions 
into a file and executing them together. In either case, Lisp-Stat tries to evaluate 
each expression, and returns the result of its evaluation, according to the following 
rules; 
1. If the expression is a number, return that number. 
2. If the expression is a string enclosed in double quotes, return the string including 
the double quotes. 
3. If the expression is a symbol, i.e., a name consisting of letters, numbers and/or 
possibly other allowable characters, return the value of the symbol, if the value 
has been set. Otherwise, signal an error. 
4. If the expression is a list of expressions enclosed in parentheses and separated 
by spaces, treat the first element of the list as a function and the rest of the 
elements as arguments to the function. Evaluation proceeds by first evaluating 
the arguments, in order. Then the function is applied to obtain the result. 
For example, evaluating (* (+ 2 3) 4) returns a value of 20, and evaluating 
(mean (list 2 3 4)) returns 3. 
Lisp-Stat has many built-in functions for doing arithmetic, statistical calcula­
tions including linear and non-linear regression, and for creating and customizing 
dynamic graphics. The Lisp-Stat graphics system is based on an object-oriented 
programming paradigm, which we now describe. 
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3.3.1 Object-oriented programming 
In object-oriented programming an object is a data structure that contains infor­
mation about itself in named locations called slots. Objects are self-contained units 
in the sense that to make an object do something, you send it a message with the 
name of a procedure to execute, which is called a method. For example, to print an 
object, you send it a message to print itself, and it knows how to do this. An object 
responds to a message by finding and executing the appropriate method. Figure 3.5 
shows a schematic diagram of an object. In Lisp-Stat, for example, a scatter plot is 
represented as an object which has slots for the data being plotted, the title of the 
plot, the variable names and information pertaining to how the axes, points, and so 
on, should be drawn. The scatter plot can respond to such messages as "add points", 
"add lines" and "redraw". 
An important feature of object-oriented programming is that objects can share 
methods. Thus, the redraw method for scatter plots need only be written once, after 
which all scatter plots are able to access it. This is accomplished by defining special 
prototype objects, from which new instance objects are created. Methods are written 
for the prototype and are inherited by the instance objects. Prototypes are arranged 
in an inheritance hierarchy so that they may also share methods by inheritance. 
A hierarchy is constructed by studying objects in the situation of interest. Then 
common properties of certain sets of objects can be identified and collected into a pro­
totype. For example, all statistical graphs have certain common properties, but there 
are also differences among them. In Lisp-Stat all graphs have a title and a location on 
the screen, among other things. Also they can all respond to a message to transform 
their data. These features are programmed into the graph prototype. Differences 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of an object 
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between types of graphs are programmed into separate prototypes which come below 
the graph prototype in the hierarchy and thus inherit its methods. The scatterplot 
prototype is an example of a prototype inheriting from the graph prototype. 
Prototyping and inheritance save much program development time. When it 
is desired to make a new kind of object, a new prototype can be defined to inherit 
methods from an existing one with which it has some commonality. Then only the 
differences between the two types of objects need to be programmed. For example, 
in the Lisp-Stat graphics system, each graph is drawn in a separate window on the 
screen. There is a window object prototype which handles messages such as "loca­
tion", "size", "title", and "close." The first three of these allow the user to examine 
and change the location, size and title of the window, while the "close" message 
removes the window from the screen. The graph-window prototype represents one 
kind of window. It comes immediately below the window prototype in the inher­
itance hierarchy and, therefore, inherits its methods. Some of its methods handle 
messages for drawing points and lines, presenting a menu for interacting with the 
graph, and changing colors. This prototype also contains methods for responding to 
events generated by user actions, such as mouse clicks. 
Next in the hierarchy comes the graph prototype which adds to the graph-window 
prototype the ability to handle data. The essential methods for managing data and 
converting it to plots on the screen are contained in this prototype. Examples of mes­
sages include "add points", "add lines", "add function", and "make-transformation." 
This prototype also includes methods for implementing the dynamic graphics tech­
niques discussed earlier, including linking, subset selection, brushing, rotation and 
projection. The graph prototype can handle data points of any dimension, not just 
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two or three, and has capabilities for performing rotations and projections in n di­
mensions. 
Finally, Lisp-Stat contains prototypes for drawing several kinds of statistical 
graphs including ordinary scatter plots, scatter plot matrices, box plots, histograms, 
and rotating plots. Each of these prototypes inherits directly from the graph pro­
totype and, of course, indirectly from the ancestors of the graph prototype, the 
graph-window and window prototypes. New kinds of graphs can be implemented 
using these prototypes or by creating new prototypes that inherit methods from the 
existing prototypes. 
To be able to interact with a graph using a mouse, Lisp-Stat provides a "plot 
overlay" prototype. Plot overlays can appear as buttons, sliders, or other kinds of 
controls usually in the margins of a plot. For example, the rotating plot prototype 
contains an overlay for controlling the rotation that consists of three pairs of buttons. 
Each of these pairs controls rotation around one of the three screen axes: pitch, roll 
and yaw. A pair of buttons is provided in order to choose a forward or a backward 
direction (see Figure 3.6). Alternatively one could define similar buttons to control 
rotation around the coordinate axes of the data. We use overlays in our plots to 
control perturbations made to the design and in some cases to select which elements 
of the plot are displayed. 
•  •Pi t c h  • • R o l l  • • Y a w  
Figure 3.6: A three-dimensional plot with rotation controls. Larger points in this 
view correspond to larger values of Y and are closer to the viewer. 
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CHAPTER 4. DYNAMIC PLOTS OF DESIGN PROPERTIES 
In this chapter we introduce new dynamic graphical methods for displaying de­
sign properties, including the prediction variance, and A-, D-, E- and G-optimality. 
In some cases we show how a plot can be used to assess the effects of certain perturba­
tions to the design and to suggest possible improvements to the design. In section 4.1 
we describe several dynamic plots of the prediction variance function for an arbitrary 
number of design variables, followed by a parallel coordinate plot of optimality cri­
teria in section 4.2. In section 4.3 we introduce a case weight perturbation plot and 
use it in section 4.4 to search for better designs. We compare this search technique 
to an existing algorithm. 
For illustrative purposes we use a design described in Cook and Weisberg [14, 
pp. 148-156] given in Table 4.1. We will refer to this design as the drill design. The 
design variables are centered and scaled versions of the original variables to put the 
factorial points a distance of from the center of the design region, (0, 0, 0), which 
is taken to be a sphere of radius 2. The scaling has been chosen so that the factorial 
points will be represented by(±l,±l,±l). We will assume that the response follows 
a second order model. The design is a non-standard central composite design in 
three variables. With the above scaling, the "center" runs are actually at (0, —1/3, 
0). This is because the levels of the second design variable are not equally spaced. 
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Table 4.1: A modified Central Composite Design in three variables. Runs are num­
bered from zero to correspond to subsequent plots 
run 21 ^9 ^3 
0 1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
1 1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
2 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
3 -1.0000 
-1.0000 -1.0000 
4 1.4133 -0.3333 0.0000 
5 0.0000 
-1.0000 0.0000 
6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
8 0.0000 1.6667 0.0000 
9 -1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
10 -1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
11 0.0000 -0.3333 -1.6667 
12 1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
13 1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
14 -1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
15 -1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
16 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
17 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
18 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
19 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
20 0.0000 
-0.3333 0.0000 
21 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
22 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
23 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
24 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
25 -1.4133 -0.3333 0.0000 
26 1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
27 1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
28 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
29 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
30 0.0000 -0.3333 1.6667 
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Notice that the factorial points are replicated twice, the star points once, and there 
are nine center points. Also, the star points are not all the same distance from the 
center of the region. This design provides us with a good example of a non-standard 
design, and it is relevant to compare it to a standard central composite design and to 
other competing designs. In doing so we will discover in section 4.4 how this design 
can be improved. 
4.1 The Variance Function 
The prediction variance, Var(y(z)) = f(z)'(X'X)~^f(z), can be plotted easily 
as a function of the design region when there are just one or two design variables. For 
one design variable, the plot is a curve in two dimensions (see Figure 4.1). For two 
design variables, the plot can be a perspective plot of the three-dimensional surface, 
or a contour plot. Figure 4.2 shows the surface and contour plots for a 2^ factorial 
design consisting of the four design points (±1,±1), assuming a first-order model. 
Notice that the variance is lowest in the center of the region and increases as we move 
away from the center. When the surface plot is drawn on the computer screen the 
user can rotate the surface using a pointing device such as a mouse. In the contour 
plot we can see immediately from the circular contours that the design is rotatable, 
that is, at a given radius from the center of the design region, the prediction variance 
is constant. This rotatability condition can also be seen in the surface plot when it 
is in motion on a computer screen. 
When the number of design variables exceeds two, these standard techniques 
can no longer be used. The variance dispersion graph [20] described in chapter 3 is 
one way to picture the variance function in this case. Our first dynamic plot of the 
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Figure 4.1: The variance function for a design with one design variable set to the 
values (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), assuming a second-order model 
variance function uses a three-dimensional surface plot for two of the design variables 
and gives the user interactive control of the values of the other design variables. The 
resulting graph is a three-dimensional projection of the variance function in which 
the user has control of the projection. By interacting with sliders on the plot, one 
can move through the additional dimensions of the design region and see the changes 
in the variance function. 
In Figure 4.3 we show two frames of this variance function plot for a 2^ factorial 
design consisting of the eight points (±1,±1,±1), using a first-order plus two-factor 
interactions model: 
2/i = /^O + + l^2H2 + PZHZ + h 2 H l H 2  + h z H l H Z  + ^ 23^*2^:3 + H -
The user is able to move the value of the third design variable through its range 
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Figure 4.2; Surface and contour plots of the variance function for a 2^ design as­
suming a first order polynomial model. In the top graph, thicker lines 
are closer to the viewer 
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of values in response to mouse clicks in the slider. In this case, the plotted surface 
simply flattens out and moves down as 23 —> 0. (We use zj to denote the j-th 
coo rd ina t e  o f  an  a rb i t r a ry  po in t  i n  t he  des ign  r eg ion ,  i . e . ,  z  =  { z i , . . .  , Z j , . . . ,  z ^ ) ) .  
The flattening out is due to the interaction terms in the model. If we were to assume 
a first-order model with no interaction, the surface would move still down as zg —> 0, 
but its shape would not change. The surface is the highest and thus, the variance 
is greatest, when zg = ±1. The surface is lowest when 23 = 0. Because of design 
symmetries, this plot would look the same regardless of which two design variables 
are plotted and which one is slided. However, in a non-standard design, it may be 
use fu l  t o  choose  d i f f e r en t  pa i r s  o f  de s ign  va r i ab l e s  t o  p lo t .  I n  gene ra l ,  i f  t h e r e  a r e  k  
design variables, there will be A: — 2 sliders along the side of the plot. 
This plot can be used to compare designs that share the same design region. 
Suppose we modify the 2^ design by moving the point (1, 1, 1) to (3/4, 1/2, 1/2). 
Figure 4.4 shows two views of the resulting variance function, corresponding to 23 = 
— 1 and Z3 = 0. Figure 4.5 shows the view corresponding to 2:3 = 1, in which we can 
see the dramatic effect of not taking an observation at z = (1,1,1), i.e., Var(y(l, 1,1)) 
jumps from 0.875 in the standard design to 1.58 in the modified design. 
Our second method for visualizing the variance function for abritrary k  involves 
selecting two points in the design region and displaying the cross-section of the vari­
ance surface corresponding to the line that connects the two points. The points' 
coordinates are then controlled interactively. Denote these two points by Zg and zj 
and suppose the design region is a hypersphere centered at z=0 with radius r. Then 
the line segment connecting Za and zj is given by 
zçw)  = (1 — w)za  +  wz f ^  0  <w  <  1 .  
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Figure 4.3: The variance function for a 2^ design assuming a first order model plus 
two-factor interactions. A slider is provided for the third design variable, 
zg. Thicker lines are closer to the viewer 
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Figure 4.4: Two views of the variance function for a modified 2^ design. Thicker 
lines are closer to the viewer 
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Pred* Var 
Figure 4.5: A third view of the variance function for a modified 2^ design. Thicker 
lines are closer to the viewer 
Then we plot Var(y[z(z/;)]) versus w.  Figure 4.6 shows two views of this plot for 
the 2^ design assuming a first-order model where Zo=(—1,—1,—1), z^=(l,l,l) and 
Za=( —1,1,1), zj=(l,l,l), respectively. The first line runs from one corner of the unit 
hypercube and through the origin to the opposite corner. The second line runs along 
one edge of the hypercube. This plot is useful for viewing arbitrary cross-sections of 
the variance function. 
Another way to examine cross-sections of the variance function is to only consider 
lines ziyj) through the origin (0,... ,0), and then rotate z{w) around the origin in 
two-dimensional planes defined by pairs of coordinate axes in the design region. As 
the line z{w) is rotated in the design space, the corresponding variance cross-section 
is computed and redrawn. One interpretation of this plot is that if the variance 
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cross-section does not move, regardless of how z {w)  is rotated, then the design is 
rotatable. Conversely, the more the cross-section moves, the greater the departure 
from rotatability. We begin with the line segment 
z {w)  =  w{r ,0 , . . . , 0 )  - 1 < to < 1, 
which is just the coordinate axis of the first design variable extending from one end 
of the design region to the other. Then we plot Var(^[z(i(;)]) versus rw. The abscissa 
is interpretable as the distance of z{w) from (0,...,0), i.e., To perform a 
rotation through an angle 6 ,  we select two dimensions of the design region, a < 6, to 
de f ine  t he  p l ane  o f  r o t a t i on ,  and  wr i t e  t he  ro t a t i on  ma t r i x  T{a ,b ,6 )  =  
as at X & identity matrix except for 
i a a {o . , b , 6 )  = cos  6  
= -sin0 
= cos# 
Next we compute the rotated line zq{w)  = T(a, b ,  9 ) z (w)  and the new variance section 
Var(^[zg(w)]). We keep track of the direction of zg{w) by displaying the coordinates 
of zg(l) directly on the plot. The plot also contains interactive controls that allow 
the user to select the axes of rotation. In Figure 4.7 we show two views of this plot for 
the 2^ design assuming a first-order model. With this model the design is rotatable, 
so the two graphs are the same for any rotation. In Figure 4.8, we show the same 
two views, but we have added two-factor interactions to the model. The variance 
section for the first-order model is included for reference as a dashed line. In the first 
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plot, the dashed line is not visible, since in this direction, the two variance functions 
coincide. In general, we have designed this plot so that the variance functions for 
any two designs can be compared on a single graph. Figure 4.27 shows an example 
of this using the drill design and a competing design. 
4.2 Parallel Coordinate Plots 
The use of single number optimality criteria in experimental design has been 
criticized for focusing attention on a single aspect of the design while ignoring other 
important aspects [7]. However, if a design is robust to the choice of optimality 
criterion, that is, if it out-performs competing designs on several optimality criteria, 
it could be considered a better design. The parallel coordinate plot is a useful tool 
for comparing designs on the basis of several optimality criteria simultaneously. 
A parallel coordinate plot is a plot whose coordinate axes, instead of being per­
pendicular to each other, are parallel to each other. Thus, any number of axes can be 
drawn in two-dimensional space, limited only by the resolution of the plotting device. 
This allows points of an arbitrary dimension to be visualized in a two-dimensional 
plot. To construct a parallel coordinate plot, picture the standard cartesian coordi­
nate system with horizontal and vertical axes named X and Y, respectively. Suppose 
we wish to plot a t-dimensional point, (x]^, $2,..., z&). Label the X-axis 1,2,..., A:, 
and construct parallel, vertical axes at X = 1,2, ...,A:. Then draw points (i,a:j), 
z = 1,..., A: in the X-Y coordinate system and connect consecutive points with line 
segments. Thus, a point in k dimensions becomes a line, i.e., a set of connected 
line segments, when plotted in parallel coordinates. Lines in k dimensions can also 
be plotted in parallel coordinates; in fact, they become points in the X-Y coordi-
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nate system [24]. We do not discuss lines further because we will only be plotting 
fc-dimensional points. 
As an example, we can think of the A-, D-, E- and G-optimality criteria as 
a four-dimensional point (A, D, E, G) that corresponds to a particular design. To 
compare n designs, we can plot n four-dimensional points on a parallel coordinate 
plot. Figure 4.9 shows such a plot for three designs and four optimality criteria. 
Each frame in this figure shows the scale for a different one of the parallel axes. The 
designs are numbered 1, 2, and 3, and are given in Table 4.2. The model in each 
case is a full second order model, and the design region is assumed to be a sphere 
centered at (0,0,0) with radius equal to the distance of the furthest point from the 
center, which we will call the perimeter of the design. Design 1 is a 3^ factorial; 
design 2 is a rotatable central composite design; and design 3 is the same as design 
1 except that it has been rescaled so that the values and are the same 
as in design 2. This rescaling technique was suggested by Box and Draper [7] as a 
means of comparing two designs on an equal footing. However, it is also reasonable 
to compare designs that have the same perimeter. 
In the plots of Figure 4.9, each parallel éixis has been scaled so that the points 
on that axis occupy its full range. We see that between designs 1 and 2, design 2 is 
better in terms of D- and G-optimality, whereas design 1 is better in terms of A- and 
E-optimality. Design 3 is better than Design 2 on all counts except G-optimality, 
since design 2 is the G-optimal design. That is, it is the best design in terms of the 
G-optimality criterion when the design region is the sphere of radius 1.414. If we 
evaluate the G-optimality criterion for design 2 on the sphere of radius 1.633 we get 
a value of 1.138, so it is still better than design 3. Since design 3 is just a scaled-up 
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Table 4.2; Three designs - Design lis a 3^ factorial; design 2 is a 9-run rot at able 
central composite design; design 3 is a scaled version of design 1 
Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 
run ^1 n  ^1 ^2 ^1 ^2 
1 -1 -1 -1.000 1.000 -1.155 1.155 
2 -1 0 -1.000 1.000 -1.155 0.000 
3 -1 1 1.000 1.000 -1.155 1.155 
4 0 -1 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.155 
5 0 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6 0 1 0.000 1.414 0.000 1.155 
7 1 -1 0.000 1.414 1.155 1.155 
8 1 0 -1.414 0.000 1.155 0.000 
9 1 1 1.414 0.000 1.155 1.155 
6.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
perim. 1.414 1.414 1.633 
version of design 1, we expect it to do at least as well as design 1 on all optimality 
criteria, and we see this in the plot. 
This parallel plot features several interactive capabilities. For example, one 
can point to a particular coordinate using a mouse and have the corresponding line 
segments highlighted. In fact, any number of the t-dimensional "points" can be 
highlighted and their point labels displayed. A "point label" in this case could in­
dicate the name of the corresponding design. As another example, the plot could 
be linked to a list of design names, and when a "point" is selected in the plot, the 
corresponding name is highlighted in the list of names; see Figure 4.10. Finally, we 
could perturb the design interactively, and view changes in the optimality criteria on 
the plot. For example, we could select and perturb one design point by providing a 
slider for the value of each design variable for that point. Changing the values of the 
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Figure 4.10: A parallel-coordinate plot of design optimality criteria linked to a list 
of design names 
sliders corresponds to moving the point through the design region. As this happens, 
the plot is continuously updated, and we can see immediately what happens to the 
values of the optimality criteria. 
In this section we investigate a perturbation scheme that varies the weight of 
one design point between zero and two in order to investigate the effect of gradually 
deleting and replicating that point, and we apply this perturbation to each design 
point in turn. The null perturbation gives each design point a weight of one. Per­
turbing the weight for the A-th design point down to zero corresponds to deleting 
that point from the design, while perturbing the weight up to a value of two corre-
4.3 Perturbing Case Weights 
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spends to replicating that point. Using dynamic graphis, we examine the effects of 
this perturbation scheme on D- and A-optimality. 
When perturbing the weight of the t-th design point we need to know what 
happens to the matrix and subsequently its determinant and trace. In 
particular, when perturbing the design, we want to be able to update (X^X)~^ 
without recomputing the p x p matrix inverse so that the graph on the screen can be 
updated quickly. We proceed by stating two useful matrix results that can be found 
in standard texts (see for example [22]). 
A B 
Result 1. Let A and D be square matrices such that G = 
C D 
. Then 
\G\ = \A\\D-CA-^B\ if |A| 0 
and \G\ = \D\\A-BD-'^C\ if |D| ^ 0. 
In particular. If G = 
M 
B' 
, then 
|G| = IMWI  +  B 'M- ' ^A]  
and 1G| = \I\\M + AI-'^B'\ 
so that 
\M + AB'\ = \M\\I + B'M-'^A\. 
Result 2. Let W = M + AB' and suppose that M~^ exists. Then 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
In what follows, A and B will be either n x 1 or n x 2 matrices so to obtain 
(M + AB')~^ we only have to compute the inverse of a scalar or a 2 x 2 matrix. 
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Let = f(zj)' denote the i-th row of the X-matrix, and let M = X 'X .  Then we 
can write 
i=l 
If we delete design point the matrix M can be updated via 
Mup - M - x^x^. 
If we replicate design point k  the matrix M can be updated via 
Mup = M + x^x^. 
Now suppose we wish to perturb the weight of the k - th .  design point between 0 
and 2 as initially described. We will show that this corresponds to gradually deleting 
and replicating that point. To show this, we define the perturbation in terms of the 
covariance matrix of the error term Var(e). Let Var(£) = V(r) = diag(u]^,... ,vn) 
where 
and —1 < T < 1. Then T —> — 1 corresponds to deleting point k \  T = 0  corresponds 
to the unperturbed design; and T = 1 corresponds to replicating point k. From (4.3) 
the relationship between r and the perturbed weight of the A-th design point is 
When perturbing the weight of the k - th  design point, the updated matrix is 
given by 
i f i  ^  k  
H i  =  k  
(4.3) 
= T + 1. 
= X'Vr-^X 
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n  
i=\ 
= M + rx^xJ.. 
and using (4.2), 
In the graphs that follow the most interesting values of t will be —1, 0, and 1. 
We will also consider adding a point to the design that is not selected from 
among the current design points. Call this point ZQ and let XQ = F(ZQ). Then we 
can smoothly add zg to the design and update M~^ via 
Mr(xo) = M + txqXQ 0 < T < 1 
and  M r (xo) ~ ^ = M ~^ — TM~^XQ[1 + TXQM~^XQ]~^XQM~^. 
4.3.1 D-optimality 
Consider the design property D-optimality. Using (4.1) and the fact that the 
determinant of an inverse is the inverse of the determinant, the determinant of M~^ 
can be updated via 
= IMP^I+rx;M-lxi,l-l 
We plot the value of \M^  I versus k ,  the number of the design point that is deleted, 
and provide a slider for t. We will refer to this plot as a case weight perturbation plot; 
in this case the plot reflects the effect of case weight perturbations on D-optimality. 
Figure 4.11 shows four frames of this plot corresponding to four different values of r. 
When r = —1 each point (k, \M^ jfc~^l) shows the updated D-optimality when point 
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k is deleted, and when r = 1 each point shows the updated D-optimality when point 
k is replicated. Thus, we perform n separate case weight perburbations and plot the 
results on one graph. In general, for — 1 < T < 1 each point shows the updated 
D-optimality when the weight of the k-th. point is perturbed to T + 1. Of course, 
when T = 0 there is no perturbation and all points fall on the line corresponding 
to the D-optimality of the original design. From the plot we see that point number 
8 is the most influential, i.e., perturbing its weight causes the greatest change in 
D-optimality, followed by points 11 and 30. These points are all star points in the 
central composite setup. 
The user may interact with this plot by not only sliding T but also by clicking 
with the mouse on individual points, thereby highlighting that point and showing 
its case number. Highlighting points can also be used in conjunction with linking; 
that is, a list of point names is displayed on the computer screen and when points are 
selected in the plot, the corresponding names are highlighted, as shown in Figure 4.12. 
The names are lists of coordinates for each point. This plot can be used to assess the 
effect of a missing value and the effect of replicating a design point. In section 4.4 
we use this plot to tell us how to rearrange design points in order to improve the 
design's optimality. 
An alternative class of designs to the central composite design is the class of 
Box-Behnken designs [3]. A standard three-variable Box-Behnken design consisting 
of 15 runs is given in Table 4.3. To create a design that might usefully be compared 
to the drill design we could replicate the 15-run Box-Behnken design and add an 
additional center run to get a 31-run design, shown in Table 4.4. We have rescaled 
this design so that the points on the perimeter are a distance y/Z from the design 
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Table 4.3: A standard 15-run Box-Behnken design in three variables 
run Z-] ^2 ^3 
0 -1 0 
1 1 0 
2 1 -1 0 
3 1 1 0 
4 0 
5 0 1 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 1 
8 0 -1 
9 0 -1 1 
10 0 1 
11 0 1 1 
12 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 
center to match the design perimeter of the drill design. Upon doing this, the non-
center points of the Box-Behnken design take the form (±m, ±m, 0), (±m, 0,±m), 
and (0, ±m, ±m) where m = ^3/2. The case weight perturbation plot for this design 
is shown in Figure 4.13. The design points have been ordered so that the seven center 
points come last. It can be seen from the plot that the non-center points all have the 
same effect on D-optimality, and they have more influence than the center points. 
It will also be seen that the Box-Behnken design is better than the drill design 
in terms of D-optimality, regardless of which case is perturbed or even if no cases 
are perturbed. When there is no perturbation (T = 0), the D-optimality of the drill 
design is 0.0597, whereas for the Box-Behnken design it is .0488. In fact, the ranges 
of values of the D-optimality criterion for these two designs when perturbed do not 
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Table 4.4: A Si-run Box-Behnken design in three variables derived by replicating 
a standard 16-run Box-Behnken design and adding an additional center 
point 
run 21 % 2% 
0 -1.00 -1.00 0.00 
1 -1.00 -1.00 0.00 
2 -1.00 1.00 0.00 
3 -1.00 1.00 0.00 
4 1.00 -1.00 0.00 
5 1.00 -1.00 0.00 
6 1.00 1.00 0.00 
7 1.00 1.00 0.00 
8 -1.00 0.00 -1.00 
9 -1.00 0.00 -1.00 
10 -1.00 0.00 1.00 
11 -1.00 0.00 1.00 
12 1.00 0.00 -1.00 
13 1.00 0.00 -1.00 
14 1.00 0.00 1.00 
15 1.00 0.00 1.00 
16 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 
17 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 
18 0.00 -1.00 1.00 
19 0.00 -1.00 1.00 
20 0.00 1.00 -1.00 
21 0.00 1.00 -1.00 
22 0.00 1.00 1.00 
23 0.00 1.00 1.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
27 0.00 0.00 0.00 
28 0.00 0.00 0.00 
29 0.00 0.00 0.00 
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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overlap, as seen in Figure 4.14, indicating the superiority of the Box-Behnken design 
in terms of D-optimality. 
4.3.2 A-optimality 
Now consider A-optimality. When perturbing the weight of design point k ,  we 
can update (tr via 
tr = tr — tr TM~^X^[1 + 
= tr M~^ — tr TX^M~^M~^XJ^,[l + TX^M~^X^]~^ 
1 + r x J . M  ^ x ^  
Case weight perturbation plots for the drill design and the Box-Behnken design are 
given in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. In Figure 4.16, the design points have 
been ordered so that the seven center points come last. As with the D-optimality 
criterion, design point 8 of the drill design stands out as being the most influential 
point (see Figure 4.15). Also, the Box-Behnken design is again uniformly better for 
all perturbations. The range of A-optimality values for the drill design is [0.7,0.95], 
whereas for the Box-Behnken design the range is [0.58,0.64]. Notice that in the drill 
design, the center points (case numbers 16—24) have the least influence, whereas 
in the Box-Behnken design the center points (case numbers 24—30) have the most 
influence. 
We can combine the information from the D- and A-optimality plots into one 
plot using parallel coordinates, as shown in Figure 4.17. We plot case number on 
the first parallel axis, A-optimality on the second axis and D-optimality on the third 
axis. In Figure 4.17(c) we show all 31 design points with points 4, 8, 11, 25 and 30 
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selected and highlighted. In Figures 4.17(a), (b) and (d) we temporarily remove the 
unselected points from the plot in order to focus on the selected points. This plot 
is useful for making comparisons between A- and D-optimality for one design. For 
example, when T = —1 (case deletion) we see immediately that cases 8, 11 and 30 
have the most influence in terms of both D- and A-optimality. The fact that the 
lines between the A-optimality and D-optimality axes for the most part do not cross 
means that these two properties behave similarly under case weight perturbations. 
In Figure 4.18 we illustrate the use of the axis slider in the parallel coordinate plot, 
which allows the user to select which axis scale is shown in the left margin of the 
plot. The axis slider is useful for alternately displaying the scales for case number, 
A-optimality, and D-optimality, or in general, the scales for each of the parallel axes. 
4.3.3 E-optimality 
Turning our attention to E-optimality, we find that there is no equality rela­
tionship between the maximum eigenvalue of M~^ and so we precompute 
three frames of the case weight perturbation plot corresponding to T = —1, 0, 1. 
Then the slider for T simply draws the appropriate frame on the plot. This plot for 
the drill design is shown in Figure 4.19. Design point 8 is again the worst point to 
delete from the design; however, the pattern of the other points is somewhat different 
than that for D- and A-optimality. First, the center points (case numbers 16-24) are 
no longer the best points to delete. Rather, the eight cube points with 22 = 1 are 
the best points to delete. Second, if we are going to add an additional run to this 
design, adding a center point will give the best improvement in E-optimality. This is 
so because in the lower left plot of Figure 4.19 we see that each of the center points 
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(case numbers 16—24) gives the greatest reduction in the value of the E-optimality 
criterion when replicated (T = 1). We have rescaled the vertical axis in the lower 
right plot in this figure to better show the differences among the design points. 
We show an E-optimality case weight perturbation plot for the 31-run Box-
Behnken design in Figure 4.20. The two interesting views are when T = ±1. Notice 
that the center runs have a large influence on the value of the E-optimality criterion, 
whereas the non-center points have almost no influence. The E-optimality for the 
unperturbed design is 0.1941. When a non-center point is deleted this value increases 
to 0.1947. However, when a center point is deleted this value increases to 0.2259. 
When a non-center point is added, the E-optimality improves to 0.1940, but adding 
another center point improves the E-optimality to 0.1704. 
In this and the preceding sections we have seen that A- and E-optimality behave 
similarly, but differently than D-optimality under case weight perturbations. The 
basis for this observation could be that A-optimality and E-optimality correspond 
to the sum of the eigenvalues and the largest eigenvalue of {X'X)~^, respectively, 
whereas D-optimality corresponds to the product of these eigenvalues. Obviously, 
these three optimality criteria are measuring different aspects of the design, all of 
which may be of interest to the experimenter. If a single measure is required to rank 
competing designs, perhaps a weighted combination of them could be used. 
4.3.4 G-optimality and the variance function 
The G-optimality criterion involves maximizing the variance function over the 
design region. This means that when we perturb the design, we must perform a 
maximization of the perturbed variance function to find the new value of the G-
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Figure 4.19: E-optimality Case Weight Perturbation plot for the drill design 
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criterion. In general, this maximization must be performed numerically, which means 
that we cannot update a graph quickly enough to show smooth motion. However, Box 
and Draper [7] argue that one should examine the variance function directly rather 
than just its maocimum. The variance dispersion graph [20] takes this approach, and 
while this type of graph is useful, it also involves extensive numerical computation. 
To create a dynamic plot of the variance function that shows its behavior under our 
perturbation scheme, we plot the variance function at a finite number of points in 
the design region. Instead of case number on the horizontal axis we plot the radius 
of these points from the center of the region. Any set of points may be used; here 
we use the design points. A variance dispersion graph of the original design can be 
superimposed on the graph for reference purposes, but only the design points are 
updated when a perturbation is made. 
To update the variance function at an arbitrary point in the design region z 
when perturbing the weight of design point we again consider the updated matrix 
= M + TXj^x^, —1 < T < 1. Let X = f(z) and Xj^ = f(z^), as before. Then we 
have 
Var7.,A:(y(x)) = 
= X'M-^X 
If we let z = Zj, i = 1,..., n, then 
where is the ik-th. element of the hat-matrix, X { X ^ X ) ~ ^ X ^ .  
We plot Var.j.^^(yj) versus ||zj — Zc||, with slider controls for r and k ,  where Zc 
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is the point at the center of the design region and 
11 Zi - Zcll = [(Zi - Zc)Vi -
Usually Zc = (0,..., 0). In Figure 4.21 we show four frames of this plot for the drill 
design. The first slider varies the perturbation parameter, T, and the second slider 
selects which design point is to be perturbed. There are several ways to use this 
graph. First, we can set r = 0 and examine the original design points in terms of their 
prediction variance and radius, as in Figure 4.22(a). In general, prediction variance 
increases with radius. In many cases it is likely that several distinct design points will 
have the same radius, which causes these points to be overplotted on the graph. This 
problem can be overcome via a graphical technique called jittering in which a small 
random offset is added to each coordinate, thereby separating the overplotted points 
while maintaining the overall pattern. We demonstrate this technique for the drill 
design in Figure 4.22(b). The jittering can be toggled on and off interactively. The 
usefulness of this plot is enhanced by linking it to a list of design points as previously 
shown in Figure 4.12. 
There are two steps involved in using this plot to evaluate the effect of case 
weight perturbations, and it is useful to iterate between the two. First, we can fix 
k, the design point to be perturbed, and then vary T, as in Figure 4.21. This tells 
us what effect the case weight perturbation of point k has on G-optimality, but it 
does not tell us how this point compares to other points, so the second step is to 
fix r, usually at +1 or —1 and then vary k. Suppose we do this with T = — 1. 
Then as each point is selected for deletion, the plot is redrawn to reflect the updated 
variance function. In Figure 4.23 we show four views corresponding to fc=0, 8, 16 
and 30. After viewing the plot for all possible k we find that design point 8 has the 
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most influence on the prediction variance when deleted, followed by point 30. Two 
other conclusions can be drawn from this plot. First, we notice that in general, the 
perturbation of design point k can have a large effect on the variance function at 
point k, but has very little effect on the variance function at the other design points. 
Second, when a design point is unreplicated and near the perimeter of the region, 
e.g. point 8, its removal has a large effect on the variance function (at that point). 
But if a point near the perimeter is replicated, e.g. points 2 and 3, removal of one of 
the replicates has a much smaller effect. We also note that perturbing point 16 (one 
of the center points) has no effect, due to the fact that there are eight other points 
at that location. 
So far, we have described dynamic graphs that are able to indicate which design 
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points have greater influence than others in terms of several design properties. In the 
next section, we will see how to improve a design by balancing the influence across 
the design points. 
4.4 Design Point Exchange and Graphical Search 
The case weight perturbation plot can also be used to rearrange the design points 
or add additional design points in order to improve the value of the selected optimality 
criterion. By rearrange we mean exchange a point that is in the design with some 
other point in the design region. This is similar to the exchange procedure for search 
algorithms that was described in Chapter 2. We first consider exchanges that involve 
only the current design points, i.e., we choose the design point that has the smallest 
influence when deleted and move it to coincide with the design point that has the 
most influence when replicated. By doing this we hope to (a) improve the optimality 
of the design and (b) reduce the maximum influence of a single design point. We then 
expand the case weight perturbation plot to include other points in the design region 
that are not among the original design points. We will see that allowing consideration 
of other points in the region can result in even greater improvement. 
To illustrate this technique using D-optimaHty and the drill design, consider 
design points 8 and 16 in Figure 4.11. Point 8 causes the greatest decrease (i.e., 
improvement) in the D-optimality criterion when replicated, whereas point 16 - one 
of the center points - causes the smallest increase when deleted. This suggests taking 
an additional run at the location of point 8 and one less run at point 16. Figure 4.24 
shows two frames of the resulting plot, corresponding to r = ±1, after modifying the 
design. The "Exchange" button on this plot allows the user to specify the design 
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point to remove and the new point to add. When activated, it prompts the user 
for the required information, and then modifies the design and redraws the plot. 
This plot shows that design point 8 no longer has the most influence and that the 
D-optimality of the modified design has improved from 0.0597 to 0.0574. Also, the 
range of values of the perturbed D-optimality has dropped from (0.0568, 0.0666), in 
Figure 4.11, to (0.0550, 0.0620). Thus the design optimality has been improved, and 
the maximum influence of any individual point has been reduced. Refering again 
to Figure 4.24 we notice that replicating design point 11 (or 30) using another one 
of the center runs will result in more improvement in D-optimality. If we continue 
in this manner, using the graph to suggest the exchanges, we obtain the design in 
Table 4.5, and the sequence of exchanges is summarized in Table 4.6. The case weight 
perturbation plot for the final design is shown in Figure 4.25. 
We now consider a comparison of this graphical search technique with the Cook 
and Nachtsheim (CN) algorithm described in chapter 2. We begin with the same 
starting design and allow the algorithm to proceed from there. Since there is no 
blocking in the drill design, the CN algorithm considers only exchanges. Table 4.7 
shows the sequence of exchanges generated by the algorithm. The search begins the 
same as before, exchanging three center points for the three star points 8, 11 and 30 
(different center points are selected, but this does not matter). The fourth exchange 
and the resulting design are different, but only by one design point. Our design has 
an extra point at (—1, 1, 1) whereas the CN design has an extra point at (1, 1, 1). 
Upon comparing these two designs we notice that they have the same values 
for A-, D-, E-, and G-optimality, so there is nothing to distinguish them here. An 
examination of their variance dispersion graphs yields similar results. But it is in-
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4.24: The case weight perturbation plot after moving design point 16 to the 
same location as design point 8 
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Table 4.5; The drill design after the first sequence of exchanges based on improving 
D-optimaJity 
run 21 ^2 ^3 
0 1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
1 1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
2 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
3 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
5 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
8 0.0000 1.6667 0.0000 
9 -1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
10 -1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
11 0.0000 -0.3333 
-1.6667 
12 1.0000 -1.0000 
-1.0000 
13 1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
14 -1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
15 -1.0000 1.0000 
-1.0000 
16 0.0000 1.6667 0.0000 
17 0.0000 -0.3333 
-1.6667 
18 0.0000 -0.3333 1.6667 
19 1.4133 -0.3333 0.0000 
20 -1.0000 1.0000 -1.0000 
21 0.0000 1.6667 0.0000 
22 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
23 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
24 0.0000 -0.3333 0.0000 
25 -1.4133 -0.3333 0.0000 
26 1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
27 1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 
28 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
29 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
30 0.0000 -0.3333 1.6667 
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Table 4.6; The first sequence of design point exchanges for the drill design leading 
to an improvement in D-optimality 
Range of 
Change D-optimality Perturbed D-values 
none 0.0597 0.0568 - 0.0666 
zi6 (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.0574 0.0550 - 0.0620 
<— (0, —0.3333, —1.6667) 0.0557 0.0535 - 0.0596 
Z18 ^ (0, -0.3333, 1.6667) 0.0542 0.0525 - 0.0570 
zig ^ (1.4133, -0.3333, 0) 0.0533 0.0516 - 0.0561 
Z20 ^ (-1, 1, -1) 0.0526 0.0509 - 0.0553 
zg <- (-1, 1, 1) 0.0521 0.0504 - 0.0547 
Z21 ^ (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.05185 0.0502 - 0.0544 
Z4 <— (1, 1, —1) 0.05181 0.0501 - 0.0544 
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Figure 4.25: The case weight perturbation plot after performing the first sequence 
of exchanges on the drill design 
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Table 4.7: Sequence of exchanges generated by the CN algorithm using only points 
in the drill design 
Range of 
Change D-optimality Perturbed D-values 
none 0.0597 0.0568 - 0.0666 
Z24 (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.0574 0.0550 - 0.0620 
Z23 (0, -0.3333, -1.6667) 0.0557 0.0535 - 0.0596 
Z22 ^ (0, -0.3333, 1.6667) 0.0542 0.0525 - 0.0570 
Z21 (1> 1. -1) 0.0533 0.0516 - 0.0561 
^20 ^ (-1, 1, -1) 0.0526 0.0509 - 0.0553 
^19 (1) 1, 1) 0.0522 0.0505 - 0.0548 
zg f- (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.05181 0.0501 - 0.0544 
teresting to look at how the four optimality criteria change from the starting design 
to the ending design. In Figure 4.26 we plot each of the optimality criteria versus 
iteration number. The values at iteration 0 correspond to the starting design. The 
actual values of the optimality criteria are given in Tables 4.8 and 4.9, but in order 
to plot all four criteria on the same scale we have converted them to percentages 
of the maximum value attained during the search. Thus, since the D-criterion has 
its maximum value at iteration 0, it starts at 100% and drops from there. On the 
other hand, The A-criterion is a maximum at the ending design, so it starts below 
and ends at 100 %. From the plots, we see that while we have improved the D-
and G-criteria, the A- and E-criteria have worsened. Obviously, if the experimenter 
cares about using more than one criterion, she will have to balance them one against 
another. In this case, one could stop the search after the third or fourth iteration, 
where most of the improvement in D and G have been attained and little damage 
has been done to A. 
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Figure 4.26; Comparison of four optimality criteria at each iteration of (a) our 
graphical search and (b) the CN algorithm using the drill design 
Table 4.8: Values of four optimality criteria at each iteration of the graphical search 
for improvement in D-optimality using the drill design 
Iteration A-optimality D-optimality E-optimality G-optimality 
0 0.748 0.0597 0.203 1.250 
1 0.728 0.0574 0.213 1.032 
2 0.729 0.0557 0.233 1.021 
3 0.740 0.0542 0.261 1.014 
4 0.760 0.0534 0.300 0.984 
5 0.802 0.0526 0.356 0.975 
6 0.821 0.0522 0.374 1.090 
7 0.914 0.0519 0.483 0.986 
8 0.919 0.0518 0.486 0.987 
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Table 4.9: Values of four optimality criteria at each iteration of the CN algorithm 
using the drill design 
Iteration A-optimality D-optimality E-optimality G-optimality 
0 0.748 0.0597 0.203 1.250 
1 0.728 0.0574 0.213 1.032 
2 0.729 0.0557 0.233 1.021 
3 0.740 0.0542 0.261 1.014 
4 0.766 0.0533 0.301 1.003 
5 0.809 0.0526 0.359 0.993 
6 0.886 0.0522 0.450 0.983 
7 0.919 0.0518 0.486 0.987 
Although the variance functions for the two ending designs are nearly identical, 
they differ substantially from the starting design. In Figure 4.27 we compare the vari­
ance function for the original drill design with the design obtained by our graphical 
search. Four different views of a section of the variance function are shown corre­
sponding to four directions in the design region given by (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) 
and (1, 1, 1). We see that while we have improved our ability to predict the response 
at the edge of the region, the variance is worse inside a radius of about 1.2. This 
conclusion is also confirmed by the variance dispersion graph shown in Figure 4.28. 
Now suppose we add to our plot some other points from the design region to be 
considered for exchange. The idea here is to use the case weight perturbation plot 
to determine if a greater improvement in the optimality criterion can be acheived by 
exchanging a design point with some other point in the design region. In Figure 4.29 
we start with the original drill design and include in the plot four additional points 
from the design region, (1.6667, —0.3333, 0), (0, —1.6667, 0) (—1.6667, —0.3333, 0), 
and (0, 0, 0), plotted with the symbol x. The first three of these points are star 
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of the variance functions for the original drill design 
(dashed line) and the design obtained via our graphical search (solid 
line) 
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Figure 4.28: Variance dispersion graph for the original drill design (dashed lines) 
and the design obtained via our graphical search (solid line) 
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4.29: Case weight perturbation plot of the original drill design with four 
additional points from the design region (marked with an x) 
points located in the same direction as design points 4, 5 and 25, respectively, but 
they are farther from the center point (0, —0.3333, 0). They have been chosen so 
that they are the same distance from the center point as the other star points, 8, 
11 and 30, and if they are exchanged with the shorter star points (4, 5 and 25), we 
will obtain a more standard central composite design. In the plot, the first 31 points 
behave the same as the plot in Figure 4.11, while the additional points move only 
when r > 0, since they can only be added to (and not deleted from) the design. 
We begin our graphical search this time by exchanging design point 16 with 
the new point (0, —1.6667, 0), which is labelled as case number 32 in the plot. 
This exchange is suggested by the second plot in Figure 4.29 since point number 32 
gives the best improvement in D-optimality when added to the design. In fact, the 
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Table 4.10: Sequence of design point exchanges for the drill design using our graph­
ical search with four additional points from the design region 
Range of 
Change D-optimality Perturbed D-values 
none 0.0597 0.0568 - 0.0666 
zi6 <— (0, —1.6667, 0) 0.0561 0.0532 - 0.0606 
Z5 ^ (1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0538 0.0513 - 0.0582 
zi7 (-1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0520 0.0498 - 0.0560 
zig (0, -1.6667, 0) 0.0505 0.0486 - 0.0541 
2=19 ^ (0, -0.3333, -1.6667) 0.0494 0.0476 - 0.0526 
Z20 (0, -0.3333, 1.6667) 0.0486 0.0470 - 0.0514 
Z4 <- (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.0482 0.0464 - 0.0512 
Z25 <- (1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0476 0.0458 - 0.0504 
^21 *— ( —1.6667, —0.3333, 0) 0.0472 0.0457 - 0.0494 
D-optimality of the design improves from 0.0597 to 0.0561. Subsequent exchanges 
suggested by the plot are summarized in Table 4.10. One way to explain the resulting 
design is that it can be obtained from the original design by moving the three star 
points (4, 5 and 25) out to the positions of the three additional star points and then 
replicating each of the six star points in the design using six of the nine center points. 
These are precisely the improvements suggested by Cook and Weisberg in their 
discussion of the drill design [14]. It is interesting to note that their improvements 
were suggested with the goal of reducing the dispersion of the hat-diagonals, not 
the value of the D-criterion. The case weight perturbation plot for the improved 
design is shown in Figure 4.30. Notice that each design point has approximately 
the same amount of influence when either deleted or replicated, so that any further 
exchanges - even with the additional points - will not provide much improvement in 
the optimality criterion. 
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Figure 4.30: Case weight perturbation plot for the drill design after the sequence of 
exchanges using four additional design points 
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Table 4.11: Sequence of design point exchanges generated by the CN algorithm 
using the drill design with four additional design points 
Range of 
Chang* D-optimality Perturbed D-values 
none 0.0597 0.0568 - 0.0666 
Z24 <- (0, -1.6667 0) 0.0561 0.0532 - 0.0606 
Z23 ^ (1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0538 0.0513 - 0.0578 
Z22 ^ (-1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0520 0.0500 - 0.0557 
Z21 <- (0, -0.3333, -1.6667) 0.0508 0.0488 - 0.0543 
Z20 ^ (0, -1.6667, 0) 0.0498 0.0479 - 0.0529 
Z19 ^ (0, -0.3333, 1.6667) 0.0491 0.0474 - 0.0519 
Z5 <- (0, 1.6667, 0) 0.0483 0.0468 - 0.0506 
Z25 ^ (-1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0477 0.0462 - 0.0500 
Z4 <— (1.6667, -0.3333, 0) 0.0472 0.0457 - 0.0494 
We can compare this improved design with the CN algorithm by providing it 
with the same additional points. The sequence of exchanges generated by the CN 
algorithm is given in Table 4.11, and although this sequence is different than ours, 
the resulting design is exactly the same. As before we show the evolution of the 
four optimality criteria for the two search methods in Figure 4.31, with actual values 
given in Tables 4.12 and 4.13. These graphs are similar to the previous ones, but 
there are also some noticeable differences. The main similarity is that both the D-
and G-criteria improve while the A- and E-criteria worsen. The main difference is 
that the G-criteria shows a very substantial improvement, which leads us to compare 
the variance graphs for the starting and ending designs. 
The variance dispersion graphs for the original drill design and the current search 
design are shown in Figure 4.32. Now we have much better performance near the edge 
of the region, but the original design is still better near the center. This is indicative 
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of four optimality criteria at each iteration of (a) our 
graphical search and (b) the CN algorithm using the drill design with 
four additional design points 
Table 4.12; Values of four optimality criteria at each iteration of our graphical search 
for improved D-optimality using the drill design with four additional 
design points 
Iteration A-optimality D-optimality E-optimality G-optimality 
0 0.748 0.0597 0.203 1.250 
1 0.690 0.0561 0.194 0.837 
2 0.664 0.0538 0.197 0.706 
3 0.663 0.0520 0.221 0.615 
4 0.673 0.0505 0.251 0.552 
5 0.703 0.0494 0.297 0.511 
6 0.757 0.0487 0.365 0.477 
7 0.758 0.0481 0.369 0.516 
8 0.758 0.0476 0.374 0.497 
9 0.865 0.0472 0.495 0.377 
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Table 4.13; Values of four optimality criteria at each iteration of the CN algorithm 
using the drill design with four additional design points 
Iteration A-optimality D-optimality E-optimality G-optimality 
0 0.748 0.0597 0.203 1.250 
1 0.690 0.0561 0.194 0.837 
2 0.678 0.0538 0.215 Ô.701 
3 0.682 0.0520 0.244 0.577 
4 0.705 • 0.0508 0.285 0.568 
5 0.742 0.0498 0.338 0.510 
6 0.818 0.0491 0.428 0.475 
7 0.855 0.0483 0.476 0.426 
8 0.859 0.0477 0.485 0.413 
9 0.865 0.0472 0.495 0.377 
of the tradeoff between D-optimality and other design properties. The D-optimality 
criterion tries to move points from the center of the region out to the edges, but this 
results in poorer prediction variance near the center. 
While our graphical search method did no better than the CN algorithm, it also 
did no worse. Our method has the advantage that the user has control over the search 
at each iteration. Thus, for example, if there are several "best" points to exchange 
the user can pick one based on other factors, such as number of replications. The CN 
algorithm on the other hand chooses among the best points arbitrarily and without 
user control. 
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Figure 4.32: Variance dispersion graph for the original drill design (dashed lines) 
and the design obtained via graphical search (solid line) using the drill 
design with four additional design points 
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CHAPTER 5. INFLUENCE ANALYSIS 
In this chapter we briefly review the theory of influence analysis and our pro­
posed methods for influence analysis of experimental designs. We begin with a review 
of Cook's method for the assessment of local influence and show how we have adapted 
these ideas to the evaluation of experimental designs. We then describe several dif­
ferent perturbation schemes, and derive expressions for computing the diagnostic 
information. In the final section we show some examples and display the results 
graphically. 
5.1 Local Influence Analysis 
Cook's method for assessing local influence is a diagnostic technique for the 
fltting of models to data [11, 12]. The general idea is that a real-valued function 
of several variables is optimized and the behavior of the fuction is examined near 
the optimum. Specifically, one examines the influence of small changes in the input 
variables on the value of the function. If small changes in the variables cause large 
changes in the function value, the optimum is not stable and the function is subject 
to a large local influence. The function in Cook's case is the likelihood displace­
ment, which is based on the assumed likelihood function and a specified perturbation 
scheme, as described below. 
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The theory of local influence is developed as follows, let l { 6 )  denote the likelihood 
function for the assumed model and a given set of data, where 0 is a p x 1 parameter 
vector. Similarly, for a fixed perturbation w, let 1(6 | w) denote the likelihood function 
for the perturbed model, where w is a g x 1 vector of perturbations confined to a set 
of relevant perturbations, Let 9 and 9(jj denote the maximum likelihood estimates 
obtained under the unperturbed model and the perturbed model, respectively. Now 
consider the log-likelihood, L(0) = log l{d), for the assumed model. The effect of a 
given perturbation is measured in terms of the likelihood displacement, defined as 
LD(w) = 2[L(ê) - L(gw)]. 
The likelihood displacement surface (w, LD(w)) contains the essential information 
about the effects of the given perturbation scheme. Note that LD(w) has a local 
minimum at LD(wQ) = 0, so the first derivative LD(wQ) is zero. 
The concept of geometric curvature is used to examine the likelihood displace­
ment surface near wg. For a two-dimensional curve defined by (a, g{a)) the geometric 
curvature at a point, ag is defined as 
c  = g(°o)  
where ^(OQ) and ^.re the first and second derivatives of g  evaluated at ag, 
respectively [21]. For a multi-dimensional surface like (w, LD(w)) one examines two-
dimensional cross-sections defined as follows. Let w(a, I) = UJQ + al where a is a 
real number and fis a q-dimensional vector with \\l\\ = 1. The vector, I, specifies 
a particular direction in Q,, and Lj(a,l) defines a line in that direction that passes 
through u)Q. The cross-section of the likelihood displacement surface corresponding 
to the line I is called a lifted line and is given by (a, LD{w(o, /)}). The lifted line 
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contains the essential information about the effect on LD of a perturbation in the 
direction given by I. In general, the greater the geometric curvature of LD(w(a, I)) 
at WQ, the greater the local influence of the perturbation in that direction. Since 
LD(wQ) = 0, the curvature at WQ of the lifted line LD(w(o, /)) is given by the second 
derivative 
9,2 ' 
evaluated at wg. 
The next task is to find the direction in Q, of mciximum curvature as follows. 
First compute the q X q matrix of second partial derivatives of LD(w), 
'a2LD(w)\ F = 
dwj^du j j  
evaluated at wg and 0 .  Then, Cook [11] showed that the curvature of LD(a;(a,/)) is 
given by 
Ci = I'Fl. (5.1) 
Thus Ci is maximized with respect to I when I is the eigenvector, Imax ,  of F corre­
sponding to the largest eigenvalue, Cmax- The value of the maximum curvature is 
given by Cmax- The matrix F can also be interpreted as a second order Taylor series 
approximation to the likelihood displacement surface at the point WQ, as shown in 
Escobar and Meeker [16]. 
Two perturbation schemes examined by Cook [11] are case weight perturbations 
and explanatory variable perturbations in linear regression. In the case weight scheme 
the perturbed model is 
y  =  + £ 
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with J5(e) = 0, and Var(e) = cr^W~^  where W = diag(w2,.. . , uJn)  = diag(w). The 
unperturbed model corresponds to WQ = This scheme provides a local 
approximation to standard case deletion diagnostics. 
In the explanatory variables perturbation scheme, the perturbed model is 
y  =  +  e  
with E{e)  = 0, Var(e) = c^ In  and X^j  = X + W5 where W = { to^ j )  is the matrix of 
perturbation elements and S = diag(52,..., sp) is a diagonal matrix of scale factors, 
whose elements reflect the different scales on which the columns of X are measured. 
In this scheme, the unperturbed model corresponds to Wg = 0, a matrix of zeros. 
Two special cases of this perturbation scheme can be used to examine the effects 
of perturbing a single column or row of X. This is done by setting uj^j = 0 for all 
elements except those in the desired column or row, respectively. 
If the elements of the perturbation vector w are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the observations, then large elements of /max will indicate locally influential 
observations. This is the case when perturbing case weights and also when perturbing 
a single column of the X matrix. An examination of Zmax may not be sufficient, 
however. Escobar and Meeker [16] demonstrate that certain influential observations 
may also be indicated by eigenvectors corresponding to other nonzero eigenvalues, so 
it is prudent to examine these eigenvectors as well. 
5.2 Local Influence for Experimental Design Properties 
We now adapt the ideas of local influence to the experimental design setting, 
where we do not have a likelihood function prior to running the experiment. Instead, 
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we examine the effect of certain perturbations on selected design properties. Let d  
denote a particular design, including the set of design points and the assumed model. 
In the perturbation schemes defined below we perturb some aspect of the design, 
either the design points, the model, or possibly both, and we denote the perturbed 
design duj. Let P denote the design property we wish to measure, and let f (w) 
denote the value of the design property for the design d^. Then f (wg) is the value 
of the design property for the unperturbed design. We use the surface (w, f (w)) to 
play the role of the likelihood displacement surface above. In order to apply the local 
influence method to f (w) we must define perturbations that satisfy the following 
conditions; 
1. There exists CJQ € ÎÎ such that d  = i.e., the perturbation corresponding 
to the unperturbed design is in the perturbation space. 
2. P(wQ) is (at least) a local optimum, either a maximum or a minimum, implying 
that the first derivative of P{UJ) is zero, i.e., we can use an equation like (5.1) 
to calculate curvatures of lifted lines. 
5.2.1 Perturbation schemes 
The first perturbation scheme we consider is case weight perturbations as defined 
above except for the following modification. We wish to vary the weight given each 
design point while keeping the total weight constant. Thus we let 
Var(e) = 
where W = diag(w),w = (w^,... ,wm) and w'l gives the sum of the elements of w, 
which are restricted to be non-negative. Take the design property to be D-optimality. 
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In the experimental design context, this corresponds to perturbing the probability 
measure that defines the design, and in this scheme WQ corresponds to the D-optimal 
design measure. Recall from Chapter 2 that for a given set of design points, Fedorov's 
algorithm finds a discrete probability measure that maximizes the D-optimality crite­
rion [17]. Call the design given by this probability measure <iwQ- We will look at the 
surface (W, F (W)) in the neighborhood of (JQ to determine which design points have 
the greatest influence on the D-optimality criterion when their weights are perturbed. 
Note that although the dimension of a; is n x 1, there are only n — 1 degrees 
of freedom in choosing a perturbation because of the restriction on the total weight. 
That is, instead of choosing an arbitrary vector in the perturbation space, we are 
choosing a direction in that space. For example, in three dimensions one can think 
of a point in terms of spherical coordinates consisting of a radius and two angles. 
Changing the radius does not change the direction, i.e., the perturbation, whereas 
changing either of the two angles does. Thus, the perturbation u is the same as the 
perturbation aw for all a > 0. When considering a specific w below, we fix a so that 
= n. In particular, this implies that the perturbation that puts equal weight 
on every design point will be a vector of ones, with a = 1. 
The second perturbation scheme we use is to perturb the matrix of design points. 
We modify the explanatory variables perturbation scheme given above as follows. 
Let Z denote the matrix of design points, where each row of Z corresponds to one 
point in the design and each column corresponds to one design variable. Perturb 
Z via Z{u) = Z WS where W is an n x k matrix of perturbation elements, and 
S = diag(s]^,... ,S}ç) is at x & diagonal matrix of scale factors as in Cook's setup. 
Recall from Chapter 2 that the z-th row of the model matrix X is f(zj)' where Zj is 
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the 2-th design point and also the z-th row of Z.  Let i {Z )  denote the model matrix 
[f(zi),... ,f(zn)]'. Then f{Z) is the model matrix for the unperturbed model, and 
X(jj = is the model matrix for the perturbed model given by 
y = X UJP + e .  
This scheme is relevant when it is believed that some or all of the values of the design 
variables cannot be set to their exact values, or that some of these values will be 
slightly different from their prescribed values when the experiment is run. 
In this scheme, the design region R depends on ui. This implies that we can­
not use a standard optimality criterion as the design property because our condition 
2 does not hold. Instead, we assume that the data analysis will be based on the 
unperturbed model; that is, that /3 will be estimated by yS = (X'X)~^X'y, with 
Var(;S) = a'^{X'X)~^ and Var(y(z)) = f(z/(X'X)~^f(z), and for the design prop­
erty we use the mean squared error of predicting the response at a given point, z, in 
the design region, given by 
f (w,z) = MSE(y(z),w) = Var(y(z)) + bias^(z,w) (5.2) 
to assess the influence of the perturbations. More details are given below in sec­
tion 5.3.2. 
A third perturbation scheme involves perturbing the model by adding additional 
variables (columns) to the X matrix. Specifically, for a response surface design, one 
often assumes that a first or second-order polynomial model will adequately approx­
imate the true relationship between the response variable and the design variables. 
However, a polynomial model of one order larger may be more adequate. We could 
try to use the larger model in the design but this is often not possible given limited 
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resources. Instead we can try to design an experiment that minimizes the effects of 
bias due to the larger model being true. Work has been done on assessing the effects 
of bias when certain terms are added to the model [4, 5, 36]. Our perturbation scheme 
locally approximates the effect of adding terms to the model by putting a weight on 
each added term. The perturbed model is given by 
y = ^ 
with E(e )  = 0 and Var(e) = cr ' ^ I .  The n  x  matrix, Xi  contains the terms in the 
model to be fitted; the n x P2 matrix X2 contains the terms believed to be part of the 
truer model; and the P2 x P2 perturbation matrix is given by W = diag(w), where 
(jj = (w^;..., Wp2)- Again we use the mean squared error criterion (5.2) as the design 
property. For example, if we have two design variables, zi and Z2, and we plan to 
fit a first-order model, but want to protect against bias from a second-order model, 
then the zth row of Xi is (1,2^1,2^2) the zth row of X2 is (z^i x Zj2)^^2)' 
From the results of this perturbation scheme we can determine which of the added 
variables have the most influence on bias. 
The mean squared error (MSE) criterion does not provide a single number to 
summarize the design (as opposed to D-optimality, for example) but rather a function 
on the design region. If the design property of interest were D-optimality, then f (w) 
would only be a function of u. However, with the MSE criterion f (w) is also a 
function of z, i.e., P{u},z). There are several approaches we could take here. We 
could compute the average MSE over the design region R to obtain a function only 
of w, or similarly we could compute the maximum MSE over R. Our approach leaves 
f (w,z) as a function of w and z and computes the maximum curvature due to w as 
a function of z. Then we look for point in the design region where there is large 
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curvature and examine them further by studying how the MSE varies at those points 
when a perturbation is applied. By fixing z at a point, say ZQ, we can study the 
MSE, i.e., f (w|zQ), and proceed as before in the case weights scheme by finding the 
perturbation elements that have the most influence on the MSE at ZQ. 
5.3 Matrix Derivatives for Specific Perturbation Schemes 
In this section we derive specific formulas for the first and second derivatives for 
our perturbation schemes. Background formulas for calculating matrix derivatives 
are derived in Appendix A and will be referenced in the following sections. In each 
scheme we will verify that the first derivative is zero at WQ, thus allowing the Hessian 
matrix to be used to calculate curvatures. Examples are given in section 5.4. 
5.3.1 Perturbing case weights 
Recall that the perturbed model is y = X/S  + e, with Var(£) = cr ' ^V{u>) ,  where 
V(uj) = (a;'l)H^"~^, W = diag(w), and u = (w^,..., wy^). Recall also that we are 
setting £7^ = 1. First consider D-optimality as the design property of interest. For a 
fixed a perturbation u, we estimate with 
Pu = (XV-l(w)X)-^%V-l(w)y, 
and Yavu)0uj) = cr^{X'V~'^{uj)X)~^. Since we are assuming = 1, the D-
optimality property is given by 
f(w) = \ {X 'V- \u )X) - ' ^ \  = 
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We wish to examine the (n + l)-dimensional surface (u ,P{u j ) )  near WQ using the 
Hessian matrix HP(w). Repeatedly applying the chain rule (A.l), we have 
DP{u)  =  D|XV-^ (w)%r^  
using (A.28) 
= -|XV-l(w)%r\vec(%Y-l(w)X)-^)'(%^ ® X')Dy-l(w) 
using (A.24) 
= -1% 1 (w)X I - l(vec (X^y-1 (w)X)- ^  )^(X' (g) X')(-7-l(a;) (g) y-l(w)) x 
Dy(w) using (A.32) 
= |xY-i(w)%r^(vec(xV-i(w)x)-i)'(y ® x^)(y-i(w) 0 y-i(w))Dy(w) 
= |xV-l(w)Xr^(vec(XV-l(w)%)-^)'(XV-l(w) ® xY-^(w))Dy(w) 
using (A.6) 
= |X^y-l(w)Xr^(vec [V- ' ^{c j )X{X 'V- ' ^{ i j )X) - ' ^X 'V- ' ^{u)] ) 'DV(u})  
using (A.5). 
To find Dy(w) we write 
y(w) = (a;'l)W^'~^ = diag(w^l/w^,... ^ ui ' l /un) -
In general, to find the derivative of a diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements 
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are functions of some vector, w, suppose 
AW) 0 
F{u j )  =  
0 fn{^) 
We first find the n  x  n  Jacobian matrix D/(w), where f {u j )  =  ,  fn{u i ) ) ,  
which is given by 
Df(w) = 
Ei iDf{u} )  E l l  
-G22D/(w) 
= ^22 
jSnnD/(a;) Enn 
OfH,  (5.3) 
where is an n x n matrix of zeroes except for a 1 in the i i - th .  position. To show 
this, note that the j-th column of DF(w) is d{vecF{u}))ldujj. For example, if n = 3, 
D(/(w)) = 
^l/l ^2/1 D3/1 
D1/2 D2/2 D3/2 
D1/3 D2/3 D3/3 
(u )  
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D 
A W  0  0  
0 /gW) 0 
0 0 /3(w) 
and 
Dl/l D2/1 D3/1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
D1/2 D2/2 D3/2 (w) 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
D1/3 D2/3 D3/3 
1^1 
^22 
^33 
Returning to our specific case, let T;(w) = [u i ' l ju i , . .. , u} ' l ju in ) ' • Then V{u})  
diag(u(w)), and the ii-th and zj-th elements (i ^ j) of Di;(w) are given by 
Dm(w) = +  • • + " " )  
^ '  duj4  <^1 
— - ('^1 H + WTi)l]/w^ 
and 
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= [(wjl - (wi + h W7i)0]/W^ 
= IM-
Thus, 
Dy(w) = 
and Du(w) = 
(w^ — w^l)/w2 l/w^ 1/w]^ 
1/(^2 (^2 - V^2 
Ell 
-^22 
nn  
D%;(w) (5.4) 
1/^1 
l /u j2  
V^M-1 i ^n - l -<^ ' ^ ) /<^ l - i  l/t^n-l 
1/wn, ••• 1/wn, 1/wn, (w/t — w^l)/w^ 
Now consider the special form of the matrices JSjj, given above. Let 5 = = 
V~^(a;)X(X'V'~'^(u;)-X')~^X'V~^(a;), and let b.j and denote the j-th column 
of B and the z-th row of Di;(w), respectively. Then 
(vecg/ = [b./,..., b.y] 
and 
DP{uj )  =  \X 'V-Huj )X \ - ^h . i 'E i i , . . . , h .n 'Enn]Ov{u)  
=  \X 'V- \u ; )X \ -%i , . . . , br  mn\  
A .  
in-
= |XV-l(a,)Xrl [iiirl. + • • • + WrL] (5.5) 
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This form allows easier computation of DP(w). 
Recall that to be able to apply the local influence method, it is necessary that 
Dy(wQ) = 0. This will be the case if is a D-optimal design over the space of 
design measures. (Design measures are discussed in section 2.2.1). This condition 
will have to be verified in each application. Because of the algebraic complexity of 
the Hessian matrix we do not attempt to derive a closed-form expression; instead, 
we use the numerical algorithm found in LISP-STAT [35] to compute it. 
5.3.2 Perturbing design variables 
Recall that the perturbed model for the design variables perturbation scheme is 
y = -f e 
with E{e)  =  0, Var(e) = ( r '^In and Xuj  = f {Z{u>)) ,  where Z{u})  = Z +  WS,  and 
W = (wj  j ) .  I t  i s  use fu l  to  rea r range  the  per tu rba t ion  e lements  Wj  j  in to  an  nk  x  I  
vector u. We do this using row-major order so that 
w = vec W' 
~ (^1,1'• • •'^1,A:'^2,1J • • •'^2,A:' '^n,l> • • • 
— ... ; A;)' 
This ordering is used in the diagnostic plots below. The design property to be con­
sidered here is the mean squared error of prediction given in (5.2). 
The bias is computed as follows. Under the unperturbed model the value of the 
response at a point, z G R, is y{z) = f(z)'/3, and the estimated value of the response 
at z is y{z) = f(z)'/3 where /3 = {X^X)~^X'y. Let Bw( ) denote the expected value 
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function under the perturbed model. Then, for every w E 0 and every z G R, we 
have Ew(y(z)) = f(z)'/3 and 
Ew(y(z)) = f(z)'Eu;(/3) 
= f(z/(X'X)-lx'Ea;(y) 
= î{z ) ' {X 'X) -^X 'Xujp .  
Thus, for a fixed w the bias is 
bias(y(z),w) = Ea;(y(z)) - Ea;(2/(z)) 
= f(z)'/3 - î{z)'{X'X)-'^X'Xul3 
=  {{z ) ' { Ip -{X 'X) - ' ^X 'Xc j ) l3  
= say, 
and the squared bias is 
bias^(^(z),w) = /3 'Q{u j ) ' f { z ) f ( z ) 'Q{u j ) l3 ,  
where Q(w) = Ip  — (X 'X)~^X 'Xu-  The squared bias depends on the unknown 
parameter vector /3. When considering mean squared error it is useful to look at 
the size of the bias relative to the error variance, cr^ = 1. Following a similar 
development in Vining and Myers [36] we examine the maximum MSE given a fixed 
s ize  o f  /3 ,  | | / 3 | |  =  r ,  which  spec i f i es  the  s ize  o f  the  b ias  re la t ive  to  c r^=l .  For  f ixed  r  
and z, let 
MSEr(w, z) = ^^max MSEa;(y(z)) 
= [f(z)'(J:'X)-lf(z) + ^ 'Q(a,)'t(z)f(z)'Q(<^M 
||/3|l=r 
= {{z)'iX'X)-h{z) + r'^Xmax (5.6) 
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where Amaoc is the largest eigenvalue of Q(ti;)'f(z)f(z)'Q(a;). Since this matrix is 
of the form aa', where a is the vector Q(a;)'f(z), it has rank 1 and its maximum 
eigenvalue is given by tr {aa!). Thus, 
Amax = tr [Q{u) ) ' { {z ) t {7 . ) 'Q{u j ) ]  
= tr [f(z/Q(a;)Q(a;/f(z)] 
= lf(z)'0(u,)]2. 
We now take the design property to be MSEr(w, z) with a specified size for the 
bias, r. 
f(w,z) = f(zy(X'X)-lf(z) + r2[f(z)'Q(a;)]2. (5.7) 
Differentiating with respect to w, 
DP(a;,z) = r2D[f(z/Q(a;)]2 
= 2r2f(z)'(5(a;)D[f(z)'Q(a;)] 
= 2T^î{X)'Q{u){Ip ® f(z)')DQ(w) using (A.24) 
= 2r \ z ) 'Q{u}){ Ip  ® f(z)')D[/p - {X 'X) ' ^X ' î {Z{u}) ) ]  
= -2Th{z)'Q{u){I-p®î{z)'){Ij,®{X'X)-^X')Di{Z{u})) using (A.24) 
= -2r\z)'Q{uj){I'p®î{z)'{X'X)-'^X')m{Z{u)) using (A.6). (5.8) 
Note that when W = U/Q, Q(WQ) = Ip  — [X 'X)~^X 'X  = 0, so that DP(U;Q, z) = 0 
for all z. Also, from (5.7) we know that f(w,z) > f(z)'(X'X)~^f(z) for all ui and z 
with equality holding at w = wg, so WQ corresponds to a global minimum. 
The Hessian matrix Hf (w) is derived as follows. Let 
a ' {z )  =  -27-^ f ( z ) '  
and B{z)  =  { Ip®{{z ) ' {X 'X) - ' ^X ' ) .  
I l l  
Then [DP(W;Z)]^ = [Df(^(a;))]'5(z)'Q(a;)'a(z). Using (A.23), the Hessian matrix is 
(in partitioned form) 
Hf(Z(w)) 
DQ{cu) '  
Hf(w, z) = ® : (/(z) ® |Dr(Z(i^))l'B(z)')] 
= [(.'(z)Q(w)B(2)) ® /„j,] Hf(Z(w)) + 
(<.'(z) ® [Df(Z(w))|'B(z)')DQ(«)' 
and using (A.24) and (A.25), 
D Q { u y  = D[lp-[{{Z{ U } ) ) ' ] ' X { X ' X ) - ' ^ ]  
=  - { { X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' ® I p ) [ D { { Z { u ; ) ) ] '  
= -((X'X)-IX' ® Ip )Kn ,pDf iZ{u) ) .  
The derivatives Df(Z(w)) and Hf(Z(w)) depend on the form of the model, but 
we have developed algorithms for computing them for a full second-order model, or 
any subset of this model, including a first-order model. Suppose that Z = {z^j) and 
W = are n x k and f(Z(w)) is n x p. The algorithms assume that rows and 
columns of matrices are numbered starting at zero and proceed as follows. Recall 
tha t  Z{u})  =  Z  +  1^5 ,  and  suppose  tha t  S  =  diag ( S Q , . . .  For  Df{Z{u j ) ) :  
1. Set Df(Z(w)) to a np X nfc matrix of zeros. 
2. For every i = 0,...,n — 1 and every j  =  0 , . . .  , k  — 1:  
(a) Determine which columns of f {Z)  involve Zj^j and call this set of columns 
C. This determination depends only on j. For example, z^i would appear 
in such columns as z"^. 
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(b) For each column c in C change the element of D{{Z{( j ) )  given by (n * c + 
i,n* j + i) to the value: 
i. 3 j , if column c  corresponds to a first-order term. 
ii. (z^jt +w^jisji)sj, if column c corresponds to an interaction term with 
co lumn j '  of  Z.  
iii. 2s j { z^ j  -t- Wj^ jS j ) ,  if column c  corresponds to a quadratic term. 
iv. 0, otherwise. 
For Hf(Z(w)): 
1. Set U{[Z{u) ) )  to a n^kp  x nk  matrix of zeros. 
2. For every i = 0,..., n — 1 and every j = 0,..., A: — 1: 
(a) Determine which columns of {{Z)  involve and call this set of columns 
G .  Th is  de te rmina t ion  depends  on ly  on  j .  
(b) For each column c in C: 
i. If c corresponds to an interaction with column j '  of Z, change the 
element of Hf(Z(w)) given by {rî^kc -f nki -f- i -t- nj', i + nj) to . 
ii. If c corresponds to a quadratic term, change the element of Hf{Z{u>))  
given by {n^kc 4- nki + i + nj,i + nj) to 2s^. 
iii. Otherwise, do nothing. 
For example, suppose we ignore identifiability problems and l e t  n  =  2 ,  k  =  2 ,  
and consider a full second-order model, so that p = 6. Suppose also that 5 = /. 
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Table 5.1: Non-zero elements of Df(Z(w)) for a simple example. Rows and columns 
are numbered starting at zero 
Row 0 
Column 
1 2 3 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 201 + 1^01 ^00 + ^00 
7 ^11+^11 ^10+^10 
8 2(200 + ^00) 
9 2(210 + ^10) 
10 2(201 +u;oi) 
11 2(211 +^^ll) 
^00 ^01 
^10 ^11 . 
^00 ^01 
wiQ u;ii 
1 200 + ^00 ^01 + ^ 01 (zQO + ^00)(201 + ^ 01 ) 
1 zii+wiQ zii+wii (210+^10)(2ll+^ll) 
(^00 + (^01+•^01)^ 
(^10 + ^10)^ (211+u'll)^ 
The dimensions of Df(Z(w)) and Hf(Z(w)) are 12 x 4 and 48 x 4, and their non-zero 
elements of are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. 
Then we have 
Z =  
w = 
and î {Z{<j j ) )  =  
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Table 5.2: Non-zero elements of Hf(%(w)) for a simple example. Rows and columns 
are numbered starting at zero 
Column 
i  j  c  Row 0 12 3 
0 1 3 24 1 
0 0 3 26 1 
1 1 3 29 1 
1 0 3 31 1 
0 0 4 32 2 
1 0 4 37 2 
0 1 5 42 2 
1 1 5 47 2 
5.3.3 Perturbing added variables 
The perturbed model for the added variables perturbation is 
y = Xi/3i + X2W ^ 2 + ^  (5.9) 
where the details have been given above. In particular, recall that W = diag(w), and 
u = ..., Wp2)- For convenience of notation, let t = p2- The design property of 
interest is again the mean squared error of estimating the response. The develop­
ment is very similar to that for the design variables perturbation scheme. Under the 
unperturbed model we have 
j(z) = 
Under the perturbed model, for a fixed w. 
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Ew(Kz)) = ficz/cxjxij-ixjcxi/sj + xjw'fe). 
biasw(y(z)) = Ea;(y(z)) - Ea;(y(z)) 
= [h{2) \x[X{) -^X[X2- Î2{^ i ]WP2 
= b{x)'Wp2, say, 
and bias^(y(z)) = /32W6(z)6(z/W/32, 
where 6(z)' = fj^(z/(X^Xj^)~^Xj[X2 — f2(^/- Thus, the mean squared error is 
MSEw(y(z)) = {i{z)'{X[X^rki{z)+l3'2Wb{z)b{z)'wP2-
We proceed, as before, by assuming a fixed size for the parameter vector con­
tributing to the bias, 11/3211 = r. Then the design property of interest is 
f(w,z) = max MSEa;(y(z)) 
\m=r 
= fl(z)'(XiXj)-lfi(z) +r26(z)'H'26(z) 
which follows from an argument similar to the one given above in the design variables 
perturbation scheme (leading to equation 5.6). Taking derivatives with respect to w, 
Df(w) = D(r26(z)V^6(z)) 
= r^(6(z)' 0 6(z)')Dty^ using (A.24) 
= r2(6(z)^ ® 6(z)')(J^2 + ® 
The last line follows from (A.31) and the fact that W = W'.  Since W = diag(w), we 
use the development above for finding the derivative of a diagonal matrix (equation 
5.3) to get 
D(w) = l i  
and DW = Ddiag(w) = ..., 
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Thus, 
DP(a,,z) = ^ (b{z ) ' ^  Hz) 'X I^2  +  Kt , tm<S>I t ) lE 'n ,  
Using our earlier development leading to equation (5.8), we can simplify Df (w) to 
DP(u.,z) = 2r2(6(z)'®6(z)')(W®/4)l£ji, 
= 2r2(6(z)'W® i(2)')KiE'J using (A.6). 
Further simplication follows by noting that W and are symmetric, and that the 
matrix [JSjj,..., can be written as [vecEn,... ,vecEn]: 
DP{u,z )  =  2r ' ^{b(z ) 'W ®b{x) ' ) [vecEi i , . . . , vecEi i \  
= 2r^[vec6(z)'jE?iiW6(z),... ,vec6(z)'E^iW6(z)] using (A.4) 
=  2r ' ^[b{z ) 'E i iWb{z) , . . . ,  b{z ) 'E t tWbiz ) ]  
= 2r^[6^(z)wi,...,6^(z)w(], (5.10) 
since JSjjW is a matrix of zeros except for the i-th diagonal element, which is 
w^ .  At  w =  WQ,  we  have  W =  0 ,  so  tha t  Df (wg)  =  0 .  Also ,  s ince  P{uj )  >  
f]^(z)(A'Jj'C]^)~^f j^(z) for all w and z with equality at w = wg, both of our con­
ditions for a valid perturbation scheme are satisfied. From (5.10) the Hessian matrix 
and its eigenvalues are immediate: 
HP(w,z) = 2r^diag(6^(z),..., 6|(z)) (5.11) 
(Ai,...,A^)(z) = 2r^(6^(z),...,6^(z)). 
Note that the Hessian matrix and its eigenvalues depend only on z and not on u. 
Also note that the Hessian matrix is diagonal; thus, all of its eigenvectors will be 
elementary vectors, i.e., vectors in which all elements are 0 except for one element 
which is a 1. 
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5.4 Examples 
In this section we present examples of our local influence analysis for experi­
mental design. We assume throughout this section, without loss of generality, that 
all eigenvectors are normalized to unit length and are orthogonal to each other. In 
each example we give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix for the 
selected design property and interpret these quantities as curvatures of the surface 
(w, JP(w)) and directions of curvature, respectively. Before presenting the examples 
we discuss the interpretation of non-distinct eigenvalues. 
5.4.1 Non-distinct eigenvalues 
For ease of discussion we let P = HP(wg) and introduce the spectral decompo­
s i t ion  o f  P:  
^ = E 
i= l  
where i is the number of non-zero eigenvalues, Aj is the z-th largest eigenvalue, and 
Vj is the corresponding eigenvector, normalized to unit length. A perturbation in the 
direction Vj corresponds to a directional curvature equal to the value of the eigen­
value Aj. If the non-zero eigenvalues of P are all distinct, then each corresponding 
eigenvector determines a unique direction in the perturbation space, fi. Recall that 
the directional curvature at WQ for the direction I is given by 
Ci  =  1 ' {HP{u jq ) )1  =  I 'P l  
Since the eigenvectors ,,.., span any direction I in Q can be written as a 
linear combination of them, i.e., I = CjVj. Using the fact that Pvj = AjVj, we 
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can write the directional curvature as 
Gi  =  I 'P l  
=  ^ j^ j )  
i= l  j=l  
Î  3  
:  j  
% j  
= 
2 = 1 
since 
vjvj = 
1 if i = j 
0 otherwise. 
Thus, every curvature, Cj, is a linear combination of the eigenvalues of P. 
Suppose, for example, that the largest eigenvalue is not distinct, but has mul­
tiplicity 5. Then = • • • = Xs, and the corresponding eigenvectors, v^,..., Vg are 
not unique, even when scaled to unit length [30, pp. 147-151]. However, the subspace 
spanned by these eigenvectors is unique. It is also the case that every vector in this 
subspace is an eigenvector corresponding to the common eigenvalue. To show this, 
let A = A]^. Then every vector in this subspace can be written as c^v^, and 
H w)  = 
i—\  i  
= 
i  
=  im)  
i=l 
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proves that is an eigenvector of P. 
The interpretation when there are 5 non-distinct eigenvalues is that there is an 
s-dimesional subspace of the perturbation space in which the curvature is the same 
for any direction in that subspace. Thus, it is necessary to examine the corresponding 
set of 3 eigenvectors together to determine which elements of w are most influential. 
We do this by looking at the orthogonal projection matrix for the subspace spanned 
by these eigenvectors, since this matrix is unique. Let = (vj,...,vj) be the 
matrix whose columns are these s eigenvectors. Then the projection matrix is given 
by 
= (5 12) 
since Aj^ j is a matrix whose columns are orthonormal eigenvectors, and thus, A'^ jA^ j 
= I .  
To determine which cases have the most influence for a set of eigenvectors 
Vj,..., Vj having a common eigenvalue, we examine the diagonal elements of P^ j. 
In the special case when the eigenvalues are distinct, a given curvature (i.e., eigen­
value) occurs in the one-dimensional subspace of Î2 given by Vj = {vn, • • • , 
say, and the diagonal elements of are just = 1, - -, g). 
Thus, looking for large (in absolute value) elements of Vj is equivalent to looking 
for large diagonal elements of In general, the k-th. diagonal element of Pj j is 
which is just the sum of squares of the t-th elements of the eigenvectors 
v^,..., Vj. This is similar to what is done in regression analysis with a matrix, say 
X, of explanatory variables. In the regression setting large diagonal elements of the 
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matrix X{X'X)~^are used to determine cases that have the most leverage (i.e., 
influence). Finally, note that Pj ^  corresponds to the subspace of 0 where the curva­
ture is non-zero, and depending on the multiplicity of the non-zero eigenvalues, the 
f^jS partition this subspace further into subspaces where the curvature is constant 
and equal to the corresponding eigenvalue. 
5.4.2 Perturbing case weights 
In this perturbation scheme we assess the influence of perturbing the weight 
assigned to each design point, keeping the total weight fixed. The design property 
P(w) is D-optimality and WQ gives the set of weights corresponding to the D-optimal 
design. We compute the Hessian matrix of f (w) and use its eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors to characterize the surface (w, P(w)) near U>Q, i.e., to determine which design 
points have the most influence on D-optimality. 
The 2^ factorial design The first design we consider is a 2^ factorial design, 
given in Table 5.3, and we perturb the model using the case weight perturbation 
scheme. We assume that the %-matrix includes terms for a first-order model plus all 
two-way and three-way interaction terms. This design is (locally) D-optimal, that is, 
the optimal design measure is one that puts equal weight on each design point. Thus 
WQ is a vector of ones. This can be verified by computing DP(wQ) = 0 in equation 5.5, 
and by noting that the Hessian matrix at CJQ is non-negative definite. The Hessian 
matrix is approximately 
HP(w) = 0.0134/n - 0.00167Jn 
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Table 5.3: Design points for a 2^ factorial design 
Run Z\  ^2 23 
1 -1 
2 -1 1 
3 1 
4 1 1 
5 1 -1 
6 1 -1 1 
7 1 1 
8 1 1 1 
where Jn  i s  a .  n  x  n  matrix of ones, and its eigenvalues are all non-negative: 
(0.0134,0.0134,0.0134,0.0134,0.0134,0.0134,0.0134,0). 
The non-zero eigenvalues tell us that the directional curvature is the same in every 
direction of the perturbation space. The diagonal elements of y are all equal to 
0.875. Thus, every case has an equal amount of influence on D-optimality when its 
weight is perturbed. This is a desirable situation, but it is not always acheivable. 
The question now arises, is 0.0134 a large curvature? To answer this we need 
to know how large a reasonable perturbation is. For this perturbation scheme, a 
reasonable range for Wj is [0, 2], since lUj = 0 corresponds to removing the i-th 
design point and = 2 corresponds to replicating the z-th design point. Figure 5.1 
shows a lifted-line plot in the direction given by the first eigenvector, vj^. This plot 
is of the lifted line f (wQ -f av]^) versus a. The value of a on the horizontal axis is the 
distance from wg in the direction v^. From the plot we see that at a distance of 4-1 
unit from WQ the most extreme perturbation results in a value of the D-optimality 
criterion of 1.14. However, Cook [11] shows that the value of the curvature depends 
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Figure 5.1: Lifted-line plot for a 2^ design with a full factorial model in one direction 
of maximum curvature 
on the parameterizion of the model and can be difficult to interpret. Instead, the 
goal is to determine if some cases are more influential than others and if so, which 
ones. This is accomplished by examining the eigenvectors corresponding to large 
eigenvalues. 
Central composite design Consider the central composite design given in 
Table 4.2 as design 2. Let = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), and take the design property 
to be D-optimality. Then the gradient of f (w) at is (0.00123, 0.00123, 0.00123, 
0.00123, 0.00123, 0.00123, 0.00123, 0.00123, -0.00982) ^ 0. Thus, is not the 
D-optimal allocation. Using Fedorov's algorithm, we find that the optimal allocation 
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is 
(^0 = 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 8), 
which is scaled so that WQ^wg = n = 9. The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, 
evaluated at CJQ, are 
(0.0170, 0.0170, 0.00147, 0.0128, 0.0128, 
0.0085, 0.0085, 0.0085, 0). 
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 shows the corresponding eigenvectors and the diagonal ele­
ments of 2, ^3,3) ^4,5 Pg g computed from them. Figure 5.2 shows index 
plots of these P-diagonals. We call these plots P-diagonal plots and use them to 
determine which cases have the most influence. The plot for the largest eigenvalue, 
0.0170, tells us that the first eight design points have the most, and an equal amount 
of, influence on D-optimality, and the two-dimensional subspace where the directional 
curvature attains this maximum value is determined equally by these eight points. 
The next largest curvature, 0.0147, occurs in a one-dimensional subspace that is al­
most solely determined by the ninth design point, which happens to be the center 
point. Because these two largest curvatures here are not very different we conclude 
that the eight non-center points all have an equal amount of influence that is slightly 
higher than the influence of the center point. The remaining two plots provide no 
additional information, but are shown for completeness. 
To quantify the amount of change indicated by these curvatures, we examine 
a lifted line plot in the direction of v-y (see Figure 5.3). From this plot we see 
that a perturbation of one unit away from WQ causes the value of the D-optimality 
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Table 5.4; Eigenvectors for the central composite design when perturbing • case 
weights 
Eigenvector: V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 
k ^1,6 "2,ib ^3,jfc "4,A: "5,ifc ^6,6 "8,fc 
1 -0.131 0.483 0.174 -0.500 0.000 -0.300 -0.392 —0.363 
2 -0.483 -0.131 0.174 0.500 0.000 -0.399 0.308 -0.347 
3 0.483 0.131 0.174 0.500 0.000 0.400 -0.292 -0.360 
4 0.131 -0.483 0.174 -0.500 0.000 0.301 0.408 -0.344 
5 -0.249 -0.434 0.174 0.000 0.500 0.070 -0.503 0.342 
6 0.249 0.434 0.174 0.000 0.500 -0.071 0.487 0.365 
7 0.434 -0.249 0.174 0.000 -0.500 -0.495 -0.078 0.351 
8 -0.434 0.249 0.174 0.000 -0.500 0.495 0.062 0.356 
9 0.000 0.000 -0.870 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Table 5.5: P-diagonals for the central composite design when perturbing case 
weights 
fc-th diagonal of j II J!.
 
^m,k 
k ^1.2 ^3,3 ^4,5 bo
 
1 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
2 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
3 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
4 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
5 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
6 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
7 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
8 0.250 0.030 0.250 0.375 
9 0.000 0.758 0.000 0.000 
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Figure 5.3: Lifted line plot in the direction of maximum curvature for the 
two-variable central composite design under the case weight perturba­
tion scheme 
criterion to increase from about 0.174 to 0.184. Since this direction is one of maximum 
curvature, this is the largest possible increase for a one-unit perturbation. 
5.4.3 Perturbing design variables 
As described in section 5.3.2, we add a perturbation element Wj j to each design 
point coordinate j, and measure the resulting bias that is introduced into the 
prediction of the response variable y. Recall that W = (wj j) and u = vecW'. 
The design property f (w,z) is the mean squared error of prediction (MSE) given in 
equation (5.7). In the calculations for these examples, we fix the size of the bias 
paramemter to be 1, so that the variance (cr^= 1) and the bias contribute equally 
to the MSE. The Hessian matrix of P(w,z) is computed as a function of w, and is 
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Table 5.6: Selected design region points and corresponding eigenvalues for the 2^ 
design 
Design point 
Ordered non-zero eigenvalues 
Ai A3 A4 A5 Afi 
(0, 0, 0) 
(1, 0, 0) 
(1.73, 0, 0) 
(1, 1. 1) 
(1> -1, -1) 
0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.25 
1.31 1.31 1.00 0.50 0.19 0.19 
2.50 2.50 2.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 
7.95 3.38 3.38 0.37 0.37 0.30 
7.95 3.38 3.38 0.37 0.37 0.30 
evaluated at UJQ, an nk x 1 vector of zeros. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
Hessian matrix give the curvatures and the directions of curvature of the surface (w, 
f (w, z)) at WQ, respectively. The elements of these direction vectors are examined 
to determine which design point coordinates have the most influence on the MSE. 
We again consider the 2^ factorial design to see how this perturbation works 
on a standard design. This scheme provides a set of eigenvalues (curvatures) and 
eigenvectors (directions in fi) for each point in the design region, z € R, but several 
specific points are illustrative of the overall pattern. Table 5.6 gives these points 
and the eigenvalues of the corresponding Hessian matrix, i.e., curvatures of the MSE 
surface. Note that the curvatures are relatively small at the center point (0,0,0) 
and at the point (1,0,0), which is not one of the points in the design. However, the 
curvature is very large at the two design points (1,1,1) and (1,-1,-1), which are at 
the edge of the design region. Due to the symmetry of this design, these curvatures 
are obtained for all eight design points. 
To determine which elements of the perturbation matrix are causing the large 
curvatures at the point (1, 1, 1), we first note that this point is the eighth (and last) 
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design point, so it corresponds to the perturbation elements wg wg 2, and wg 3, 
or equivalently, the last three elements of w: W22, '«'23 > '^24- The eigenvalues 
for this point are given in Table 5.6, and the corresponding eigenvectors are given 
in Table 5.7. The P-diagonal plots for -^2,3' ^4,5> -^6,6 shown in 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 
From the first two plots, we see that the large curvatures 7.95 and 3.38 are almost 
entirely due to W22, W2g, and W24. This means that the design point coordinates 
zg 1, zg 2, and zg g have the most (and almost sole) influence on the MSE at ZQ = 
(1, 1, 1). This is not surprising since (•Z8,l> ^8,2>-^8,3) fact the point (1, 1, 1). 
It is interesting to note that perturbing the coordinates of any of the other design 
points has a neglible effect on the MSE at (1, 1, 1). The other two curvatures are 
small enough so that we can ignore them. 
One can examine other points in the design region in a similar manner and obtain 
similar results. In general, the bias that is introduced by this perturbation scheme is 
greater at the perimeter of the design region than at the center and is greatest at the 
design points on or near the perimeter. Thus, these points have the most influence 
on MSE. This conclusion holds for other designs we have examined, as well. 
Figure 5.6 shows a lifted line plot in the direction of maximum curvature, v^, 
for the point (1,1,1). The vector gives the perturbation that corresponds to the 
largest curvature in the MSE surface for ZQ = (1,1,1). As seen from Table 5.7, 
this perturbation essentially adds 0.566a to each coordinate of this design point and 
leaves the other design points unchanged. This plot suggests the sensible result that 
shrinking this point towards the center of the region (a < 0) causes a larger increase 
in the MSE at (1,1,1) than moving it outwards (a > 0). 
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Table 5.7: Eigenvectors corresponding to the six non-zero eigenvalues for the 2^ 
design with ZQ = (1,1,1) 
Eigenvector: V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 
k 
'"hk ^2,6 "3,6 H.k ^5,jfc 
1 -0.049 0.000 0.005 -0.330 0.061 0.331 
2 -0.049 -0.004 -0.002 0.218 0.255 0.331 
3 -0.049 0.004 -0.002 0.112 -0.316 0.331 
4 -0.016 0.101 0.052 0.121 -0.306 -0.168 
5 -0.016 0.003 -0.113 0.098 -0.314 -0.168 
6 0.049 -0.004 0.002 -0.112 0.316 -0.331 
7 -0.016 -0.100 0.054 0.223 0.242 -0.168 
8 0.049 0.004 0.002 -0.218 -0.255 -0.331 
9 -0.016 -0.005 -0.113 0.204 0.257 -0.168 
10 0.081 -0.001 -0.111 -0.014 0.003 0.005 
11 0.016 -0.003 0.113 -0.098 0.314 0.168 
12 0.016 0.005 0.113 -0.204 -0.257 0.168 
13 0.049 0.000 -0.005 0.330 -0.061 -0.331 
14 -0.016 -0.095 0.061 -0.325 0.048 -0.168 
15 -0.016 0.097 0.059 -0.321 0.072 -0.168 
16 0.016 -0.101 -0.052 -0.121 0.306 0.168 
17 0.081 0.097 0.054 0.009 0.011 0.005 
18 0.016 -0.097 -0.059 0.321 -0.072 0.168 
19 0.016 0.100 -0.054 -0.223 -0.242 0.168 
20 0.016 0.095 -0.061 0.325 -0.048 0.168 
21 0.081 -0.096 0.056 0.005 -0.013 0.005 
22 0.566 -0.008 -0.776 -0.096 0.018 0.038 
23 0.566 0.676 0.381 0.063 0.074 0.038 
24 0.566 -0.669 0.395 0.033 -0.092 0.038 
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Figure 5.4: P-diagonal plots for the 2^ design under the design variables perturba­
tion scheme with zq = (1,1,1) 
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Figure 5.6: Lifted line plot of maximum curvature for the 2^ design under the design 
variables perturbation scheme with ZQ = (1,1,1) 
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The other seven points in this design give the same results due to the symmetry of 
the design. In general this will not be the case. This example was chosen to illustrate 
the method for a simple design. More complex designs would better illustrate the 
usefulness of the method by highlighting those points that have the most influence 
on the MSE when perturbed. 
5.4.4 Perturbing added variables 
In this scheme we assess the influence of gradually adding a set of model terms 
on the mean squared error of prediction (MSE), denoted P(w,z). The model matrix 
X is divided into two parts X-^ and X2, as shown previously in equation (5.9). 
The perturbation vector w has one element for each column of X2, and the goal is to 
determine which columns of X2 have the most influence on the MSE. The eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix HP(w,z), computed by treating f (w,z) as a 
function of w, give the curvatures and directions of these curvatures, respectively. 
Large diagonal elements of the P-matrices (equation 5.12) indicate the individual 
terms of X2 that cause the largest increase in MSE when not included in the fitted 
model. Since the variance part of f (w,z) in equation (5.7) does not depend on u, 
the curvatures below are measuring the effect of bias due to %2-
Example 1. Our first example for this perturbation scheme is the 3^ design 
given in Table 4.2 as design 1. Initially we assume a first order model for Xi and put 
two-way interaction and second-order terms in %2- Thus, has columns (1, ^2) 
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and X2 has columns (25^22,2^,22)1 ^.nd 
{ X [ X { ) - ^ X [ X 2  
and 6(2/ 
0 2/3 2/3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
= fi(z)'(4Xi)-lx}X2-f2(z/ 
= (I,zi,z2)(x;xirlx;x2 
= (2122j2 /3 -ZI ,2 /3 -2 | )  
So, using (5.11), the Hessian matrix is 
Hf  (w ,z )  =  2 r2  d i ag (2 i  22 ,2 /3  — 2^ ,2 /3  — 22 )^  
where r = ||/32ll- Recall that we are measuring bias due to fitting only Xi when 
[XI,X2] is the true model. The curvatures corresponding to the added variables 
2^22, 2^, and 2^ are 2r'^{ziz2)'^, 2r2(2/3 — and 2r^{2/3 — z^)"^, respectively. 
The amount of bias due to these added variables, as measured by their cur­
vatures, varies throughout the design region. Setting = 1 so that variance and 
bias contribute equally to mean squared error, we plot contours of the curvatures 
in Figure 5.7. For reference, the nine design points are also shown. Plot (a) shows 
the curvature due only to the added variable 2^22. We see that the curvature is the 
greatest at the corners of the design region. This means that when 2^22 is part of 
the true model but not part of the fitted model, the mean squared error of prediction 
is the worst near the corners. Graph (b) shows an ordinary two-dimensional plot of 
the curvature due to 2^ versus zi, since this curvature does not depend on the value 
of 22- The corresponding plot for 29 is identical. Graph (c) shows the maximum 
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curvature for just and and graph (d) shows the maximum curvature for all 
three added variables. We see from these graphs that the effect on bias is still greatest 
at the corners of the design region, and the added variable contributing most to this 
bias is z\zi. Therefore, it might be prudent to include this term in the model. The 
lifted line plot in Figure 5.8 confirms this result. 
Graphs (a), (c) and (d) in Figure 5.7 actually came from a single interactive 
graph on the computer screen. The user is able to select which columns of to 
include and to set the levels of the contours via a menu. If there are more than two 
design variables, contours are drawn for two of the variables and interactive controls 
are provided to set the levels of the other variables. 
Example 2. For comparison we make the same model assumptions for design 
2 in Table 4.2, i.e., fi(z) = (1,2^,22)% and £2(2) = [zyzii^-,^^• Then we have 
0 8/9 8/9 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
and 6(z)' = fi{z)\x[x{)-^x[x2-ï2{^)' 
=  ( 1 , Z I , - ( ^ 1 ^ 2 , ^ 1 , ^ 2 )  
= (z]^Z2,8/9 — z^,8/9 — Z2) 
and the Hessian matrix is 
H P { u j , z )  = 2r^diag(zjZ2,8/9 — z^,8/9 — zl)^-
The plots for this setup that correspond to the plots in Figure 5.7 are shown in 
Figure 5.9. The pattern of curvature for Z]^Z2 is exactly the same as before, however. 
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Figure 5.7: Plots of curvature for the 3^ design. Contour lines are drawn at 0.5, 
1.5, 2.5, ..., 7.5 
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Figure 5.8: Lifted line plot for the 3^ design when (a) adding 2^22 (b) adding 
either or Zg to a first order model 
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the curvatures for and Zg are slightly better, as is the overall maximum curvature. 
This is evidence that the rotatable central composite design is better than the 3^ 
factorial design for protecting against bias due to a second-order model when fitting 
a first-order model. 
( X { X ^ r ' ^ X [ X 2  =  
Example 3. We continue our illustration of perturbing added variables with 
the same two designs used above, but this time we fit a second order model and 
want to protect against bias due to a third order model being true. Thus, fi(z) = 
(1, zi, Z2, ZIZ2, z^, z^y and f2(z)' = (z^, 2jZ2, question is which of 
the terms in X2 have the most effect on MSE and in what parts of the design region 
do they have this effect? First we determine that 
0 0 0 0 
10 2/3 0 
0 2/3 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
6(z)' = fi(z)'(4xi)-lxix2-f2(z)' 
= (21 - 2l, §22 -^122, §21 -2122,22 - ^ ) ,  
and the Hessian matrix is HP(w, z) = 2r^diag(6(z))^. 
Several plots of curvature over the design region are shown in Figure 5.10, again 
with = 1. Plot (a) shows the curvature due to adding 2^. This is just the graph of 
2(zi — z^)^ versus zj. This variable has the greatest effect on bias in the area of the 
design region between the center and the edges. The plot for adding 2^ is identical. 
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Figure 5.9: Plots of curvature for the central composite design. Contour lines are 
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Plot (b) shows the curvature for adding z^Z2- The plot for adding ziz^ is the same 
after rotating the pattern in (b) 90 degrees. Plot (c) shows the maximum curvature 
between z^Z2 and ziz^, and plot (d) shows the maximum curvature over all four 
added variables. The curvature is greatest along the sides of the design region. 
Comparing this design to the central composite design yields similar results. 
From a calculation similar to one shown above we obtain 
0 0 0 
0 0.5 0 
0.5 0 1.5 
0 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
and i(z)' = fiW' ( X l X i ) - l x ;X2-t2(z)' 
o 9 n o 
= (l.Sz^ — 2]^, 0.522 — Z J ^ Z 2 JO,5ZI — z i Z 2 , 1.5z2 — z ^ j -
Figure 5.11 shows the same four plots as in Figure 5.10, except that they are for 
the central composite design. We see a dramatic improvement along the sides of the 
design region, where the curvature has dropped from 6.5 to 2.5. 
It appears that the central composite design is better able to protect against bias 
from third order terms. Throughout most of the region the curvature for the cubic 
interaction terms 2^22 below 0.5, whereas for the pure cubic terms z^ and 
^2 the curvature varies between 0 and 1. In the corners of the design region the cubic 
interaction terms have the most to the curvature and, thus, contribute most to the 
bias. It may be desirable, therefore, to allow inclusion of these interaction terms in 
the model, adding more runs if necessary to assure identifiability of the parameters. 
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Figure 5.11: Plots of curvature for the central composite design when adding third 
order terms to a second-order model. Contour lines are drawn at 0.5, 
1.5, 2.5, ..., 7.5 
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The examples in this section have been chosen to illustrate the use of our local 
influence methods for experimental design. Since they are rather simple examples, 
they do not necessarily illustrate the usefulness of the methods. In more complex 
situations, one may wish to use a standard or optimal design where one of the goals 
of the experiment is to predict the response variable at extreme points of the region. 
Thus, bias due to model misspecification would be a concern, and our third pertur­
bation scheme could be used to determine how much concern is warranted for a given 
design. In addition, if the accuracy of the design variable settings is suspect, one 
could use our second perturbation scheme to determine which design points cause 
the most bias when design point coordinates are perturbed. 
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CHAPTER 6. DESCRIPTION OF LISP-STAT CODE 
In this chapter we describe our Lisp-Stat implementation of the dynamic graphs 
and local influence methods in the previous chapters. A new prototype object called 
design-proto the methods for contructing and evaluating experimental design as 
described in the previous chapters. The following sections describe how to create 
design objects, how to access their contents, how to request the graphs and methods 
above and the general operation of the code. 
6.1 Creating a Design Object 
A new design object is created by calling the function make-design. This function 
requires as arguments a list of design points, a vector indicating the block assignment 
for each design point, and the specification of a linear model. Figure 6.1 shows an 
example call to make-design for the 2^ factorial design. The function make-design 
returns a new design object which is then saved in the variable df3. A title can be 
supplied using the keyword argument :title, but it is not required. Alternatively, if 
the data for the design points are stored in a text file (called "twocubed.dat", say), 
then everything between "(split-list" and ") 3)" could be replaced by a call to 
the function read-data-columns as shown in Figure 6.2. In either case, the list ' (1 
1111111) indicates that the entire design is to be run in one block. 
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(def f23 (make-design 
(split-list (list 
-1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 
- i l l  
1 -1 -1 
1 - 1 1  
1 1 - 1  
1 1 1 
) 3) 
' ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )  
'((1) (2) (3) (1 2) (2 3) (1 3)) 
:title "2'"3 factorial")) 
Figure 6.1: Example call to the function make-design. A new design object is cre­
ated and stored in the variable f 23 
On the other hand, if the first four design points were to be run in one block and 
t h e  n e x t  f o u r  i n  a n o t h e r ,  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  o n e  w o u l d  r e p l a c e  t h i s  l i n e  w i t h  ' ( 1 1 1 1 2  
2 2 2). An indicator variable is added to the model for each block. Thus, if the list 
of block assignments contains only Is, an intercept term is added to the model. The 
rest of the model terms are specified in the next argument, which is a list of lists of 
integers, that refer to the design variables. For example, a (1) in this list adds to 
the model a main-effect term for the first design variable; (1 2) adds an interaction 
term for the first and second design variables; and (3 3) would add a quadratic term 
for the third design variable. The model in the example shown in Figure 6.1 contains 
all main effects and two-way interactions for the three design variables. 
Requests to the design object can now be made through the variable f23 by 
sending it a message of the form 
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(def f23 (make-design 
(read-data-columns "twocubed.dat" 3) 
' ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )  
'((1) (2) (3) (1 2) (2 3) (1 3)) 
:title "2"3 factorial")) 
Figure 6.2: Example call to the function make-design using the read-data-columns 
funtion 
(send f23 <method-selector> <arguments>) 
where <method-selector> is the name of a design-proto method and < argument s > 
are the arguments appropriate to that method. The following methods are available 
to examine and change the contents of the design. 
• :a-opt returns the value of the A-optimality criterion. 
• : add-point (point &optional block) Adds a new design point in block 
block, which defaults to block 1. 
• :blocknum (ptindex ftoptional newval) sets or retrieves the current block 
assignments for the specified point(s). 
• :d-opt returns the value of the D-optimality criterion. 
• : delete-point (index) Deletes point number index from the design. 
• cdesignpt (ptindex ftoptional newvalue) sets or retrieves design points. 
The argument ptindex can be an integer or a list of integers, and newvalue, if 
provided, should correspondingly be a design point or a list of design points. 
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; displaypts Displays a list of design points in a separate window on the screen. 
This list can be linked to other plots to associate points on a plot to their 
coordinates in the design space. 
:e-opt returns the value of the E-optimality criterion. 
:g-opt returns the value of the G-optimality criterion. 
:hat-diagonals returns a list of the hat-diagonals, i.e., the diagonal elements 
of X{X'X)-'^X'. 
: list-points (ftoptional fname) Writes a list of the current design points 
to the screen, or to a file of a file name is given. 
: model sets or retrieves the current model. In the design-proto prototype 
the model is represented as a list of model terms. Each model term is a list of 
design variables in that term. For example, (1) represents the model term z^, 
(1 2) the term 2^22; (2 3 3) the term ^2^3- The intercept term, if there 
is one, is handled in the blocks matrix. 
:nparms returns the number of terms in the model (excluding intercept and 
blocks). 
:niimblks returns the number of blocks. A value of 1 implies an intercept term 
in the model. 
:numpts returns the number of points in the current design. 
rnumvars returns the number of design variables. 
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: obj ective-f un returns the objective function for the current optimality crite­
rion. The value that is returned can be f uncalled with a perturbation vector, 
w, as an argument. If not provided, this argument defaults to WQ. See [35, 
pp.94+] for more information on funcall. 
: opt-criterion sets or retrieves the current optimality criterion. Valid choices 
are :a-opt, :d-opt, :e-opt, :g-opt, :mse-pred, where the colon is part of 
the name. 
: perimeter returns the perimeter of the design region, i.e., max^ 
: status displays the current status of the design including the title, the model, 
number of points, number of design variables, the optimality criterion and the 
perturbation. 
:title (ftoptional new-title) sets or retrieves the design's title, saved as a 
character string. 
:var-length (index) returns when index is j. 
:var-ranges returns a list of design variable ranges. The j-th element of this 
list is (min^ z^j, majcj 2jj). 
:varfun returns the variance function, i.e., f(z)'(X'X)~^f(z). The value that 
is returned can be funcalled with a valid design point as an argument. 
ivarnames sets or retrieves a list of character strings to be used as names for 
the design variables. 
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• :x-matrix returns the X matrix for the current model (including blocks or 
intercept). 
• :xpxinv returns the matrix 
• :ztof (&key intercept) returns the function f(z), without the intercept term 
by default. If the intercept is to be included, then supply the argument 
: intercept t. 
The value that is returned can be f uncalled and given a design point z as an 
argument. 
• : 4-opt returns a list of the values of the four optimality criteria. A, D, E and 
G. 
6.2 Methods for Dynamic Plots of Design Properties 
In this section we describe the methods for constructing the dynamic plots in 
chapter 4. 
• :casedel-plot (&key search other-criteria) produces a case weight per­
turbation plot based on the current optimality criterion, as described in sec­
tions 4.3 and 4.4. If the argument search t" is supplied, a button appears 
that allows the user to exchange design points in order to improve the opti­
mality of the design. If the argument other-criteria t" is also supplied, 
then for each point exchange, three alphabetic optimality criteria other than 
the current one are evaluated and displayed. 
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: parallel-points displays a parallel-coordinate plot of the design points as 
described in section 4.2. 
•.plot-varfun (&key num-axes) displays the variance function using either 
two or three coordinate axes. One of the axes is used for the prediction variance, 
and the remaining one or two axes are used for design variables. Values of 
additional design variables, if any, are controlled via sliders. See, for example. 
Figures 4.1 through 4.5. 
:rot-var (&key msixr) displays a rotatable variance section graph as shown 
in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. By default, the maximum radius for this graph is the 
perimeter of the design region. This can be changed by supplying an argument 
such as ":maxr 15". 
: slide-points displays a case weight perturbation plot for A- and D-optimality 
simultaneously, as shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. 
: variance-section (&key maxr) displays a variance section graph for an ar­
bitrary line through the design region. This line is determined by specifying 
two points in the design region, which is done dynamically via sliders provided 
on the plot. See, for example, Figure 4.6. 
:vdg (ftrest args) displays a variance dispersion graph as described in sec­
tion 2.2.2. 
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6.3 Methods for Local Influence 
This section describes the methods available in design-proto for local influence 
analysis. We discuss the methods that are common to all perturbation schemes first, 
followed by the methods for particular perturbation schemes. 
• :cmax returns Cmajcj the maximum curvature for the current perturbation 
scheme. 
• :eigen-plot (index) draws index plots of individual eigenvectors. The ar­
gument index is used to select eigenvectors and can be an integer or a list of 
integers. For example, 0 selects the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue, and '(0 12) selects the eigenvectors corresponding to the three 
largest eigenvalues. 
• : gradient (omega) returns the gradient vector of the surface (w, P ( o j ) )  at w = 
omega. 
• ihessiein returns a function that computes the Hessian matrix of f (w) at WQ. 
For the case weight perturbation scheme this function requires no arguments. 
For the design variables and added variables perturbation schemes, this function 
requires a design point, z, as an argument. 
• : Imajc returns Iraax, the direction of maximum curvature of f (w) at wg for the 
current perturbation scheme. 
• : normal-curvature (In omega) returns the directional curvature of f (w) at 
w= omega in the direction I = In. 
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• : omega-0 returns the value of LJQ for the current perturbation. 
• : perturbation sets or retrieves the name of the current perturbation scheme. 
Valid choices are: 
'case-weights-wls 
'design-variables 
'added-variables 
• :p-diagonals displays P-diagonal plots for the given perturbation scheme. 
• : plot-lifted-line (In low high) plots the lifted line f (wQ + oZ) for Z = In 
and a between low and high. 
• :plot-2-lifted-lines (Inl ln2 lowl highl low2 high2) draws a three-
dimensional surface for the projection of P{UJ) onto the space spanned by the 
lines Inl and ln2, i.e., P(wQ + ai'i + °2^2) where l-^ = Inl, I2 = ln2, runs 
between lowl and highl, and 02 runs between low2 and high2. 
• : plot-lif ted-lines (lines low high) draws a dynamic lifted line plot in 
which the user has control of the direction vector, I. 
• : scree-plot draws a scree plot of the eigenvalues of Hf (wg). 
6.3.1 Perturbing case weights 
• :der-error-cov (omega) returns Dy(w), the derivative of the error covariance 
matrix given in equation 5.4. 
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6.3.2 Perturbing design variables 
• :zO sets or retrieves Z Q ,  the point in the design region at which to evaluate 
curvatures and mean squared error. 
• :mse-pred (omega &key verbose as-function) returns the mean squared 
error of prediction at w = omega. The keyword argument verbose, if true, 
prints additional information about the computation. The keyword argument 
as-f unction, if true, returns a function that takes an argument z and computes 
the mean squared error at zand u = omega. 
• :der-fz returns D F { Z { U ) Q ) ) ,  the derivative of F { Z { u ) ) )  evaluated at WQ, as 
outlined in section 5.3.2. 
• :hes-fz returns HF(%(wQ)), the Hessian matrix of F { Z { u j ) )  evaluated at WQ. 
6.3.3 Perturbing added variables 
• :zO sets or retrieves Z Q ,  the point in the design region at which to evaluate 
curvatures and mean squared error. 
• :mse-pred (omega &key verbose as-f unction) returns the mean squared 
error of prediction at w = omega. The keyword argument verbose, if true, 
prints additional information about the computation. The keyword argument 
as-f unction, if true, returns a function that takes an argument z and computes 
the mean squared error at zand u = omega. 
• : num-addedvars sets or retrieves the number of added variables in the model. 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation we have brought together three areas of statistical research: 
experimental design, dynamic graphics and influence (or perturbation) analysis. We 
developed several dynamic graphical methods for displaying a number of design prop­
erties, and a method of local influence for assessing the effect of perturbations on these 
properties. 
Our dynamic plots of design properties include rotating surface and interactive 
two-dimensional plots of the variance function of a design, and an interactive par­
allel coordinate plot of multiple optimality criteria for any number of designs. The 
variance function plots are useful for exploring the prediction variance of a design 
throughout the design region. These plots can also be used to explore any multi­
dimensional surface. Examples of this might include exploring the response surface 
obtained from a response surface design and exploring the likelihood function in a 
multiparameter estimation problem. Future work could proceed in these areas. The 
parallel coordinate plot is useful for highlighting the fact that no design is optimal 
in terms of all the various optimality criteria. It is also useful for selecting a design 
that performs at least reasonably well on the desired criteria. 
We introduced a case weight perturbation plot that can be used to assess the 
effects of individual case weight perturbations on common optimality properties (A, 
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D, E and G). We showed how this plot can be used to improve the optimality of a given 
design by interactively exchanging design points. In a comparison of this graphical 
exchange technique with a recently proposed search algorithm for D-optimality, we 
found that our method obtained the same results while allowing the user greater 
flexibility in selecting the design points to be exchanged. 
Two questions regarding the design of statistical graphics are "What to plot?" 
and "How to plot it?" We have attempted to address these questions in the design 
of the dynamic graphs in this work. However, there may be better ways to design 
the overlays for controlling a particular graph, or to display certain information, that 
will become apparent only through further use of these graphs. Future work could 
focus on this aspect, as well. 
The other new work introduced hese is the development of a method of local 
influence for examining the effects of perturbations to the design on a selected de­
sign property. The method is an adaptation of Cook's method of local influence 
for maximum likelihood estimation. We examined three perturbation schemes in­
cluding perturbations to case weights, design variable coordinates and added model 
variables. We used D-optimality as the design property with the case weight pertur­
bation scheme, and the mean squared error of prediction with the other schemes. 
Our results for the case weight perturbation scheme indicate that standard D-
optimal designs exhibit the property that all of the design points have roughly (some­
times exactly) the same amount of influence, which is a desirable situation. For non­
standard designs, this scheme highlights design points that have a greater influence 
and thus, may need to be replicated. Our results for the design variables scheme 
indicate that design points near the edge of the design region have the most influence 
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on bias, and our results for the added variables scheme indicate that for first-order 
models, second-order interaction terms contribute more to bias than pure quadratic 
terms. Similarly, for second-order models, third-order interaction terms contribute 
more to bias than pure cubic terms. Also, the bias introduced by the perturbation is 
greatest at the edges of the design region. This suggests that ra-th order interaction 
terms be considered for inclusion in a model before pure n-th order terms. 
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS AND RULES FOR MATRIX 
DERIVATIVES 
Here we give definitions and rules for finding derivatives of vector-valued, and 
matrix-valued functions of vector and matrix arguments. We use these results in 
Chapter 5 to derive formulas for calculating curvatures. Since matrix derivatives can 
be defined in more than one way in terms of how the matrix elements are arranged, 
we adopt the notation and definitions of Magnus and Neudecker [31]. We state 
their definitions of the differential and the derivative of a matrix function, a chain 
rule for vector- and matrix-valued functions, and their strategy for obtaining matrix 
derivatives. 
First we define the differential of a vector-valued function of a vector argument, 
quoting from [31, p. 82]. In the following, R'^ denotes n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
"Definition. Let / : 5 —» be a function defined on a set S in R^. 
Let c be an interior point of S, and let B{c\ r) be an n-ball [centered at c 
and of radius r] lying in S. Let u be a point in R^ with ||u|| < r, so that 
c -|- u 6 B(c;r). If there exists a real m x n matrix A, depending on c 
but not on u, such that 
/(c -f- It) = /(c) 4- A(c)u -t- r c { u )  
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for all u G R"' with ||u|| < r and 
l i m  # = 0 ,  
u —>0 ||ii|l 
then the function / is said to be differentiable at c; the m x n matrix 
i4(c) is then called the (first) derivative off at c, and the m x 1 vector 
d/(c; u) = A{c)u, 
which is a linear function of u, is called the (first) differential of f at c 
(with increment u). If / is differentiable at every point of an open subset 
E of S, we say / is differentiable on E." 
We write the derivative of / at c as D/(c), which is an m x n matrix whose ij-th 
element is the j-th partial derivative of the i-th element of /(c), denoted Dj/j(c). 
The relationship between this and the usual notation is 
D/(») = 
The following definition is an extension to matrix functions of a matrix argument 
[31, pp. 95-96]. This is done by vectorizing the matrix and then applying the results 
above for vector-valued functions. 
"Definition. Let F : S ^ P be a function defined on a set S in 
Rn X q  Q  be an interior point of S ,  and let B { C ] r )  C 5 be a ball 
with center C and radius r. Let U he a. point in R^ ^ 9 with \\U\\ < r, so 
that C + U Ç. B(C\r). If there exists a real mp x nq matrix A, depending 
on C but not on U, such that 
vec F { C  +  U )  =  vec F { C )  +  A { C )  vec U  +  vecRQ { U )  
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for all i7 G R" ^ 9 with 11C/"!! < r and 
then the function F is said to be differentiable at C; the m x p matrix 
àF(C] U) defined by 
v e c d F { C ] U )  =  A { C )  v e c U  
is then called the (first) differential of F at C with increment U and the 
mp X nq matrix A{C) is called the (first) derivative of F at C. Recall 
that the norm of a real matrix X is defined by 
||X|| = (tr 
and a hall in ^ 9 by 
B(C;r) = {% : X e R^ ^ 9,11% - C\\ < r}." 
Thus, the first derivative of F at C is an mp x nq matrix and is denoted DF(C). 
We can also write the derivative in terms of vecs, and as a function of X: 
We now quote the chain rule for matrix functions [31, p. 96], which we will use 
frequently. In this matrix form, it also applies to vector functions by treating the 
vectors as one-column matrices. 
"Theorem (chain rule for matrix functions). Let 5 be a subset of 
R'^ ^ 9, and assume that F : S R"^ ^ ^ is differentiable at an interior 
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point C  of S .  Let T be a subset of ^ P such that F { X )  G T  for ail 
X E S, and assume that G : T —> ^ ^ is differentiable at an interior 
p o i n t  B  =  F { C )  o f  T .  T h e n  t h e  c o m p o s i t e  f u n c t i o n  H  :  S  — *  ^  ^  
defined by H{X) = G{F{X)) is differentiable at C, and 
D H { C )  =  (DG(5))(DF(C))." (A.l) 
Finally, the Hessian matrix, or matrix of second partial derivatives, for a matrix 
function F of a matrix argument X is defined as [31, p. 189], 
H F { X )  =  D { D F { X ) ) ' .  
Some useful formulas involving vecs and kronecker products are: 
tr {A'B) = (vecA)'(vec5) (A.2) 
{ A ® B ) '  = A ' ^ B '  (A.3) 
vecABC = {C'®A)vecB (A.4) 
{vecABC)' = {vecB)'{C®A') (A.5) 
{ A ® B ) { C ® D )  =  A C ^ B D ,  (A.6) 
if AC and BD exist 
(a® 6) = {In'^b)a, (A.7) 
where a is n x 1 and 6 is p x 1. 
We use a special form of permutation matrix, called a commutation matrix and 
denoted Kn,q, which converts the vec of a matrix into the vec of its transpose. For 
an n X q matrix it is defined via Kn,q'vec A = vec A'. Several useful properties of 
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the commutation matrix are 
K n,p { A  ® 5) = { B ®  A ) K q ^ r ,  
where B is p x r. 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.IO) 
vec(j4®J3) = (7g (g) ®/p)(vec^ ® vec5), (A.11) 
where A i s  n  x  q  and B  i s  p  x  r .  
Magnus and Neudecker's strategy for computing matrix derivatives is [31, p. 175]: 
"(i) compute the differential of F { X ) ,  
(ii) vectorize to obtain d vecF(J'C) = A(X) d v e c X ,  
(iii) conclude that Di^(-X') = A { X ) . "  
They have found this method to be very useful because differentials are generally 
easier to compute. We provide some basic identities for differentials below. Each can 
be verified via straightforward element-wise arguments. In the following U and V are 
matrix functions, A is a matrix constant, and a is a scalar constant [31, pp. 148+]. 
é.A = 0 (A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.I4) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
(A.IT) 
d ( a U )  =  a d U  
d { U  +  V )  =  d U  +  d V  
d { U - V )  =  d U - d V  
d { U V )  =  { d U ) V  +  U d V  
d { U ^ V )  =  { d U ) V ® U d V  
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àU' = (dC/)' (A.18) 
dvecC/" = vecdC/" (A. 19) 
dtr f7 = tr dU. (A.20) 
Two other useful differential formulas that are proved in [31] are: 
d \ F \  = |F|tr (f-^df) (A.21) 
df-^ = -F-l(dF)F~^ (A.22) 
assuming that F is square and non-singular. 
To illustrate this method for obtaining matrix derivatives, suppose F { X )  =  
AXB, where A and B are constant matrices. Then using (A.12) and (A.16) 
d F { X )  =  A { d X ) B ,  
and using (A.4) and (A.19) 
d vec F { X )  =  { B '  ®  i4)d vec X ,  
so that 
DF(%) = B'^A. 
As another example, which we will use later, suppose H { x )  =  F { x ) A G { x ) B  
where x,F{x),A,G{x), and B are t x 1, m x n, n x p, p x q, and q X r, respec­
tively. Then using (A.16) 
d H { x )  =  { d F { x ) ) A G i x ) B  +  F { x ) A { d G { x ) ) B  
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and using (A.4) and some matrix algebra, 
d v e c H { x )  = {B'g\X )A'® Im)à.,vecF{x) + {B^ ® F{x)A)d,vecG{x) 
dvecF(x) 
= [{B'G'ix)A' ® Im) : {B' ® F{x)A)] 
= [{B'G'ix)A' ® Im) : {B' ® F(x)>l)] 
= [iB'G'{x)A' (8 Im) : {B' ® F(x)^)] 
d,vecG { x )  
DF(x)dx 
DG(s)ds 
DF(x) 
DG(z) 
dx 
DF(x) = [ { B 'G ' { X ) A !  ®  I m )  : { B '  ® F(x)A)] (A.23) 
so that 
^  D F { x )  
DG(x) 
Using this technique, a number of matrix derivative formulas can be derived [31, 
pp 177+]. In the following, X isn x q, and the size of A and B are either appropriate 
to the context or explicitly given. Where determinants and inverses are involved, the 
matrix is assumed to be square and non-singular. 
D { A X B ' )  
D X '  
D  t r  { A ' X )  
D t r  { X ' X )  
D \ X \  
D  \ X ' X \  
D  X ' X  
= {B ® A) 
= K i  n,q 
(vecA)^ 
2(vecX)^ 
IXI(vec(X-i)')' 
= 2|X'Xl(vecA'(X'X)~')' 
= (^,2 + ® ^ ') 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
(A.28) 
(A.29) 
(A.30) 
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D X X '  = { I ^ 2  +  K n , n ) { X ® I n )  (A.31) 
DA~^ = -(X')-1(8>Z-1 (A.32) 
DtT{AX-'^) = -{vec{X-'^AX-'^)')' (A.33) 
D% ® A = (jg 0 Kr,n 0 Ip){.Inq 0 vec A), (A.34) 
where A is p x r. 
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APPENDIX B. PROGRAM LISTINGS 
This appendix contains listings of the Lisp-Stat code that is described in Chap­
ter 6. After loading Lisp-Stat, type (load "désigné") to load these programs. Then 
(load "drill") to see an example design. 
désigné.Isp 
Here we define a design object with slots for the 
design points, block assignments, model and some way of perturbing 
the model. 
To add a new perturbation scheme: (1) change how the perturbed 
information matrix is calculated. This includes the :error-cov 
method. (2) change omega-0. 
Current perturbation schemes: 
(1) 'case-weights - perturb all case weights. 
(2) 'case-weights-ols - perturb all case weights subject 
to their sum being equal to n (the number of design points). 
'case-weights-wls - TO DO. 
(3) 'block-corr - intrablock correlation. 
(4) 'added-variables - Variables (columns of X-matrix) are added 
to the model to produce a "truer" model. In this scheme, 
XI (the "blocks" matrix) is—for now—a column of ones and 
X2 (the "parms" matrix) is divided into two parts, one for 
the fitted model and one for the added variable of the truer 
model. Two choices: 'added-variables-rows, 'added-variables. 
(5) 'design-variables - Elements of the design points matrix 
are perturbed. 
Optimality Criteria (there is a method to compute each one). 
(1) :d-opt - D-optimality 
(2) :g-opt - G-optimality 
(3) :a-opt - A-optimality 
(4) :mse-pred - Mean Squared Error of Prediction 
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(provide "desigii4") 
; ; ; load required files. 
(require "matrix") 
(require "slide-luu") 
; ; ; Transformation for printing 3D surfaces : 
(def ps-transf #2a((-.93 .35 0)(-.10 .23 .97)(.34 -.91 .25))) 
; design object proto. ; 
(defproto design-proto '(points blocks vamames model otherpts 
parms-of-interest perturbation title 
opt-criterion perturbed-points 
added-terms bias-size zO adjustfor-n 
xpxinv xpxixp menu-items 
d-seq a-seq e-seq g-seq)) 
; ; ; Function to create a design object. 
(defun make-design (points blocks model ftkey (title "design")) 
(let ((design (send design-proto :new 
points model blocks : title title))) 
(send design : vamames 
(mapcar #'(lambda (vamuin) (format nil "Z"d" vamum)) 
(iseq (length (first points))))) 
design)) 
: : ; :isnew method. 
(defmeth design-proto :isnew (points model blocks ftkey (title "design")) 
'points) points) 
'model) model) 
'blocks) blocks) 
'title) title) 
'opt-criterion) :d-opt) ;; current default, 
'perturbation) 'case-weights-wls) ;; current default, 
'parms-of-interest) 'full-model) ;; current default, 
'perturbed-points) nil) 
'bias-size) 1) 
'adjustfor-n) t) 
'zO) (repeat 0 (length (first points)))) 
'xpxinv) (inverse (cross-product (send self :x-matrix)))) 
(setf (slot 
-value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot 
-value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
(setf (slot -value 
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(transpose (send self :x-matrix)))) 
) 
; ; ; ; accessor methods, listed alphabetically. ; 
(make-access design-proto ';adjustior-n 'adjustlor-n) 
(make-access design-proto ':bias-size 'bias-size) 
(defmeth design-proto rblocknnm (ptindex ftoptional (newval nil set)) 
"Args: (ptindex ftoptional (newval)). Sets or retreives block assignments." 
(il set 
(setf (select (slot-value 'blocks) ptindex) newval)) 
(select (slot-value 'blocks) ptindex)) 
(make-access design-proto ':zO 'zO) 
(defmeth design-proto :designpt (ptindex ftoptional (newval nil set)) 
"Args: (ptindex ftoptional (newval)). Sets or retreives design points." 
(when set 
(setf (select (slot-value 'points) ptindex) newval) 
(send self :update-xpx) 
) 
(select (slot-value 'points) ptindex)) 
(defmeth design-proto :num-addedvars () (length (slot-value 'added-terms))) 
(medce-access 'design-proto ':opt-criterion 'opt-criterion) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':parms-of-interest 'parms-of-interest) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':perturbâtion 'perturbation) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':perturbed-points 'pertnrbed-points) 
(make-access 'design-proto ': title 'title) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':vamames 'vamames) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':xpxinv 'xpxinv) 
(make-access 'design-proto ':xpxixp 'xpxixp) 
I I I  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
; ; ; ; other (than accessor) methods, listed alphabetically. ; 
I I I  i i i i i i i i i i i i i î i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i î i i i i i i i i i i î î i î l  
(defmeth design-proto :a-opt (ftoptional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(sum (diagonal (inverse (send self :perturbed-info omega))))) 
(defmeth design-proto : add-point (point ftoptional (block 1)) 
(setf (slot-value 'points) (append (slot-value 'points) (list point))) 
(setf (slot-value 'blocks) (append (slot-value 'blocks) (list block)))) 
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(defmeth design-proto :blocks-matrix () 
(let* ((niunblks (send self :mimblks)) 
(nvunpts (send self :numpts))) 
(apply #'bind-rows (mapcar #'indicator 
(- (slot-value 'blocks) 1) 
(repeat numblks numpts) )))) 
(defmeth design-proto :bvect (ftkey print) 
"Returns a function of z." 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
(added-variables-rows 
(let* ((XI (send self :xl)) 
(X2 (send self :x2)) 
(xpxixpl (matmult (inverse (cross-product xl)) (transpose xl))) 
(xpxixpZ (matmult (inverse (cross-product x2)) (transpose x2))) 
(fl (send self :xO-l)) 
(f2 (send self :xO-2)) 
) 
#'(lambda (z) 
(- (matmult (funcall fl z) xpxixpl) 
(matmult (funcall f2 z) xpxixp2))) 
) )  
(added-variables 
(let* ((xl (bind-colujnns (repeat 1 (send self : numpts)) 
(send self :xl))) 
(x2 (send self :x2)) 
(xpxixpl (matmult (inverse (cross-product xl)) (transpose xl))) 
(fl (send self :xO-l)) 
(f2 (send self :x0-2)) 
) 
(if print (print-matrix (matmult xpxixpl x2))) 
#'(lambda (z) 
(- (matmult (funcall fl z) xpxixpl x2) 
(funcall f2 z))) 
) ) ) )  
(defmeth design-proto :cmax () 
(first (eigenvalues (send self :hessian)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :cmax-plot () 
(let* ((fhess (send self :hessian)) 
(allpts (iseq (send self :numpts))) 
(points (send self :designpt allpts)) 
(p (plot-points 
allpts (mapcar 
#'(lambda (z) (first (eigenvalues (funcall fhess z)))) 
points))) 
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) 
(send p :linked t) 
P) )  
(defmeth design-proto :d-opt (ftoptional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
"Args: (omega). Computes D-optimality of perturbed design, adjusted 
for the number of parameters, i.e., (" (determinant var-beta-hat) (/ p))." 
(lot ((pertinfo (send self :perturbed-info omega)) 
) 
(" (/ (determinant pertinfo)) (/ (ncols pertinfo))) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto :d-optfun () 
"Returns a function that computes D-optiraality as a function of the 
perturbation omega." 
(let* ((i (send self :perturbed-point)) 
(xtof (send self :xtof : intercept t)) 
(zi (send self zdesignpt i)) 
(fzi (funcall xtof zi)) 
(i2 (identity-matrix 2)) 
(minv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(p (length fzi)) 
(detminv (" (det minv) (/ p))) 
) 
#'(lambda (omega) 
(let* ((fziw (funcall xtof (+ zi omega))) 
(a (bind-columns (- fzi) fziw)) 
(bp (bind-roHs fzi fziw)) 
) 
(* detminv (" (det (+ i2 (matmult bp minv a))) 
(- (/ p)))) 
) )  
) )  
(defmeth design-proto : delete-point (index) 
(let ((keep (which (/= index (iseq (send self :numpts))))) 
) 
(setf (slot-value 'points) (select (slot-value 'points) keep)) 
(setf (slot-value 'blocks) (select (slot-value 'blocks) keep)) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto :der-error-cov (omega) 
(case (send self :perturbâtion) 
((case-weights-ols case-weights-wls) 
(let* ((npts (send self :numpts)) 
(dv (make-array (list npts npts))) 
(ompl (sum omega)) 
) 
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(dotimes (row npts) 
(dotimes (col npts) 
(when (= row col) 
(setf (aref dv row col) 
(/ (- (select omega row) ompl) 
(" (select omega row) 2)))) 
(imless (= row col) 
(setf (aref dv row col) 
(/ (select omega row)))))) 
(let ((result (make-array (list (" npts 2) npts) : initial-element 0)) 
(nptsl (+ 1 npts)) 
(cols (iseq npts)) 
) 
(dotimes (row npts) 
(setf (select result (* nptsl row) cols) 
(select dv row cols))) 
result) 
) ) ) )  
(defmeth design-proto rdisplaypts () 
(if (send self :has-slot 'displaypts) 
(send (slot-value 'displaypts) : show-window) 
; : else: 
(send self : add-slot 'displaypts 
(let ((p (name-list 
(mapcar #'(lambda (x) (format nil ""s" x)) (slot-value 'points)) 
: title (format nil "Design points for: "a" (send self :title))))) 
(send p :linked t) 
(let ((design self) 
(points (slot-value 'points))) 
(defmeth p : redraw () 
(send self :point-label (iseq (length points)) 
(mapcar #'(lambda (x) (format nil ""s" x)) points)) 
(call-next-method) 
) )  
p)))) 
: ; ; :e-opt. 
(defmeth design-proto :e-opt (ftoptional (omega (send self :omega-0) set)) 
(if set (first (eigenvalues (inverse (send self :perturbed-info omega)))) 
(first (eigenvalues (send self :xpxinv))))) 
: ; ; :eigen-plot. 
(defmeth design-proto :eigen-plot (index ftkey (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(let* ((evecs (eigenvectors (send self :hesssian))) 
(size (length (first evecs))) 
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(p (mapcar 
#'(lambda (x) 
(let ((p (plot-points 
(iseq size) (select evecs x) 
:title (format nil "eigenvector "d - "a" 
X (send self : title)) 
:VEuriable-labels '("Perturbation/case index" 
"E-vector element") 
:size '(400 190))) 
) 
(send p :add-lines (iseq size) (select evecs x)) 
(send p :y-axis t t 3) 
P) )  
(combine index))) 
) 
(if (= 1 (length p)) (first p) p) ; ; return plot object or list of objects. 
)) 
(defmeth design-proto :error-cov (omega) 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
(case-weights (inverse (diagonal omega))) 
((case-weights-ols case-weights-wls) 
(* (mean omega) 
(inverse (diagonal omega)))) 
(block-corr 
(let* ((nblks (send self :mimblks)) 
(npts (send self rnumpts)) 
(blocks (slot-value 'blocks)) 
(blksizes (mapcar #'(lambda (x) (count x blocks)) 
(iseq 1 nblks))) 
(result (make-array (list npts npts) : initial-element 0)) 
(currows (iseq (first blksizes))) 
(rho (first omega)) 
) 
(dolist (blk (iseq nblks) result) 
(setf rho (select omega blk)) 
(dolist (row currows result) 
(dolist (col currows result) 
(setf (aref result row col) 
(if (= row col) 1 rho)))) 
(setf currows (+ currows (select blksizes blk)))))) 
((added-variables-rows added-Vciriables design-variables) 
(identity-matrix (send self znumpts))) 
(t (error "(in :error-cov) unrecognized perturbation - "s" 
(s end self :perturbât ion))) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto :g-opt (ftkey (adjustfor-n (send self :adjustfor-n)) 
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order) 
"Args: (omega). Computes the g-optimality ol the design, adjusted for 
number of parameters. Also adjusts for number of design points, unless 
the keyword :adjustfor-n is supplied with argument HIL." 
(let* ((vdg (if order (send self :vdg-data :weight adjustfor-n : order order) 
(send self :vdg-data : weight adjustfor-n))) 
) 
(max (second vdg)) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto : gradient (omega ^ optional z) 
(case (send self : perturbation) 
(added-vaxiables-rows 
(let ((rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(bvect (funcall (send self :bvect) (if z z (send self :zO))))) 
(* 2 rsq (/ (+ 1 rsq)) 
(matmult bvect (diagonal omega) 
(cross-product (trsmspose (send self :x2))) 
(diagonal bvect))) 
) )  
(added-variables 
(let ((rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(bvect (funcall (send self :bvect) (if z z (send sell :zO))))) 
(format t "gradient - added-variables'%") 
(* 2 rsq (matmult bvect (diagonal omega) (diagonal bvect))) 
) )  
(design-variables 
(let* ((fz (bind-rows 
(funcall (send self :xO-l) (if z z (send self :zO))))) 
(qmat (send self :q-matrix : omega omega)) 
(xpxix (send self ixpxixp)) 
(ip (identity-matrix (nrows xpxix))) 
(rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(dfz (send self :der-fz omega)) 
) 
(* -2 rsq (matmult fz qmat (kronecker ip (matmult fz xpxix)) dfz)) 
)) 
(case-weights-ols 
(case (send self :opt-criterion) 
(;d-opt 
(let* ((xmat (bind-columns (send self :blocks-matrix) 
(send self :parms-matrix))) 
(amat (matmult xmat (inverse (cross-product xmat)))) 
(vom (send self :error-cov omega)) 
(dvom (send self :der-error-cov omega)) 
(at (transpose amat)) 
(ava (matmult at vom amat)) 
) 
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(* (determinant ava) 
(matmult (vec (inverse ava)) ; ; matmult will transpose it. 
(kronecker at at) 
dvom)))) 
(:a-opt 
(let* ((xmat (send self :x-matrix)) 
(xpxi (send self :xpxinv)) 
(dvom (send self :der-error-cov omega)) 
) 
(matmult (vec (matmult xmat xpxi (transpose xmat))) dvom))) 
(t (numgrad (send self : objective-fun) omega))) 
) 
(t (numgrad (send self : objective-fun) omega)) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto :hat-diagonals (((optional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(let* ((xpxinv (send self ixpxinv)) 
(xmat (send self :x-matrix))) 
(diagonal (matmult xmat xpxinv (transpose xmat))))) 
(defmeth design-proto :hat-dispersion (^ optional (omega (send self ;omega-0))) 
"Dispersion of the hat-diagonals of the inverse of the perturbed info matrix, 
(standard-deviation (send self :hat-diagonals omega))) 
(defmeth design-proto :hessian () 
(when (null (send self ;has-slot 'hessian)) 
(format t "Computing Hessian matrix..."'/,") 
(send self :add-slot 'hessian (funcall (send self :hessian-function) 
(send self :zO))) 
(format t "...done."'/,")) 
(slot-value 'hessian)) 
(defmeth design-proto :hessian-function (ftoptional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
"Returns a function that computes the hessian matrix." 
(case 
(send self :perturbation) 
(added-variables-rows 
(let* ((rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(2b (* 2 rsq (/ (+ 1 rsq)))) 
(bvect (send self :bvect)) 
(xxp2 (cross-product (transpose (send self :x2))))) 
#'(lambda (z) 
(let ((diag (diagonal (funcall bvect z)))) 
(* 2b (matmult diag xxp2 diag)))) 
) )  
(added-variables 
(let* ((rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(bvect (send self :bvect))) 
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#'(lambda (z) 
; ;(let ((diag (diagonal (funcall bvect z)))) 
; ; (* 2 rsq (matmult diag diag))) 
(diagonal (* 2 rsq (" (funcall bvect z) 2))) 
) ) )  
(design-variables 
(if (< 8 (send self :numpts)) 
#'(lambda (ftoptional dummy) (numhess (send self : objective-fun) omega)) 
; ; else, for small problems, use the formula. 
(let* ((rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(qmat (send self :q-matrix : omega omega)) 
(p (ncols qmat)) 
(n (send self :numpts)) 
(k (send self :numvars)) 
(ip (identity-matrix p)) 
(ink (identity-matrix (* n k))) 
(dfz (send self :der-fz omega)) 
(dfzp (transpose dfz)) 
(hfz (send self :hes-fz omega)) 
(xpxixp (send self :xpxixp)) 
(dqp (- (matmult (kronecker xpxixp ip) (k-matrix n p) dfz))) 
(ztof (send self :xtof : intercept t))) 
(flet ((apz (z) (* -2 rsq (bind-rows (funcall ztof z)))) 
(Bz (z) (kronecker ip (matmult (bind-rows (funcall ztof z)) 
xpxixp)))) 
#'(lambda (z) 
(let ((apz (apz z)) 
(Bz (Bz z))) 
(+ (matmult (kronecker (matmult apz qmat Bz) ink) hfz) 
(matmult (kronecker apz (matmult dfzp (transpose Bz))) 
dqp))))) 
) ) )  
(t #'(lambda (ftoptional dummy) 
(numhess (send self : objective-fun) omega))) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto : info-matrix () 
(let ((xl (send self :blocks-matrix)) 
(x2 (send self :parms-matrix)) 
(numpts (send self ;numpts)) ) 
(case (send self :parms-of-interest) 
(subset (matmult (transpose x2) 
(- (identity-matrix numpts) (projmatrix xl)) 
x2)) 
(full-model (cross-product (bind-columns xl x2))) 
(t (error "(in : info-matrix) unknown parms-of-interest")) 
) ) )  
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(defmeth design-proto :lmax (ftoptional z) 
(first (eigenvectors (send self ihessian)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :model (ftoptional new-model) 
(when new-model 
(setf (slot-value 'model) new-model) 
(send self :update-xpx)) 
(if (eql (send self :perturbation) 'added-variables) 
(append (slot-value 'model) (slot-value 'added-terms)) 
(slot-value 'model))) 
(defmeth design-proto :model-matrix () 
(let ((xl (send self :blocks-matrix)) 
(x2 (send self :parms-matrix))) 
(print-model xl x2) )) 
(defmeth design-proto :mse-pred (omega ftkey verbose as-function) 
"Computes the maximum MSB of prediction at :zO subject to :bias-size. 
Assume the blocks matrix is a column of ones and incorporate it into XI." 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
((case-weights case-weights-ols block-corr) 
(error ":mse-pred - not implemented for perturbation - "s." 
(send self :perturbation))) 
((added-variables added-variables-rows) ;; is this code right for 
: ; added-Vciriables ?? 
(let* ((xmat (send self :x-matrix)) 
(p2 (send self :num-addedvars)) 
(npts (nrows xmat)) 
(nterms (ncols xmat)) 
(XI (select xmat (iseq npts) (iseq (- nterms p2)))) 
(dummy (if verbose (format t "XI "s"*/," XI))) 
(xpxinvl (inverse (cross-product xl))) 
(zO (send self :zO)) 
(xO-1 (funcall (send self :xO-l) zO)) 
(bvect (funcall (send self :bvect) zO)) 
(w (diagonal omega)) 
(avect (if (eq (send self :perturbâtion) 'added-variables) 
(matmult bvect w) (matmult bvect w x2))) 
(dummy (if verbose (format t "avect "s"'/." avect))) 
(variance (matmult xO-1 xpxinvl xO-1)) 
(bias-sq (cross-product avect)) 
(rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(wgt-b (/ rsq (+ 1 rsq))) 
) 
(when verbose (format t "variance: -d"%" variance) 
(format t "bias"2= "d"%" bias-sq)) 
(+ (* (- 1 wgt-b) variance) 
(* wgt-b bias-sq)) 
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) )  
((design-variables design-points) 
(let* ((xmat (send self :x-matrix)) 
(ncols (ncols xmat)) 
(xpxi (send self :xpxinv)) 
(rsq (send self :bias-size)) 
(qmat (send self :q-matrix : omega omega)) 
(zO (send self :zO)) 
(f.z (fnncall (send self :xO-l) zO)) ; ; assume niim-addedvars=0. 
(varyhat (matmnlt f.z xpxi f.z)) 
(f.z-qm (matmult f.z qmat)) ) 
(if as-function 
(let* ((xtof (send self ;xtof)) 
(points (slot-value 'points)) 
(xpxixp (send self :xpxixp)) 
(blks (send self :blocks-matrix)) 
(identity (identity-matrix ncols)) 
(nvars (send self :nnmvars)) ) 
#'(lambda (om) 
(let ((qm (- identity 
(matmult xpxixp 
(bind-columns blks 
(apply #'bind-roHS 
(mapcar xtof (+ points 
(split-list 
(coerce om 'list) nvars)) 
) ) ) ) ) ) )  
(+ varyhat (* rsq (matmult f.z qm (transpose qm) f.z))) 
))) 
; : else: 
(+ varyhat (* rsq (inner-product f.z-qm f.z-qm))) 
) ) )  
(t (error "(in :mse-pred) unknown perturbation - "s" 
(send self :perturbation))))) 
(defmeth design-proto :needs-computing () 
"Use to tell the object that the hessian matrix needs to be recomputed the 
next time it is needed." 
(send self :delete-slot 'hessian)) 
(defmeth design-proto :normal-curvature (In ftkey (optimality 'd)) 
"Args: (In omega). Normal curvature of the surface (D-optimality) in the 
direction. In, at point, omega, (vectorized over In)." 
;; ref: Cook (1986) p. 140 eq. 20. 
(let* ((Fmat (send self : objective-fun)) 
(dummy (format t "Objective function: "s"/," 
(send self :opt-criterion))) 
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(dummy (format t "Computing hessian. 
(hessian (send self :hessian)) 
(dummy (format t "Computing gradient..."'/,")) 
(gradient (send self :gradient omega)) 
(lengradsq (sum (" gradient 2))) 
) 
(flet ((nc (x) 
(/ (matmult x hessian x) 
(* (sqrt (+ 1 lengradsq)) 
(matmult x 
(+ (identity-matrix (length gradient)) 
(outer-product gradient gradient)) 
x)))) 
) 
(if (numberp (first In)) 
(nc In) 
(mapcar #'nc In) )))) 
(defmeth design-proto :nparms () 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
((added-variables-roHs added-variables design-variables design-points) 
(length (send self :model))) 
(t (error "invalid perturbation in rnparms")))) 
(defmeth design-proto :numblks () 
(length (remove-duplicates (slot-value 'blocks)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :numpts () (length (slot-value 'points))) 
(defmeth design-proto -.numvars () (length (first (slot-value 'points)))) 
(defmeth design-proto : objective-fun () 
"This the objective function that we are using to evaluate the design" 
(let ((criterion (send self :opt-criterion))) 
#'(lambda (w) (send self criterion w)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :omega-0 () 
(case (send self : perturbation) 
((case-weights case-weights-ols) (repeat 1 (send self :numpts))) 
(case-weights-wls (if (send self :has-slot 'fedorov-wgts) 
(slot-value 'fedorov-wgts)) 
(repeat 1 (send self :numpts))) 
(block-corr (repeat 0 (send self :numblks))) 
(added-variables-rows (repeat 0 (send self inumpts))) 
(added-variables (repeat 0 (send self :num-addedvars))) 
(design-variables (coerce (repeat 0 (* (send self :numpts) 
(send self -.numvars))) 
'vector)) 
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(design-points (coerce 
(repeat 0 (* (length (send self :perturbed-points)) 
(send self tnuinvars))) 'vector)) 
(t (error "(in :omega-0) unknown perturbation - "s" 
(send self :perturbation)))) ) 
(defmeth design-proto :pl () 
(- (send self rnpanns) (send self :num-addedvars))) 
(defmeth design-proto :parms-matrix (^ optional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(let ((points 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
((design-variables design-points) 
(+ (slot-value 'points) 
(row-list (send self :w-matrix omega)))) 
(t (slot-value 'points)) 
) )  
) 
(let* ((rows (mapcar (send self :xtof) points))) 
(apply #'bind-rows rows)) 
) )  
(defmeth design-proto :perturbed-info (^ optional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(case (send self :perturbation) 
(case-weights-ols 
(let* ((vomega (send self :error-cov omega)) 
(amatrix (matmult (send self :x-matrix) (send self :xpxinv))) 
) 
(matmult (transpose amatrix) vomega amatrix))) 
((case-weights case-weights-wls block-corr) 
(let* ((vinv (inverse (send self ;error-cov omega))) 
(xl (send self :blocks-matrix)) 
(x2 (send self zparms-matrix)) 
(qxl (- (identity-matrix (send self :numpts)) 
(matmult xl (moore-penrose (matmult (transpose xl) 
vinv 
xl)) 
(transpose xl) )))) 
(case (send self :parms-of-interest) 
(subset (matmult (transpose x2) vinv qxl vinv x2)) 
(full-model (let ((xmat (bind-columns xl x2))) 
(matmult (transpose xmat) vinv xmat))) 
(t (error "(in :perturbed-info) unknown :parms-of-interest")) 
))) 
((added-variables design-variables added-variables-rows) 
(send self : info-matrix)) 
(t (error "(in :perturbed-info) unknown perturbation - "s" 
(send self : perturbation))))) 
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; ; ; need to put sliders for z on this plot. 
(defmeth design-proto :plot-lifted-line (In low high) 
(let ((In (/ In (sqrt (sum (" In 2))))) 
(objective-fun (send self : objective-fun)) 
(omega-0 (send self :omega-0))) 
(flet ((localfun (x) (funcall objective-fun 
; ; - on UNIX, + on others, because of (eigen). 
(- omega-0 (* x In))))) 
(let ((p (plot-function #'localfun low high :labels 
'("Amount of Perturb., a" "P(wO + a*l)")))) 
(send p : title "Lifted Line Plot") 
p)))) 
; ; ; need to put sliders for z on this plot. 
(defmeth design-proto :plot-2-lifted-lines (Inl ln2 lowl highl low2 high2) 
(let ((objective-fun (send self :objective-fun)) 
(omega-0 (send self :omega-0)) 
(Inl (/ Inl (sqrt (sum (" Inl 2))))) 
(ln2 (/ ln2 (sqrt (sum (" ln2 2)))))) 
(flet ((localfun (x y) 
(funcall objective-fun 
: : - on UNIX, + on others, because of (eigen...). 
(- omega-0 (* x Inl) (* y ln2)) 
) ) )  
(let ((p (spin-function localfun lowl highl low2 high2))) 
(send p : variable-label '(0 1 2) '("a" "b" "P(a,b)")) 
p)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :plot-lifted-lines (lines low high) 
(let* ((numlines (length lines)) 
(ranges (cons (list low high) (repeat '((-1 1)) numlines))) 
(lines (mapcar #'(lambda (In) (/ In (sqrt (sum (" In 2))))) 
lines)) 
(umat (apply #'bind-columns lines)) 
(omz (send self :omega-0)) 
(objfun (if (eq (send self :opt-criterion) :mse-pred) 
(send self ;mse-pred omz :as-function t) 
(send self : objective-fun))) 
) 
(slider-fun #'(lambda (args) 
(let* ((line (matmult Umat (rest args))) 
(line (/ line (sqrt (sum (" line 2))))) 
) 
(funcall objfun (- omz (* (first args) line))) 
; ; - on UNIX, + on other systems. 
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; ; because (eigen ) is a "hack." 
) )  
ranges) 
) )  
(delmeth design-proto :q-matrix (ftkey (omega (send sell :omega-0) set) 
(as-function (not set))) 
(let* ((xmat (send self :x-matrix)) 
(xpxix (send self :xpxixp)) 
(p (ncols xmat)) 
(ip (identity-matrix p)) 
) 
(if as-function 
#'(lambda (om) (- ip (matmult xpxix (send self :x-matrix om)))) 
(- ip (matmult xpxix (send self :x-matrix omega))) 
) ) )  
(defmeth design-proto : status () 
(format t Title: "s"'/," (send self ;title)) 
(format t " Model: "s"*/," (send self : model)) 
(format t " Opt.Criterion: "s'%" (send self :opt-criterion)) 
(format t " Perturbation: "s'%" (send self :perturbation)) 
(format t " Num.Points: "d'%" (send self :numpts)) 
(format t " Perturbed Pts: "s"7," (send self :perturbed-points)  
(if (eql (send self :opt-criterion) :mse-pred) 
(format t " z-0: (send self :zO))) 
(if (eql (send self :perturbation) 'added-variables) 
(format t "Num.Added.Vars: 'd"'/," (send self :num-addedvars))) 
) 
: ; ; update-xpx 
(defmeth design-proto :update-xpx () 
"Used to compute new values for slots xpxinv and xpxixp when the 
x-matrix changes." 
(send self :xpxinv (inverse (cross-product (send self :x-matrix)))) 
(send self :xpxixp (matmult (send self :xpxinv) 
(transpose (send self :x-matrix)))) 
t) 
; ; ; var-ranges - variable ranges for design variables. 
(defmeth design-proto :var-ranges () 
(let* ((design-vars (transpose (slot-value 'points))) 
(mins (mapcar #'min design-vars)) 
(maxs (mapcar #'max design-vars)) 
) 
(transpose (list mins maxs)) 
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) )  
: ; : varfuii: Prediction variance of response as a function of design point, z. 
(defmeth design-proto rvarfun (4key to-plot) 
(let* ((xtof (send self zztof : intercept t)) 
(xpxi (send self :xpxinv)) ;;OLD:(inverse (send self : info-matrix)) 
(zlist (select '(zl z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 z9 zlO zll zl2 zl3 zl4 zl5) 
(iseq (send self :numvars)))) 
) 
(if to-plot 
(eval (lambda (.Ozlist) (let ((fofx (funcall ,xtof (list .Ozlist)))) 
(matmult fofx ,xpxi fofx))) 
) 
#'(lambda (z) (let ((fofx (funcall xtof z))) 
(matmult fofx xpxi fofx))) 
) ) )  
(defmeth design-proto :w-matrix (omega) 
(case (send self :perturbâtion) 
(design-variables 
(make-array (list (send self :numpts) (send self :numvars)) 
:displaced-to (coerce omega 'vector))) 
(design-points 
(let* ((n (send self :numpts)) 
(k (send self :numvars)) 
(ppts (combine (slot-value 'perturbed-points))) 
(nonzero-part (make-array (list (length ppts) k) 
:displaced-to (coerce omega 'vector))) 
(result (make-array (list n k) : initial-element 0))) 
(setf (select result ppts (iseq k)) nonzero-psurt) 
result)))) 
(defmeth design-proto :x-matrix (^ optional (omega (send self :omega-0) set)) 
(bind-columns (send self :blocks-matrix) 
(if set (send self zparms-matrix omega) 
(send self zparms-matrix)))) 
; ; : :X0-1, returns the part of f'(z_0) corresponding to the matrix, XI, 
; ; ; as a function, including the INTERCEPT term. 
; ; ; NOTE: Here we ASSUME that there is one block (the intercept)! 
(defmeth design-proto :xO-l () 
(let* ((pi (case (send self :perturbâtion) 
((added-variables added-variables-rows) 
(iseq (send self :pl))) 
((design-variables design-points) 
(iseq (send self :nparms))) 
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(t (error "illegal use of :xO-l - "s" 
(send self :perturbation))))) 
(xtof (send self :xtof))) 
#'(lambda (z) (coerce (cons 1 (select (funcall xtof z) pi)) 
'vector)))) 
; ; ; ;X0-2, returns the part of f'(z_0) corresponding to the matrix, X2, 
; ; ; as a function. 
(defmeth design-proto :x0-2 () 
(let* ((p2 (iseq (send self :pl) (- (send self :nparras) 1))) 
(xtof (send self :xtof))) 
#'(lambda (z) (coerce (select (funcall xtof z) p2) 
'vector)))) 
:xi and :x2 extract the two parts of the parms matrix for the 
added-variables-rows perturbation. 
(defmeth design-proto :xl () 
(let ((pmat (send self :parms-matrix))) 
(bind-columns (submat pmat :cols (iseq (send self :pi)))))) 
(defmeth design-proto :x2 () 
(let* ((pmat (send self :parms-matrix))) 
(submat pmat :cols (iseq (send self :pl) (- (send self :nparms) 1))))) 
(defmeth design-proto :xtof (ftkey (intercept nil)) 
(let* ((model (- (send self :model) 1)) 
(elements (remove-duplicates (combine model))) 
(letlist (mapcar 
#'(lambda (element) 
(list (intern (format nil "Z"d" element)) 
(list 'elt 'Z element))) 
elements)) 
(expression (mapcar 
#'(lambda (term) 
(case (length term) 
(1 (intern (format nil "Z"d" (first term)))) 
(t (cons '* (mapcar 
#'(lambda (var) 
(intern (format nil "Z"d" 
var))) 
term))))) 
model))) 
(if intercept 
(eval '#'(lambda (z) (let ,letlist (list 1 .^ expression)))) 
(eval (lambda (z) (let .letlist (list .flexpression)))) ))) 
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additional code: 
(load "dmenu.lsp") 
(load "design4add") 
: ; : To get started (for excunple) : 
: ;(load "drill") 
; ;(load "two-cubed") 
;;;; design4add.lsp - Additional code for design4.1sp. 
(require "parallel") 
(delun flagpost (arg) (format t "flagpost "s'7," arg)) 
: ; : :4-opt 
(defmeth design-proto :4-opt () 
(list (send self :a-opt) 
(send self :d-opt) 
(send self :e-opt) 
(send self ;g-opt)) 
) 
: ; : :casedel-plot - Does one optimality criterion at a time. Plots 
; ; ; optimality when deleted, vs case number. For G-optimality, does 
; ; : a parallel-coordinate plot of (case#-deleted, case#-z, var(yhat(z))). 
; ; ; tau is the amount of case weight perturbation, [-1,1]. 
: ; ; 11/21/92 - Incorporate other points from the design region. 
; ; ; Note that these points cannot be "deleted," only "added." 
When SEARCH is non-nil, user may use this plot to interactively 
; ; ; exchange design points. 
(defmeth design-proto :casedel-plot (ftkey seeurch ; ; assuming full model. 
other-criteria) 
"Static plot of D- (A-) optimality when a case is deleted versus case number." 
(when (eq :mse-pred (send self :opt-criterion)) 
(error "in :casedel-plot, invalid optimality - :mse-pred")) 
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(when (eq :g-opt (send self :opt-criterion)) 
(return-from :casedel-plot (send self :casedel-gopt))) 
(let* ((opt (send self :opt-criterion)) 
(sliderseq (case opt 
(:e-opt '((-1.0 0 1.0))) 
(t '((-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0))))) 
(tauseq (first sliderseq)) 
(otherpts (send self : slot-value 'otherpts)) 
(numother (length otherpts)) 
) 
(flet 
((newoptfun 
0 
(let* ((xpxinv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(minv2 (matmult xpxinv xpxinv)) 
(p (ncols xpxinv)) 
(trminv (tr xpxinv)) 
(detminv (det xpxinv)) 
(xtof (send self :xtof)) 
(points (send self : slot-value 'points)) 
(numpts (length points)) 
(otherseq (iseq numpts (+ numpts numother -1))) 
(fzlist (mapcar #'(lambda (z) (cons 1 (funcall xtof z))) 
(append points otherpts))) 
) 
(case opt 
(:a-opt 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (fz) 
(- trminv (/ (* tau (matmult fz minv2 fz)) 
(+1 (* tau (matmult fz xpxinv fz)))))) 
fzlist 
))) 
(:d-opt 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(let ((result 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (fz) 
(" (/ detminv 
(+ 1 (* tau (matmult fz xpxinv fz)))) 
(/ ?))) 
fzlist))) 
(if (and otherpts (< tau 0)) 
(setf (select result otherseq) 
(repeat (" detminv (/ p)) numother))) 
result) 
) )  
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(:e-opt ; ; precompute the maximum eigenvalues. 
(format t "Precomputing eigenvalues 
(let ((eigvals 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(if (= tau 0) (repeat (max (eigenvalues xpxinv)) 
(length fzlist) ) 
; ; tau not zero : 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (fz) 
(max 
(eigenvalues 
(- xpxinv 
(/ (* tau 
(let ((minvfz 
(matmult xpxinv fz))) 
(outer-product minvfz minvfz)) 
) 
(+ 1 (* tau (matmult fz xpxinv fz)))) 
)))) 
fzlist) 
) )  
tauseq)) 
) 
(format t "done."'/,") 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(select eigvals (first (which (= tau tauseq))))) 
) 
) 
(t nil))) 
) )  
(let* 
((optfun (newoptfun)) 
(default (funcall optfun 0)) 
(seq (iseq (length default))) 
(fullopt (first default)) 
(ylabel (case opt (:a-opt "A-optimality(tau)") 
(:d-opt "D-optimality(tau)") 
(:e-opt "E-optimality(tau)") 
) )  
(splot 
(if optfun 
(slider-plot (list #'(lambda (tau) seq) 
#'(lambda (tau) (funcall optfun (first tau)))) 
sliderseq 
:labels (list "Case Number" ylabel) 
: title "Case weight perturbation plot" 
: slider-labels '("tau") 
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) ) )  
) 
(when splot (send splot :add-lines (list (list 0 (max seq)} 
(list fullopt fullopt))) 
(let ((omin (min (funcall optfun +1))) 
(omax (max (funcall optfun -1))) 
) 
(format t "Maximum visible range; "d$-$"d 
(send splot : range 1 omin omax) 
) 
(send splot : showing-labels t) 
(when search 
; ; prepare for new search sequence. 
(setf (slot-value 'a-seq) (list (send 
(setf (slot-value 'd-seq) (list (send 
(setf (slot-value 'e-seq) (list (send 
(setf (slot-value 'g-seq) (list (send 
(send splot :add-overlay 
(send button-overlay-proto ;new 
:location '(5 70) : title 
: action 
#'(lambda (x) 
(if X ; ; SELF is bound to the design object ! 
(send self : search 
splot #'newoptfun seq 
: other-criteria other-criteria))) 
) ) )  
) 
splot)))) 
; ; ; :casedel-gopt. 
;;; Plot variance function at design points versus radius(!) of design points. 
(defmeth design-proto :casedel-gopt () 
(let* ((pts (send self : slot-value 'points)) 
(xtof (send self :xtof)) 
(fzlist (mapcar #'(lambda (z) 
(cons 1 (funcall xtof z))) 
pts)) 
(minv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(numpts (length pts)) 
(ptseq (iseq numpts)) 
(radseq (mapcar #'(lambda (z) (sqrt (sum (" z 2)))) pts)) 
(hatmat (make-array (list numpts numpts) ; initial-element 0)) 
) 
(dotimes (row numpts) 
(dotimes (col numpts) 
(setf (aref hatmat row col) 
"%" omin omax) 
self :a-opt))) 
self :d-opt))) 
self :e-opt))) 
self :g-opt))) 
"Exchange" 
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(matmult (elt Izlist row) minv (elt Izlist col)) 
) ) )  
(flet ((plist (tau del) 
(mapcar #'(lambda (pred) 
(- (are! hatmat pred pred) 
(* tau 
(aref hatmat pred del) 
(aref hatmat del pred) 
(/ (+ 1 (* tau 
(select hatmat del del)))) 
) ) )  
ptseq) 
) )  
(let* ((plot 
(slider-plot (list #'(lambda (args) radseq) 
#'(lambda (args) (plist (first args) 
(second args)))) 
(list '(-1 -.5 0 .5 1) (iseq numpts)) 
:labels 
'("Radius" "Prediction Variance") 
: slider-labels '("tau" "Prtb Ft") 
: title "Case Weight Perturb., Var. fun." 
) )  
;;*** Instead of a second plot, compute the maximum range 
;;*** for the first plot: 
(max-perturb (max (mapcar #'(lambda (del) (max (plist -1 del))) 
ptseq))) 
(min-perturb (min (mapcar #'(lambda (del) (min (plist 1 del))) 
ptseq))) 
) 
(send plot : range 1 0 max-perturb) 
(send plot : range 0 0 (max radseq)) 
plot) 
) ) )  
;;; der-fz - The derivative of F(Z(W)) under design-variables perturbation. 
(defmeth design-proto :der-fz (ftoptional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(let* ((zmat (apply #'bind-rows (slot-value 'points))) 
(wmat (send self :w-matrix omega)) 
(model (cons nil (- (send self :model) 1))) 
(ncols (length model)) 
(nwrows (nrows wmat)) 
(nwcols (ncols wmat)) 
(result (make-array (list (* ncols nwrows) (* nwrows nwcols)) 
: initial-element 0)) 
) 
(flet ((termtype (term) 
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(cond ((null term) nil) 
((=1 (length term)) 'main-effect) 
((and (= 2 (length term)) 
(= (first term) (second term))) 'quadratic) 
((=2 (length term)) 'interaction) 
(t (error "in :der-fz, bad model term - "s" term)) 
)) 
(other-index (index term) 
(select term (first (which (/= index term))))) 
) 
(dotimes (wcol nwcols) 
(dotimes (nrow nwrows) 
(let ((whichterms 
(which (mapcar #'(lambda (terms) 
(member wcol terms)) 
model))) 
) 
(delist (termnum whichterms) 
(setf (aref result 
(+ wrow (* nwrows termnum)) 
(+ wrow (* nwrows wcol))) 
(case (termtype (select model termnum)) 
(main-effect 1) 
(interaction 
(let ((other 
(other-index 
wcol (select model termnum)) 
) )  
(+ (select zmat wrow other) 
(select wmat wrow other)) 
) )  
(quadratic 
(* 2 (+ (select zmat wrow wcol) 
(select wmat wrow wcol)))) 
(t 0))) 
) ) ) ) )  
result 
)) 
; : ; : EXCHANGE-PLOT - like casedel-plot, but for point exchanges. 
(defmeth design-proto : exchange-plot (zO) 
(let* ((minv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(minv2 (matmult minv minv)) 
(pinv (/ (ncols minv))) 
(detminv (det minv)) 
(trminv (tr minv)) 
(fullopt (case (send self :opt-criterion) 
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(:a-opt trminv) (:d-opt (" detminv pinv)))) 
(xtof (send self :xtof)) 
(xO (cons 1 (funcall xtof zO))) 
(fzlist (mapcar #'(lambda (z) (cons 1 (funcall xtof z))) 
(slot-value 'points))) 
(ptseq (iseq (length fzlist))) 
(12 (identity-matrix 2)) 
(optfun 
(case (send self :opt-criterion) 
(:a-opt 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(mapcar #'(lambda (xk) 
(let* ((newpt (+ (* tau xO) (* (- 1 tau) xk))) 
(atau (blnd-columns (- xk) newpt)) 
(btaup (bind-rows xk newpt)) 
) 
(- trminv 
(tr (matmult btaup minv2 atau 
(inverse 
(+ 12 
(matmult btaup minv atau) 
))))))) 
fzlist))) 
(:d-opt 
#'(lambda (tau) 
(mapcar #'(lambda (xk) 
(let* ((newpt (+ (* tau xO) (* (- 1 tau) xk))) 
(atau (blnd-columns (- xk) newpt)) 
(btaup (bind-rows xk nenpt)) 
) 
(" (/ detminv 
(det (+ 12 (matmult btaup minv atau)))) 
pinv))) 
fzlist))))) 
(splot 
(if optfun 
(slider-plot (list #'(lambda (lam) ptseq) 
#'(lambda (lam) (funcall optfun (first lam)))) 
'((0 i)) 
:labels '("Case Number" ylabel) 
: title (format nil "Point Exchange Plot - "s, "s" 
zO (send self :opt-crlterion)) 
: slider-labels '("tau") 
) ) ) )  
(when splot (send splot :add-lines (list (list 0 (- (length fzlist) 1)) 
(list fullopt fullopt)))) 
splot)) 
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: : : :EXCHANGE-GOPT 
(defmeth design-proto :exchange-gopt (zO) 
(let* ((pts (send self : slot-value 'points)) 
(xtof (send self zxtof)) 
(fzlist (mapcar #'(lambda (z) (cons 1 (funcall xtof z))) pts)) 
(matlist (append fzlist (list (cons 1 (funcall xtof zO))))) 
(minv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(numpts (length pts)) 
(ptseq (iseq numpts)) 
(matsize (+ 1 numpts)) 
(amat (make-array (list matsize matsize) : initial-element 0)) 
(i2 (identity-matrix 2))) 
(dotimes (row matsize) 
(dotimes (col matsize) 
(setf (aref amat ron col) 
(matmult (elt matlist row) minv (elt matlist col)) 
))) 
(flet ((plist (tau k) 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (i) 
(let* ((akk (aref amat k k)) 
(aik (aref amat i k)) 
(aiO (aref amat i (- matsize 1))) 
(aOk (aref amat k (- matsize 1))) 
(aOO (aref amat (- matsize 1) (- matsize 1))) 
(vnewpt (+ (* tau aiO) 
(* (- 1 tau) aik))) 
(tOkkk (+ (* tau aOk) 
(* (- 1 tau) akk))) 
(tOOOk (+ (* tau aOO) 
(* (- 1 tau) aOk))) 
(bma (bind-roHs (list (- akk) tOkkk) 
(list (- tOkkk) 
(+ (* tau tOOOk) 
(* (- 1 tau) tOkkk)))))) 
(- (aref amat i i) 
(matmult (list (- aik) vnewpt) 
(inverse (+ i2 bma)) 
(list aik vnewpt))))) 
ptseq))) 
(let ((plot 
(slider-plot (list #'(lambda (args) ptseq) 
#'(lambda (args) (plist (first args) 
(second args)))) 
(list '(0 1) (iseq numpts)) 
: labels 
'("Prediction Point" "Prediction Variance") 
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: slider-labels '("tau" "Point i") 
rtitle (format nil "Point Exchange - "s, :G-opt" 
zO)))) 
plot) ))) 
; ; ; :HES-FZ - hessian matrix of F(Z(w)) for design variables perturbation. 
(defmeth design-proto :hes-fz (^ optional (omega (send self :omega-0))) 
(let* ((zmat (apply #'bind-rows (slot-value 'points))) 
(wmat (send self :w-matrix omega)) 
(model (cons nil (- (send self :model) 1))) 
(ncols (length model)) 
(nwrows (nrows wmat)) 
(nwcols (ncols wmat)) 
(result (make-array (list (* ncols nwrows nwrows nwcols) 
(* nwrows nwcols)) 
: initial-element 0))) 
(flet ((termtype (term) 
(cond ((null term) nil) 
((=1 (length term)) 'main-effect) 
((and (= 2 (length term)) 
(= (first term) (second term))) 'quadratic) 
((= 2 (length term)) 'interaction) 
(t (error "in :der-fz, bad model term - "s" term)) 
)) 
(other-index (index term) 
(select term (first (which (/= index term)))))) 
(dotimes 
(wcol nwcols) 
(dotimes 
(wrow nwrows) 
(let ((whichterms 
(which (mapcar #'(lambda (terms) 
(member wcol terms)) 
model)))) 
(dolist 
(termnum whichterms) 
(case (termtype (select model termnum)) 
(interaction 
(setf (aref result 
(+ (* nwrows nwrows nwcols termnum) 
(* wrow nwrows nwcols) 
(+ wrow 
(* nwrows 
(other-index 
wcol (select model termnum))))) 
(+ wrow (* nwrows wcol))) 
D) 
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(quadratic 
(setf (aref result 
(+ (* nwrows nnrows nncols temmiun) 
(* wrow nwrows nwcols) 
(+ wrow (* nwrows wcol))) 
(+ wrow (* nwrows wcol))) 
2 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
result)) 
: : ; :list-points - List the design points in the listener window 
; ; ; (optionally to a file) as columns of numbers separated by spaces. 
(defmeth design-proto :list-points (ftoptional fname latex) 
"Args (ftoptional fname latex), fname is for writing to a file. 
latex is for adding case numbers." 
(flet ((writepts (pts stream) 
(dolist (pt pts) 
(delist (nuia pt) 
(format stream ""s " num)) 
(format stream ""/.")))) 
(let* ((dsnpts (slot-value 'points)) 
(points (if latex (transpose (cons (iseq (length dsnpts)) 
(transpose dsnpts))) 
dsnpts))) 
(case fname 
(nil (writepts points t)) 
(t (with-open-file (strm fname : direction : output) 
(writepts points strm))))))) 
: ; : :p-diagonals - Similar to :eigen-plot (in design4.1sp). Plots the 
; ; ; diagonals of the projection matrix for the selected eigenvectors 
; ; ; versus sequence number. 
(defmeth design-proto :p-diagonals (index) 
(let* ((omega (send self ;omega-0)) 
(evecs (eigenvectors (send self :hessian))) 
(diagonals (diagonal (projmatrix (apply #'bind-columns 
(select evecs (combine index)))))) 
(size (length diagonals)) 
(n (send self inumpts)) 
(k (send self :numvars)) 
(p (plot-points (iseq size) diagonals 
: title (format nil "Projection Diagonals "d - "a" 
(combine index) (send self : title)) 
:variable-labels 
'("Perturbation index" "Proj.diagonal") 
:size '(400 190)))) 
(send p : range 1 0 (second (send p : range 1))) 
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(send p :add-lines (iseq size) diagonals) 
(send p :y-axis t t 3) 
(when (eql (send self :perturbation) 'design-variables) 
(send p :point-label (iseq size) 
(combine (mapcar #'(lambda (num) 
(cons mum (repeat " " (- k 1)))) 
(mapcar #'val-to-string (iseq n))))) 
(send p :point-selected (* k (iseq 9)))) 
(send p : showing-labels t) 
; ; if perturbation scheme is added-variables, display a name-list of 
; ; the added terms. 
(if (eql (send self :perturbation) 'added-variables) 
(if (send self :has-slot 'added-terms-list) 
(send (slot-value 'added-terms-list) ; show-window) 
(send self : add-slot 'added-terms-list 
(name-list (mapcar #'val-to-string (slot-value 'added-terms))) 
))) 
: ; return the plot obj ect. 
p)) 
; ; ; :parallel-points - parallel plot of design points. 
; ; ; with possible interactive control of point coordinates. 
: : ; Don't link this plot with a name-list plot; stuff from the name-list 
; ; ; shows up on the parallel plot ! 
(defmeth design-proto :parallel-points () 
(let ((pp (parallel-plot (transpose (slot-value 'points)))) 
(numpts (send self :numpts))) 
(send pp :y-axis t t 5 :draw nil) 
(send pp :margin 0 35 0 0 :draw nil) 
(apply #'send pp :size (+ '(0 15) (send pp :size))) 
(send pp :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto ;new (iseq (+ numpts 1)) 
:location '(140 3) : title "Point:" 
: action #'(lambda (pos ftrest args) 
(send pp : start-buffering) 
(when (= pos 0) 
(send pp :point-selected (iseq numpts) t)) 
(when (> pos 0) 
(let ((selection (repeat '(nil) numpts))) 
(setf (elt selection (- pos 1)) t) 
(send pp :point-selected (iseq numpts) 
selection))) 
(send pp : redraw) 
(send pp :buffer-to-screen)) 
: display (combine 'ALL (iseq numpts)))) 
pp)) 
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; ; ; :perimeter - calculates design perimeter, i.e. distance of furthest point 
; ; ; from (0, ..., 0). 
(defmeth design-proto iperimeter () 
(max (mapcar #'(lambda (z) (sqrt (sum (" z 2)))) (slot-value 'points)))) 
::::::::::::::: begin rot-var 
; ; ; ; Plot a section of the variance surface and rotate it. 
; ; ; ; well, don't actually rotate that particular section, but pick a line 
; ; ; ; in the Z space, plot the variance section above it, that rotate that 
; ; ; ; line and compute the new variance section. 
: ; : ; Attempt i - all in one graph. 
; ; ; ; Attempt 2 - two graphs, one for the line in the Z-space, the 
: ; ; ; other for the variance section. 
(defmeth design-proto :rot-var (ftkey (maxr (send self :perimeter)) 
(num-points 31)) 
;; POINTS is initially a set of 31 points along the first coordinate axis! 
(let* ((nvars (send self :numvars)) 
(ptseq (iseq num-points)) 
(ptseq2 (+ ptseq num-points)) 
(lastpt (- num-points 1)) 
(first-coord (rseq (- maxr) maxr num-points)) 
(lines (cons first-coord 
(repeat (list (repeat 0 num-points)) (- nvars 1)))) 
(points (transpose lines)) 
(varfun (send self :varfun)) 
(varfun2 (first (get-value-dialog 
"Variance Function from another design?"))) 
(varfun2 (if varfun2 varfun2 varfun)) 
(auglines (cons first-coord 
(cons (mapcar varfun points) lines))) 
(auglines2 (cons first-coord 
(cons (mapcar varfun2 points) lines))) 
(zvars (iseq 2 (+ 1 nvars))) 
(plot (plot-lines auglines 
: variable-labels '("Design region radius" 
"Prediction variance") 
: title "Rotating Variance Section")) ) 
(send plot :add-lines auglines2 :type 'dashed) 
(defmeth plot :transformed-points () 
(transpose 
(mapcar #'(lambda (v) 
(send self :linestart-transformed-coordinate v ptseq)) 
zvars))) 
(send plot : range zvars (- maxr) maxr) 
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;;(send plot :add-slot 'varplot varplot) 
(send plot :add-slot 'points points) 
(send plot :add-slot 'axisl 0) 
(send plot :add-slot 'axis2 1) 
(send plot :add-slot 'angle (/ pi 30)) 
; ; We only have to choose the plane of rotation if there are 
; ; more than two variables. 
(when (> nvars 2) 
(let ((control! (send slider-control-proto ;new (iseq 0 (- nvars 2)) 
:location '(5 5) 
: title "Axis A" 
: action #'(lambda (axis arg) 
(send plot : slot-value 'axisl axis) 
))) 
(control2 (send slider-control-proto :new (iseq 1 (- nvars 1)) 
:location '(5 35) 
: title (format nil "Axis B") 
: action #'(lambda (axis Eirg) 
(send plot : slot-value 'axis2 axis) 
)))) 
(send plot :add-overlay control1) 
(send plot :add-overlay control2))) 
(let ((spinner (send rocker-control-proto :new 
:location '(5 75) : title "rotate")) 
(text-loc 120)) 
;; Define new : do-action and : redraw methods. 
(defmeth spinner : do-action (mods sign) 
(let* ((vi (select zvars (send plot : slot-value 'eucisl))) 
(v2 (select zvars (send plot : slot-value 'axis2))) 
(angle (send plot : slot-value 'angle))) 
(send plot :rotate-2 vl v2 (case sign (+ angle) (- (- angle)))) 
(let ((trans-pts (send plot :transformed-points))) 
(send plot :linestart-coordinate 1 ptseq 
(mapcar varfun trans-pts)) 
(send plot :linestart-coordinate 1 ptseq2 
(mapcar varfun2 trans-pts)) 
(send plot :redraw-content) 
(send plot :erase-rect text-loc 15 200 IS) 
(send plot :draw-text 
(format nil ""s" (fuzz (elt trans-pts lastpt) 2)) 
text-loc 15 0 1)))) 
(defmeth plot : redraw () 
(call-next-method) 
(let ((zvec (send plot 
:linestart-transformed-coordinate 
200 
zvars lastpt))) 
(send plot : draw-text "Variance section for Z=" text-loc 13 0 0) 
(send plot :erase-rect text-loc 15 200 IS) 
(send plot : draw-text (format nil ""s" (fuzz zvec 2)) 
text-loc 15 0 1))) 
(send plot : add-overlay spinner) 
(send plot :margin 110 28 0 0 ;draw nil) 
#+nnix(send plot :size 350 275) 
(send plot :range 1 0 (second (send plot : range 1))) 
plot))) 
end rot—var i*#;,!#!!!)!, 
; ; ; : search - Perform a user-guided, graphical search for a 'more optimal' 
; ; ; design. Used by :casedel-plot. 
(defmeth design-proto : search (splot newoptfun seq 
ftkey other-criteria) 
(format t "evaluate other-criteria: "s"'/," other-criteria) 
(let* ((pt-to-change (first (get-value-dialog "Design point to change:"))) 
(new-point (if pt-to-change (first (get-value-dialog "New point:")) 
nil)) 
(new-point (if (numberp new-point) 
(select (append (slot-value 'points) 
(slot-value 'otherpts)) 
new-point) 
new-point))) 
(when (and pt-to-change new-point) 
(send self :designpt pt-to-change new-point) ; ; also updates xpxinv. 
(let* ((optfun (funcall newoptfun)) 
(fullopt (first (funcall optfun 0))) 
(omin (min (funcall optfun +1))) 
(omax (max (funcall optfun -1))) 
(slider (second (send splot : slot-value 'overlays))) ; ; careful ! 
(new-dopt (if other-criteria (send self :d-opt))) 
(new-aopt (if other-criteria (send self :a-opt))) 
(new-eopt (if other-criteria (send self :e-opt))) 
(new-gopt (if other-criteria (send self ;g-opt)))) 
(format t "\z_{"s} <- "s results in:"/," pt-to-change new-point) 
(format t " Maximum visible range: "d $-$ "d, opt="d 
omin omax fullopt) 
(when other-criteria 
(format t 
" Updated optimality (A.D.E.Q); ("d. "d, "d, "d)-/." 
new-aopt new-dopt new-eopt new-gopt) 
(setf (slot-value 'd-seq) 
(append (slot-value 'd-seq) (list new-dopt))) 
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(set! (slot-value 'a-seq) 
(append (slot-value 'a-seq) (list new-aopt))) 
(setf (slot-value 'e-seq) 
(append (slot-value 'e-seq) (list new-eopt))) 
(setf (slot-value 'g-seq) 
(append (slot-value 'g-seq) (list new-gopt)))) 
(send splot :range 1 omin omax :dran nil) 
(send splot : clear-lines :draw nil) 
(send splot : slot-value 'fun-list 
(list #'(lambda (lam) seq) 
#'(lambda (lam) (funcall optfun (first lam))))) 
(send splot :add-lines (list (list 0 (max seq)) 
(list fullopt fullopt)) ) 
(send slider : index (send slider ; index)) ; ; to update plot! 
) ) ) )  
(defmeth design-proto : search-plot () 
(flat ((percentize (data) (/ data (max data)))) 
(let* ((a (percentize (slot-value 'a-seq))) 
(d (percentize (slot-value 'd-seq))) 
(e (percentize (slot-value 'e-seq))) 
(g (percentize (slot-value 'g-seq))) 
(numiter (length a)) 
(ptseq (iseq numiter)) 
(plot (plot-points ptseq a 
: variable-labels '("Iteration" 
"Pet. of Max. Optimality") 
:point-labels (repeat "A" numiter)))) 
(send plot :add-lines ptseq a) 
(send plot :add-points ptseq d :point-labels (repeat "D" numiter)) 
(send plot :add-lines ptseq d) 
(send plot : add-points ptseq e :point-labels (repeat "E" numiter)) 
(send plot :add-lines ptseq e) 
(send plot :add-points ptseq g :point-labels (repeat "G" numiter)) 
(send plot :add-lines ptseq g) 
(send plot :adjust-to-data) 
plot))) 
;;; : slide-points - Slider plot of D- and A-optimality for removing/ 
: ; ; replicating each point. 
: : : Try using a parallel coordinate plot of (ptnum, D-opt, A-opt, ...) 
; ; ; with a slider on lambda. 
(defmeth design-proto : slide-points (ftkey (lam-points 41)) 
(let* ((ptseq (iseq (send self rnumpts))) 
(fzlist (mapcar 
#'(lambda (casenum) 
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(cons 1 (funcall (send self :xtol) 
(send sell :designpt casenvim)))) 
ptseq)) 
(minv (send self :xpxinv)) 
(minv2 (matmult minv minv)) 
(pinv (/ (ncols minv))) 
(trminv (tr minv)) 
(detminv (determinant minv)) 
; ;(fzmifz (matmult fz minv fz)) 
; ;(fzmiZfz (matmult fz minv minv fz)) 
(lamseq '(-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0)) 
(labels (mapcar #'(lambda (num) (format nil ""d" num)) lamseq))) 
(flet 
((plist (lam) 
(list 
ptseq 
(mapcar 
#'(lambda (fz) ; ; A-optimality. 
(- trminv (* lam (matmult fz minv2 fz) 
(/ (+ 1 (* lam (matmult fz minv fz))))))) 
fzlist) 
(mapcar ; ; D-optimality. 
#'(lambda (fz) 
(" (/ detminv (+ 1 (* lam (matmult fz minv fz)))) 
pinv)) 
fzlist)))) 
(let* ((plist-1 (plist -1)) 
(plist+1 (plist +1)) 
(a-range (list (min (select plist+1 1)) (max (select plist-1 1)))) 
(d-range (list (min (select plist+1 2)) (max (select plist-1 2)))) 
(dummy (format t "a-range: *s "/d-range: 's a-range d-range)) 
(plot (parallel-plot 
(plist 0) :point-labels labels 
; veiriable-labels 
'("Design Point Number" "A-optimality" "D-optimality")))) 
(defmeth plot :adjust-to-data () 
(call-next-method) 
(send plot : range 1 (first a-range) (second a-range)) 
(send plot ; range 2 (first d-range) (second d-range))) 
(send plot :y-axis t t 5) 
(send plot :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto :new lamseq 
: action #'(lambda (lam ftrest args) 
(let ((plist (plist lam))) 
(dolist (curvar (rest (iseq (length plist)))) 
(send plot :point-coordinate curvar 
ptseq (select plist curvar)) 
) 
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(send plot : redraw) 
) )  
:location '(120 3) 
: title "tau")) 
(send plot :adjnst-to-data) 
plot)))) 
:var-length - square root of the sum of squares of the elements of 
a column of the Z-matrix. Used to scale a design to the same 'size' 
as another design. 
(defmeth design-proto :var-length (index) 
(let* (den #'(lambda (x) (sqrt (sum (" x 2))))) 
(variables (transpose (slot-value 'points)))) 
(if (numberp index) (funcall len (select variables index)) 
(mapcar len (select variables index))))) 
; ; ; : variance-section - 2D plot of a dynamically controlled section of the 
variance function surface. 
(defmeth design-proto : variance-section (ftkey (maxr (send self :perimeter))) 
(let* ((varfun (send self ivarfun)) 
(k (send self inumvars)) 
(za (repeat Ok)) 
(zb (repeat maxr k)) 
(plot (plot-function 
#'(lambda (w) (funcall varfun (+ za (* w (- zb za))))) 0 1 
:show nil 
:labels '("<-Za w Zb->" "Prediction Véiriance") 
: title "Variance Section Graph"))) 
(send plot :margin 115 0 0 0) 
(send plot : size 400 285) 
(send plot :add-slot 'za za) 
(send plot :add-slot 'ka 0) 
(send plot :add-slot 'zb zb) 
(send plot :add-slot 'kb 0) 
(defmeth plot : redraw-content () 
(call-next-method) 
; ; redraw point values for Za and Zb. 
(send plot :erase-rect 10 0 300 16) 
(send plot :draw-text (format nil "Za = "s" (fuzz za 2)) 10 15 0 0) 
(send plot :erase-rect 10 17 300 14) 
(send plot : draw-text (format nil "Zb = 's" (fuzz zb 2)) 10 30 0 0)) 
(defmeth plot :redraw-fun () 
(let ((za (slot-value 'za)) 
(zb (slot-value 'zb))) 
(send self : clear-lines :draw nil) 
(send self :add-function 
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#'(lambda (H) (funcall varfun (+ za (* w (- zb za))))) 0 1) 
) )  
(send plot :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto :new (iseq k) 
: title "A.Coord" 
:location '(10 40) 
: action #'(lambda (k other) (send plot :slot-value 'ka k)))) 
(send plot :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto 
:new (apply #'rseq (get-nice-range (- maxr) maxr 21)) 
: title "A.Value" 
: location '(10 70) 
: action #'(lambda (neavalue other) 
(setf (select (send plot : slot-value 'za) 
(send plot : slot-value 'ka)) 
nenvalue) 
(send plot :redraw-fun) ))) 
(send plot ;add-control 
(send slider-control-proto :new (iseq k) 
: title "B.Coord" 
: location '(10 120) 
: action #'(lambda (k other) (send plot : slot-value 'kb k)))) 
(send plot :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto 
:new (apply #'rseq (get-nice-range (- maxr) maxr 21)) 
: title "B.Value" 
; location '(10 150) 
: action #'(lambda (newvalue other) 
(setf (select (send plot : slot-value 'zb) 
(send plot : slot-value 'kb)) 
newvalue) 
(send plot :redraw-fun) ))) 
plot)) 
: ; ; :vdg - variance dispersion graph (Giovannitti-Jensen and Myers 1989). 
(defmeth design-proto :vdg (ftrest args) 
(let* ((data (apply #'send self :vdg-data args)) 
(plot (plot-lines (first data) (second data) 
: variable-labels '("Design region radius" 
"Prediction vaaricince") 
: title "Variance Dispersion Graph")) 
(xrange (send plot : range 0)) 
(p (last data))) 
(send plot :add-lines (first data) (third data)) 
(send plot :add-lines (first data) (fourth data)) 
; ;(send plot :add-lines (list xrange) (repeat p 2)) 
; ;(send plot :add-lines (list xrange) (repeat (* 2 p) 2)) 
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(let ((design2 (first (get-value-dialog 
"Compare with another design? (give name)")))) 
(if designs 
(let ((dataZ (apply #'send design2 :vdg-data args))) 
(send plot :add-lines (first dataZ) (second dataZ) :type 'dashed) 
(send plot :add-lines (first data2) (third data2) :type 'dashed) 
(send plot :add-lines (first data2) (fourth data2) :type 'dashed) 
(send plot :adjust-to-data)))) 
(send plot : range 1 0 (second (send plot :range 1))) 
plot)) 
:vdg-data - compute the vdg data by executing ../fortran/vdg.out. 
1. Write input file for vdg.out. 
- Leave the nickname blank so that the output file will have 
5 columns: radius, max, min, avg, numpts 
2. Execute vdg.out. 
3. Read in results file (output file of vdg.out). 
NOTE: File names MUST be 10 characters or less (required by vdg.out) 
NOT counting "../fortran/". 
NOTE: order may not always work, because vdg.out only works with full 
first order and full second order models, which does not include 
for example, a 2"p factorial with all main effects and two-way 
interactions. Specify ': order 3' in this case. 
(defmeth design-proto :vdg-data (ftkey (region 's) 
(scale (send self :perimeter)) 
(factl 1.0) 
(nrho 20) 
(order 
(max (mapcar #'length 
(send self :model)))) 
(search-mode 's) 
(weight nil) 
(subdir "../fortran/") 
(infile "vvddgg.in") 
(datafile "vvddgg.dat") 
(outfile "vvddgg.out") 
(pmfile "vvddgg. pm" ) ) 
(with-open-file (stream (format nil ""a"a" subdir infile) 
: direction : output) 
(format stream ""a"*/," prnfile) 
(format stream ""a"'/," outfile) 
(format stream ""a"'/," (case search-mode 
(q "Q") (e "E") (t "S"))) 
(format stream "N"%") ; ; say no to batch mode. 
(format stream ""a"'/," (send self :title)) ;; name 
(format stream ""d"'/," (send self :numpts)) 
(format stream ""d"*/," (send self :numvars)) 
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(format stream ""d"*/," order) 
(format stream ""a"'/," (case region (c "C") (t "S"))) 
(format stream ""a"'/," (if weight "Y" "H")) 
(format stream ""d"%" nrho) 
(format stream " ; ; nickname - leave blank. 
(format stream ""d"*/." scale) ;; Scaling factor. 
(format stream ""d"'/," factl) ; ; Design occupies this fraction 
; ; ; of total region radius. 
(format stream "F"%") ; ; Design points to come from file 
; ; ; given in datafile. 
(format stream ""a"'/," datafile)) 
(send self :list-points datafile) 
#+Tmix(system "rm junk.vdg") 
#+unix(case order 
((1 2) (system (format nil ""avdg.out < "a"a > junk.vdg" 
subdir subdir infile))) 
(3 (system (format nil "'avdg2.out < "a"a > junk.vdg" 
subdir subdir infile)))) 
#-unix(error "Haven't yet figured out how to load fortran program - vdg.for") 
: ; append p, the value of G for a G-optimal design. 
(let* ((k (send self :numvars)) 
(nparms (case order 
(1 (+ k D) 
(2 (/ (+ (* k (+ k 3) 2)) 
2 ) ) ) ) )  
(append (read-data-columns outfile) (list nparms)))) 
matrix.Isp - Useful matrix functions. 
(provide "matrix") 
AS-LIST. 
(defun as-list (x) 
"Args: (x). 
Returns x as a list. X can be a sequence or a matrix." 
(cond ((sequencep x) (coerce x 'list)) 
((matrixp x) (coerce 
(make-array (array-total-size x) :displaced-to x) 
'list)) 
(t (error "in as-vector. Cannot vectorize "s"'/," x)) )) 
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; ; : AS-MATRIX. 
(defim as-matrix (x) 
"Args; (x). 
Returns a sequence, x, as a 1 by n matrix." 
(if (sequencep x) (make-array (list 1 (length x)) : initial-contents (list x)) 
(error "in as-matrix. Not a sequence - 's" x) )) 
: ; ; AS-VECTOR. 
(defun as-vector (x) 
"Args: (x). 
Returns x as a vector. X can be a sequence or a matrix." 
(cond ((sequencep x) (coerce x 'vector)) 
((matrixp x) (make-array (array-total-size x) :displaced-to x)) 
(t (error "in as-vector. Cannot vectorize "s"'/," x)) )) 
: ; : CONFOUNDING. 
; ; ; e.g. interactions = '(0 1 2 (0 1) (0 2) (12) (0 12)) 
(deftin confounding (interactions) 
(let ((qx2 (- (identity-matrix (nrows x2)) (projmatrix x2)))) 
(dolist (inter interactions) 
(format t ""s is: "s'%" 
inter (matmult qx2 (interaction xl inter))) ))) 
; ; ; CR0SS-3D. The cross-product (in the lineeir algebra sense) of 
; ; ; two 3-dimensional vectors. The result is a vector 
; ; ; perpendicular to the input vectors. 
(defun cross-3d (u v) 
(if (/= 3 (length u)) (error "Not a 3-dimesional vector - "s" u)) 
(if (/= 3 (length v)) (error "Not a 3-dimesional vector - "s" v)) 
(let ((ul (elt u 0)) 
(u2 (elt u 1)) 
(u3 (elt u 2)) 
(vl (elt V 0)) 
(v2 (elt V 1)) 
(v3 (elt V 2)) ) 
(coerce (list (- (* u2 v3) (* u3 v2)) 
(- (* u3 vl) (* ul v3)) 
(- (* ul v2) (* u2 vl))) 
'vector))) 
; DET. 
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(defun det (x) (determinant x)) 
; ; : EIGENCHECK. Checks whether the given eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
; ; ; are correct for the given matrix. 
(defun eigencheck (matrix evals evecs ftkey (ndecs 10)) 
(dolist (n (iseq (length evals))) 
(format t "#"d: "s"/," n 
(fuzz (- (matmult matrix (select evecs n)) 
(* (select evecs n) (select evals n))) 
ndecs))) 
(let ((pmat (apply #'bind-columns evecs))) 
(format t "Total difference: "d"'/," 
(sum 
(abs (- matrix (matmult pmat (diagonal evals) (transpose pmat)))) 
)))) 
: ; ; FACTNAHE. 
(defun factneune (point length) 
(let* ((effects '("a" "b" "c" "d" "e" "f" "g" "h")) 
(hilev (select effects (which (= (select point (iseq length)) 1)))) 
) 
(if hilev (apply #'concatenate 'string hilev) "(1)") )) 
FUZZ. 
(defun fuzz (x ftoptional (power 12)) 
"Args: (x ftoptional (power 12) 
Rounds every element of x to the number of decimal places specified by POWER. 
Useful for rounding values produced by eigen and other matrix functions." 
(* (round (* x (" 10 power))) (" 10 (- power)))) 
; ; ; INDICATOR, Returns a vector of zeros except for a 1 in the jth position. 
(defun indicator (j n) 
"Args: (j n). 
Returns a (n x 1) vector of zeros except for a 1 in the jth position." 
(let ((result (repeat On))) 
(setf (nth j result) 1) 
result)) 
: ; : IMTEGERSEQP (Predicate). 
(defun integerseqp (x) 
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"Args: (x). 
Returns T 11 x is either em. integer or a sequence of integers." 
(if (integerp x) T 
(if (and (sequencep x) 
(every #'integerp x)) T NIL))) 
; : ; INTERACTION. 
(defun interaction (mat cols) 
"Args: (mat cols). 
Returns element-wise multiplication of the specified columns, cols, of the 
matrix, mat." 
(let ((clist (select (column-list mat) cols)) 
) 
(if (listp clist) 
(apply #'* clist) 
clist))) 
;;; J-HATRIX. A matrix of ones. 
(defun j-matrix (size) 
(make-array (list size size) : initial-element 1)) 
; ; ; K-HATRIX. Commutation matrix for converting vec(X) and vec(X'). 
(defun k-matrix (nrows ncols) 
"Args: (nrows ncols). Returns the commutation matrix, defined by 
K*vec(X) = vec(X'), where X is a matrix of NROWS rows and NCOLS columns." 
(let* ((size (* nrows ncols)) 
(result (make-array (list size size))) 
(colseq (iseq size)) 
) 
(dotimes (row nrows result) 
(dotimes (col ncols result) 
(setf (select result (+ (* row ncols) col) colseq) 
(bind-rows (indicator (+ (* col nrows) row) size))) 
) ) ) )  
: ; : KRONECKER 
(defun kronecker (ml m2) 
(let* ((rl (nrows ml)) 
(cl (ncols ml)) 
(r2 (nrows m2)) 
(c2 (ncols m2)) 
(result (make-array (list (* rl r2) (* cl c2)))) 
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(begrow 0) 
(begcol 0) 
) 
(dolist (arow (iseq rl) result) 
(dolist (acol (iseq cl) result) 
(setl begrow (* arow r2)) 
(seti begcol (* acol c2)) 
(setl (select result (iseq begrow (+ begrow r2 -1)) 
(iseq begcol (+ begcol c2 -1))) 
(* (select ml arow acol) m2)) 
) ) ) )  
; ; ; HATRIX= 
(defun matrix= (ml m2 ftoptional numdec) 
"Args: (ml m2). 
Returns t if matrices ml and m2 are equal." 
(let* ((diff (- ml m2)) 
(diff (if numdec (fuzz diff numdec) (fuzz diff))) 
) 
(every identity (as-vector (= diff 0))))) 
: ; ; HOORE-PENROSE. 
(defun moore-penrose (m) 
"Args: (m) 
Computes and returns the Hoore-Penrose inverse of a square symmetric matrix, m, 
using spectral decomposition." 
(check-args "moore-penrose" 'symmetricp m) 
(flet ((invert (d) 
(if (= 0 (fuzz d)) 0 (/ d)))) 
(let* ((eigen (eigen m)) 
(dinv (diagonal (mapcar #'invert (first eigen)))) 
(p (apply #'bind-columns (second eigen)))) 
(matmult p dinv (transpose p))))) 
;;; TR. - Trace of a matrix. 
(defun tr (x) (if (matrixp x) (sum (diagonal x)) 
(error "in tr: not a matrix - "s" x) )) 
NCOLS. 
(defun ncols (x) (array-dimension x 1)) 
; ; ; NROWS. 
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(deftin nrows (x) (array-dimension x 0)) 
; ; ; PH. 
(defiin pm (x) (print-matrix x)) 
; ; ; PRINT-MODEL. 
(defun print-model (xl x2 ftoptional nr-factors) 
(let* ((nr (nrows xl)) 
(sep (repeat nr)) 
(neunes (if nr-factors 
(mapcar #'factname (row-list xl) (repeat nr-factors nr)))) 
) 
(if nr-factors (print-matrix (bind-columns xl sep x2 sep names)) 
(print-matrix (bind-columns xl sep x2)) ))) 
: ; : PROJMATRIX. 
(defun projmatrix (x) 
"Args: (x). 
Returns the projection matrix onto the column space of x." 
(if (matrixp x) (matmult x (moore-penrose (cross-product x)) (transpose x)) 
(error "In projmatrix. Not a matrix - "d" x) )) 
: : ; SYMHETRICP. 
(defun symmetricp (x) 
"Args: (x). 
Returns t if x is a symmetric matrix." 
(if (matrixp x) (if (matrix= x (transpose x)) t nil) 
(error "in symmetricp. Not a matrix - "s" x))) 
(defun vec (matrix) 
"returns a vector formed by stacking the columns of matrix one under another." 
(make-array (* (ncols matrix) (nrows matrix)) 
;di3placed-to (transpose matrix)) 
) 
;;; XMATRIX. 
(defun xmatrix (model ftoptional (object dl)) 
(let ((pts (send object ipoints))) 
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(if pts (apply #'bind-roHs (mapcar model (send object :points))) 
(error "Ho points have been selected.") ))) 
XTX. 
(defun xtx (x ftkey (norm nil)) 
(cond 
((not (matrixp x)) (error "in xtx: not a matrix - "s" x)) 
(norm (/ (cross-product x) (nrows x))) 
(t (cross-product x)) )) 
; : ; ; overlay.Isp 
; ; ; : Contains prototypes for various overlays. 
; ; ; ; Current contents : 
; ; : ; - button-overlay-proto, pp. 313+ in Tiemey, 1990. 
- contents of /home/lisp/xlispstat/lib/Examples/plotcontrols.lsp, 
; ; : ; slightly modified (slider-control-proto can accept an action). 
;;;; - Additions to button-overlay-proto; 
; ; ; ; slots: action. 
; ; ; ; modified : do-action method. 
(provide "overlay") 
(defproto 
button-overlay-proto '(location title action) nil graph-overlay-proto) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto ;location (ftoptional new) 
(if new (setf (slot-value 'location) new)) 
(slot-value 'location)) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : title (ftoptional new) 
(if new (setf (slot-value 'title) new)) 
(slot-value 'title)) 
(send button-overlay-proto : location '(0 0)) 
(send button-overlay-proto : title "Button") 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto :size () 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(title (send self :title)) 
(text-width (send graph : text-width title)) 
(side (send graph :text-ascent)) 
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(gap (floor (/ side 2))) 
(descent (send graph : text-descent)) 
(height (+ side descent (* 2 gap)))) 
(list (+ side (* 3 gap) text-width) height))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto :button-box () 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(side (send graph : text-ascent)) 
(gap (floor (/ side 2)))) 
(list (+ gap (first loc)) (+ gap (second loc)) side side))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : title-start () 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(title (send self : title)) 
(side (send graph : text-ascent)) 
(gap (floor (/ side 2)))) 
(list (+ (* 2 gap) side (first loc)) 
(+ gap side (second loc))))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : draw-button (ftoptional paint) 
(let ((box (send self :button-box)) 
(graph (send self : graph))) 
(apply #'send graph :erase-rect box) 
(if paint 
(apply #'send graph :paint-rect box) 
(apply #'send graph :frame-rect box)))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : draw-title () 
(let ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(title (send self : title)) 
(title-xy (send self : title-start))) 
(apply #'send graph : draw-string title title-xy))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : redraw () 
(send self : draw-title) 
(send self : draw-button)) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto :point-in-button (x y) 
(let* ((box (send self : button-box)) 
(left (first box)) 
(top (second box)) 
(side (third box))) 
(and (< left x (+ left side)) (< top y (+ top side))))) 
: ; ; If click is a shift-click (ml is T), do not call do-action 
; ; ; continuously. 
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(defmath button-overlay-proto : do-click (x y ml m2) 
(let ((graph (send self : graph))) 
(when (send self :point-in-button x y) 
(send self :draw-button t) 
(send self :do-action (list ml m2)) 
(if (not ml) 
(send graph : while-button-down 
#'(lambda (x y) (send self :do-action nil)) 
nil)) 
(send self : draw-button nil) 
t))) 
(defmeth button-overlay-proto : do-action (x) (funcall (slot-value 'action) x)) 
Here's some of the stuff from plotcontrols.Isp, with some mods. 
(defmeth graph-proto :add-control (c) (send self :add-overlay c)) 
(defmeth graph-proto :delete-control (c) (send self :delete-overlay c)) 
(defproto graph-control-proto 
'(action location title) nil graph-overlay-proto) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto :location ({[optional (new nil set)) 
(when set 
(send self : erase) 
(setf (slot-value 'location) new) 
(send self : redraw)) 
(slot-value 'location)) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : title (^ optional (new nil set)) 
(when set 
(send self : erase) 
(setf (slot-value 'title) new) 
(send self : redraw)) 
(slot-value 'title)) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : erase () 
(let ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(sz (send self :size))) 
(if graph (apply #'send graph :erase-rect (append loc sz))))) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : size () 
(let ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(title (send self :title))) 
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(il graph 
(list (+ 10 5 (send graph :text-width title)) 20) 
(list 10 10)))) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : redraw () 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(loc-z (first loc)) 
(loc-y (second loc)) 
(title (send self : title))) 
(send self : erase) 
(send graph iframe-rect loc-x (+ 5 loc-y) 10 10) 
(send graph : draw-text title (+ 15 loc-x) (+ 15 loc-y) 0 0))) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : do-click (x y a b) 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self : location)) 
(loc-x (first loc)) 
(loc-y (+ 5 (second loc)))) 
(when (and (< loc-x x (+ loc-x 10)) (< loc-y y (+ loc-y 10))) 
(send graph -.paint-rect (+ 1 loc-x) (+ 1 loc-y) 8 8) 
(send self : do-action (list a b)) 
(send graph :while-button-down 
#'(lambda (x y) (send self : do-action nil)) nil) 
(send graph :erase-rect (+ 1 loc-x) (+ 1 loc-y) 8 8) 
t))) 
(defmeth graph-control-proto : do-action (x) (sysbeep)) 
; ; : Slider 
(defproto slider-control-proto 
'(index sequence display n-th) () graph-control-proto) ; ; new slot: n-th 
(make-access slider-control-proto action 'action) ; ; new line 
(make-access slider-control-proto ':n-th 'n-th) ; ; new line 
(defmeth slider-control-proto :isnew (sequence ftkey 
(title "Value") 
(display sequence) 
(location '(10 20)) 
(index 0) 
action ; ; new line 
n-th ; : new line 
graph) 
(call-next-method ; title title :location location) 
(send self : sequence sequence : display display) 
(send sell ;n-th n-th) ; ; new line 
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(send self : action action) ; ; new line 
(send self : index index) ; ; NOTE: : index uses : action !! 
(if graph (send graph :add-control self))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto :value () ; ; new method 
(select (send self : sequence) (send self : index))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto ; do-action (value) ;; new method 
(funcall (send self : action) value (send self :n-th))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto :size () 
(let ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(title (send self : title))) 
(list 100 30))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : redraw () 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(loc-x (first loc)) 
(loc-y (second loc)) 
(w (first (send self :size)))) 
(when graph 
(send graph :draw-text (send self : title) loc-x (+ loc-y IS) 0 0) 
(send graph ;frame-rect loc-x (+ loc-y 20) w 10) 
(send self : draw-indicator)))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : draw-indicator (ftoptional index) 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(loc-x (first loc)) 
(loc-y (second loc)) 
(w (first (send self :size))) 
(min (send self :min)) 
(max (send self :max)) 
(index (if index index (send self : index))) 
(val (floor (* (- w 7) (/ (- index min) (- max min)))))) 
(when graph 
(let ((tw (send graph : text-width (send self :title)))) 
(send graph : start-buffering) 
(send graph :erase-rect (+ 1 tw loc-x) loc-y (- w tw) 20) 
(send graph :draw-text 
(format nil ""a" (elt (send self : display) index)) 
(+ loc-x w) (+ loc-y 15) 2 0) 
(send graph :buffer-to-screen (+ 1 tw loc-x) loc-y (- w tw) 20)) 
(send graph :erase-rect (+ 1 loc-x) (+ 21 loc-y) (- w 2) 8) 
(send graph :paint-rect (+ 1 loc-x val) (+ 21 loc-y) S 8)))) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto :min () 0) 
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(defmeth slider-control-proto :max () (- (length (slot-value 'sequence)) 1)) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : sequence (ftoptional (seq nil set) ftkey 
(display seq)) 
(when set 
(set! (slot-value 'sequence) (coerce seq 'vector)) 
(set! (slot-value 'display) (coerce display 'vector))) 
(slot-value 'sequence)) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : display () (slot-value 'display)) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : index (ftoptional (new nil set)) 
(if set 
(let* ((new (max (send self :min) (min new (send self :max))))) 
(setf (slot-value 'index) new) 
(send self : draw-indicator) 
(send self : do-action (elt (send self : sequence) new)))) 
(slot-value 'index)) 
(defmeth slider-control-proto : do-click (x y a b) 
(let* ((graph (send self : graph)) 
(loc (send self :location)) 
(loc-x (nth 0 loc)) 
(loc-y (nth 1 loc)) 
(w (first (send self :size)))) 
(when (and (< loc-x x (+ loc-x w)) (< (+ loc-y 20) y (+ loc-y 30))) 
(let ((pos (+ (floor (* (- w 7) (/ (send self : index) 
(send self :max)))) 
loc-x))) 
(cond 
((<= pos X (+ pos 5)) 
; ; Click is on indicator. Follow cursor sending : draw-indicator 
; : until button is released, then send ; index. 
(let ((off (- X pos))) 
(send graph : while-button-down 
#'(lambda (x y) 
(let ((val (max (+ loc-x 1) 
(rain (- X off) 
(+ loc-x (- w 6)))))) 
(setf pos val) 
(send self : draw-indicator 
(floor (* (send self :max) 
(/ (- pos loc-x) (- w 7))))))))) 
(send self : index 
(floor (* (send self :max) 
(/ (- pos loc-x) (- w 7)))))) 
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( (<  loc -x  X pos)  
; ; Click is left of indicator. Move left, sending : index 
; ; until button is released. 
(send graph :while-button-down 
#'(lambda (x y) 
(let ((pos (+ (floor (* w (/ (send self : index) 
(send self :max)))) 
loc-x))) 
(if (< X pos) 
(send self : index (- (send self : index) 1))))) 
nil)) 
( (<  pos  X (+  loc-x w))  
;; Click is right of indicator. Move right, sending : index 
: ; until button is released. 
(send graph :while-button-down 
#'(lambda (x y) 
(let ((pos (+ (floor (* w (/ (send self : index) 
(send self :max)))) 
loc-x))) 
(if (> X pos) 
(send self : index (+ (send self : index) 1))))) 
nil)))) 
t))) 
New button-overlay for use in design-proto (:rot-var method). 
Used to select one of two axes needed to define a plane of rotation. 
The currently selected axis is displayed in the title of the overlay. 
It is assumed that the graph object contains a slot that holds the 
currently selected axis, and the "axis" slot of the overlay holds the 
the name of that slot in the graph object. 
(defproto axis-button-proto '(sixis) () button-overlay-proto) 
(defmeth axis-button-proto :isnew (axis ftrest args) 
(apply #'call-next-method :axis axis args)) 
(defmeth axis-button-proto : do-click (x y a b) 
(call-next-method x y a b) 
(let ((graph (send self : graph)) 
) 
(send self : title 
(format nil "Axis "d" (send graph : slot-value (slot-value 'axis)))) 
(apply #'send graph :erase-rect (append (send self :location) 
(send self :size))) 
(send self : redraw) 
; ;(send graph : redraw) 
) )  
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parallel.Isp 
Tieraey (1990), section 10.5, Parallel Coordinate Plots. 
(require "overlay") 
(provide "parallel") 
(defproto parallel-plot-proto '(v x-labels) () graph-proto) 
(send parallel-plot-proto : title "Parallel Plot") 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto :isnew (m ftrest args ftkey 
(variable-labels 
(mapcar #'(lambda (n) 
(format nil "X'd" n)) 
(iseq m))) 
) 
(setl (slot-value 'v) 0) 
(apply #'call-next-method (+ 1 m) : variable-labels variable-labels args) 
(send sell : content-variables m 0) 
(send self :margin 0 35 15 0) 
(send self : add-control 
(send slider-control-proto -.new (iseq m) 
:location '(5 3) 
: title "Axis:" 
Taction #'(lambda (v ftrest args) 
(send self : current-axis v)) 
) )  
) 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto : current-eueis 
(ftoptional (i nil set) ftkey (draw t)) 
(when set 
(setf (slot-value 'v) i) 
(let* ((n (send self :num-points)) 
(m (- (send self :num-variables) 1)) 
(i (max 0 (min i (- m 1))))) 
(if (< 0 n) 
(send self ;point-coordinate m (iseq n) i)) 
(send self : content-variables mi)) 
(if draw (send self : redraw))) 
(slot-value 'v)) 
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(delmeth parallel-plot-proto rchoose-current-axis () 
(let* ((choices 
(mapcar #'(lambda (x) (format nil ""d" x)) 
(iseq (- (send self :mm-variables) i)))) 
(v (choose-item-dialog 
"Current Axis :" 
choices 
: initial (send self : current-axis)))) 
(if V (send self : current-axis v)))) 
; : ; match-scales - My method for making all vertical scales have the same 
; ; ; range. Add to plot menu (see :menu-template). 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto :match-scales () 
(let* ((m (- (send self :num-variables) 1)) 
(ranges (transpose (send self : range (iseq m)))) 
(nernnin (min (first ranges))) 
(newmax (max (second ranges))) 
) 
(send self : range (iseq m) 
(repeat newmin m) 
(repeat newmax m)) 
) )  
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto :menu-template () 
(flet ((actionl () (send self :choose-current-axis)) 
(action2 () (send self :match-scales)) 
) 
(let ((itérai (send menu-item-proto :new "Current Variables" 
: action #'actionl)) 
(itemZ (send menu-item-proto :new "Hatch Scales" 
: action #'action2)) 
) 
(append (call-next-method) (list iteml item2))))) 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto :adjust-to-data (ftkey (draw t)) 
(call-next-method :draw nil) 
(let ((m (- (send self :num-variables) 1))) 
(if (null (send self : scale-type)) 
(flet ((expand-range (i) 
(let* ((range (send self ; range i)) 
(raid (mean range)) 
(half (- (second range) (first range))) 
(low (- mid (* .55 half))) 
(high (+ mid (* .55 half)))) 
(send self : range i low high :draw nil)))) 
; ;(dotimes (i m) (expand-range i)) 
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) )  
(send sell ; scale m 1 -.draw nil) 
(send sell : center m 0 :draa nil) 
(send sell : range m -.1 (-m .9) :draw nil))) 
(delmeth parallel-plot-proto : add-points (data 4key (draw t)) 
(let ((n (length (lirst data)))) 
(call-next-method (append data (list (repeat On))) :draw nil)) 
(send sell :cnrrent-axis (send sell : current-axis) :draw draw)) 
(delmeth parallel-plot-proto :add-lines (ftrest args) 
(error "Lines are not raeaninglnl lor this plot")) 
(delmeth parallel-plot-proto : resize () 
(call-next-method) 
(let ((height (lourth (send sell :content-rect))) 
(m (- (send sell :niim-variables) 1))) 
(send sell : canvas-range (iseq m) 0 height))) 
(delmeth parallel-plot-proto : draw-parallel-point (i) 
(let* ((points (il (numberp i) (list i) i)) 
(width (third (send sell :content-rect))) 
(origin (send sell : content-origin)) 
(x-origin (lirst origin)) 
(y-origin (second origin)) 
(m (- (send sell :mm-variables) 1)) 
(gap (/ width (+ (- m 1) .2))) 
(xvals (+ x-origin (round (* gap (+ .1 (iseq 0 (- m 1))))))) 
(indices (iseq 0 (- m 1))) 
(oldcolor (send sell ; draw-color)) 
(oldline-type (send sell :line-type)) 
) 
(dolist (i points) 
(il (send sell :point-showing i) 
(let* ((color (send sell :point-color i)) 
(selected (send sell :point-selected i)) ; ; new. 
(yvals (- y-origin 
(send sell 
:point-canvas-coordinate 
indices 
i))) 
(poly (transpose (list xvals yvals)))) 
(il color (send sell : draw-color color)) 
(il selected (send sell :line-type 'solid) ;; new. 
(send sell :line-type 'dashed)) ; ; new. 
(send sell :lrame-poly poly) 
(send sell :line-type oldline-type) ;; new. 
(il color (send sell : draw-color oldcolor))))))) 
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(defmeth parallel-plot-proto rredraw-content () 
(let ((indices (iseq (send self :mim-points)))) 
(send self : start-buffering) 
(call-next-method) 
(send self : draw-parallel-point indices) 
(send self :buffer-to-screen))) 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto : redraw () 
(call-next-method) 
(send self :x-labels)) 
(defmeth parallel-plot-proto ix-labels () 
(let* ((numvars (- (send self :num-variables) 1)) 
(labels (slot-value 'x-labels)) 
(cr (send self :content-rect)) 
(vpos (+ 15 (second cr) (fourth cr))) 
) 
(if labels 
(dotimes (var numvars) 
(send self : draw-text (select labels var) 
(first (send self : real-to-canvas var 0)) 
vpos 1 1))) 
) )  
(defun parallel-plot (data ftrest args ftkey point-labels x-labels) 
(let ((graph (apply #'send parallel-plot-proto ;new 
(length data) :draw nil args))) 
(if point-labels 
(send graph :add-points 
data : point-labels point-labels :draw nil) 
(send graph :add-points data :draw nil)) 
(unless x-labels 
(send graph : slot-value 'x-labels 
(mapcar #'(lambda (s) (subseq s 0 (min (length s) S))) 
(coerce (select (send graph : variable-labels) 
(iseq (length data))) 'list) 
) ) )  
(send graph :adjust-to-data :draw nil) 
(send graph :y-axis t t 5) 
graph)) 
Usage: (parallel-plot (list air temp conc loss)) 
; : Plot of a grid of points in a square with comers repeated. 
#1 
(parallel-plot '((0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 
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(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0))) 
(plot-points '((0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0))) 
1 #  
Plot of a grid of points in a square with corners not repeated. 
—> gives the same result. 
(plot-points '((0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 0 0 0 0) 
(0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 i 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2))) 
(parallel-plot '((0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 0 0 0 0) 
(0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8 .6 .4 .2))) 
slide-fun.Isp 
INCR-FUN - Plots a function of several variables by putting one 
of the variables on the x-axis and providing increment controls 
for the other variables. 
SLIDER-FUN - Plots a function of several variables by putting one 
of the variables on the x-axis and providing slider controls on 
the other variables. 
SLIDER-PLOT - Plots a point cloud in 2 or 3 dimensions where the 
(2 or 3) variables are functions of some vector z. Sliders eure 
provided for the elements of the vector z. 
(provide "slide-fun") 
: : ; SLIDER-FUN. 
T I » 
; ; ; 10/10/92. This function was causing major headaches because of a 
: ; : scoping problem. I was giving each slider control an action function 
;;; of one argument, y, that called a locally defined function of two 
; : ; arguments, (y pos), and pos was defined locally in a "let". The 
; ; ; problem was, once SLIDER-FUN returned, we no longer had the value of 
; ; ; pos. The solution was to create a slot in each slider to hold the 
; ; ; value of pos. 
(require "overlay") 
(defun slider-fun (fun ranges 
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ftkey (title "Slider Function Plot") 
(variable-labels (repeat "" (length ranges))) 
(nplotvars 1) num-points 
(fun-label "F()")) 
"Args: (fun ranges ftkey title variable-labels nplotvars fun-label). 
Plots a function of several variables in 2 or 3 dimensions according as 
NPLOTVARS is 1 or 2. RANGES is a list of ranges for each of the domain 
variables. The function FUN must accept a single argument, a list of values, 
(let* ((plot-fun (if (= nplotvars 2) #'spin-function #'plot-function)) 
(num-points (if num-points num-points 
(if (= nplotvars 2) 9 50))) 
(axis-ranges (combine (select ranges (iseq nplotvars)) 
:num-points num-points)) 
(to-slide (which (<= nplotvars (iseq (length ranges))))) 
(ranges-to-slide (select ranges to-slide)) 
(slider-vals (mapcar #'first ranges-to-slide)) 
(slider-labels (select variable-labels to-slide)) 
(lambda (x) (apply fun x slider-vals)) 
(newfun 
(if (= nplotvars 1) 
#'(lambda (x) (funcall fun (combine x slider-vals))) 
#'(lambda (x y) (funcall fun (combine x y slider-vals))) 
) )  
(plot (apply plot-fun newfun axis-ranges)) 
(margins (send plot : margin)) 
) 
; ; Axis labels. 
(send plot : title title) 
(send plot : variable-label (iseq nplotvars) 
(select variable-labels (iseq nplotvars))) 
(send plot : variable-label nplotvars fun-label) 
(when (= nplotvars 1) 
(send plot : variable-label nplotvars fun-label) 
(send plot :x-axis t t (third (send plot :x-axis))) 
(send plot :y-axis t t (third (send plot :y-axis))) 
) 
(send plot :add-slot 'slider-vals slider-vals) 
(make-access plot slider-vals 'slider-vals) 
; ; Add slider controls to plot. 
(apply #'send plot :margin (combine (+ '(110 0 0 0) margins) :draw nil)) 
(apply #'send plot ;size (+ (send plot :size) '(100 0))) 
(dolist (pos (iseq (length ranges-to-slide))) 
;; (format t "in dolist, time - "d"/," pos) 
(let ((range (select ranges-to-slide pos))) 
(flet ((update 
(newval n-th) 
Change n-th value of slider-vals to newval, 
; ; and redraw the function. 
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(let ((slider-vals (send plot -.slider-vals))) 
(setf (select slider-vals n-th) newval) 
(send plot :slider-vals slider-vals) 
(send plot : clear-lines :draw nil) 
(apply #'send plot :add-function 
(let ((slider-vals (send plot :slider-vals))) 
newfnn) 
axis-ranges))) 
) 
(send plot :add-control 
(send slider-control-proto 
:new (apply #'rseq (get-nice-range 
(first range) 
(second range) 
25)) 
: action #'update 
:n-th pos 
:location (list 10 (+ 20 (* pos 30))) 
;title (select slider-labels pos) 
) )  
) ) )  
;; modify ;adjust-to-data method. 
(defmeth plot :adjnst-to-data () 
(let* ((old-range (send plot : range 1)) 
(dummy (call-next-method)) 
(new-range (send plot : range 1)) 
(new-min (min (first old-range) (first new-range))) 
(new-max (max (second old-range) (second new-range))) 
) 
(if (ok-or-cancel-dialog "ok=global adjust, cancel=local adjust") 
(send plot :range 1 new-min new-max) 
) ) )  
; ; method to freeze a frame and keep it on the plot, uses add-points. 
(defmeth plot :freeze-frame () 
(let* ((numpts (send self :num-lines)) 
(oldnumpts (send self :num-points)) 
(pointsO (send self :linestart-coordinate 0 (iseq numpts))) 
(pointsl (send self :linestart-coordinate 1 (iseq numpts))) 
) 
(send self :add-points pointsO pointsl) 
(send self :point-symbol (iseq oldnumpts (+ oldnumpts numpts -1)) 'dot4) 
nil 
)) 
;; add a method to straighten the z-axis. 
(when (= nplotvars 2) 
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(delmeth plot : straighten () 
(let ((transf (send self : transformation))) 
(setf (aref transf 0 2) 0) 
(send self :transformation transf))) 
: ; add slot 'max-z-range 
(send plot :add-slot 'max-z-range (send plot :visible-range 2)) 
) 
; ; return the plot object. 
plot)) 
: : ; SLIDER-PLOT. Plots points in two or three dimensions with 
; ; ; sliders for computing new points. Each point coordinate is 
: ; ; determined by a function in fun-list. The argument RANGES-TO-SLIDE 
; : ; should be a list of ranges, one for each desired slider. Each 
; : ; element of this list should be in one of two forms: (1) a list of two 
; ; ; numbers, giving the minimum and maximum of the slider range. A sequence 
; ; ; of values is constructed using RSEQ. (2) a list of (monotonie, 
; ; ; preferably) numbers that are to be the actual values in the slider. 
; ; ; Example call: 
#I ************************************************************************ 
(def fun-list 
(list #'(lambda (x) (iseq 20)) 
#'(lambda (x) (mapcar #'(lambda (y) (" (abs (- y 10)) (car x))) 
(iseq 20))))) 
(slider-plot fun-list '((0 3)) :labels (list "X" "X'p") 
: slider-labels (list "p") : title "What?" :add-lines t) 
*********************************************************************** I^  
(require "overlay") 
(defun slider-plot (fun-list 
ranges-to-slide 
ftkey title 
(labels (repeat "" (length fun-list))) 
(slider-labels (repeat "" (length ranges-to-slide))) 
(add-lines nil)) 
(let* ((nplotvars (length fun-list)) 
(plot-fun (if (= nplotvars 3) #'spin-plot #'plot-points)) 
(slider-vals (mapcar #'first ranges-to-slide)) 
(plot (funcall plot-fun 
(mapcar #'(lambda (fun) (funcall fun slider-vals)) 
fun-list) 
: title title 
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: variable-labels labels)) 
(margins (send plot :margin)) 
) 
(send plot :add-slot 'Inn-list fnn-list) 
(defmeth plot inewpoints () 
(mapcar #'(lambda (fun) (funcall fun (slot-value 'slider-vals))) 
(slot-value 'fun-list))) 
(if add-lines (send plot :add-lines (send plot rnenpoints))) 
(send plot :add-slot 'slider-vals slider-vals) 
(make-access plot slider-vals 'slider-vals) 
: ;(break) 
; ; Add slider controls to plot. 
(apply #'send plot :margin (combine (+ '(110 0 0 0) margins) :draw nil)) 
(apply #'send plot ;size (+ (send plot :size) '(100 0))) 
(dolist (pos (iseq (length ranges-to-slide))) 
(format t "in dolist, time - "d"/," pos) 
(let ((range (select ranges-to-slide pos))) 
(flet ((update 
(newval n-th) 
; ; Change n-th value of slider-vals to neoval, 
; ; and redraw the function. 
(let ((slider-vals (send plot ;slider-vals))) 
(setf (select slider-vals n-th) newval) 
(send plot :slider-vals slider-vals) 
(let* ((slider-vals (send plot :slider-vals)) ; ; new 
(newpts (send plot :newpoints)) ; ; new 
(ptseq (iseq (length (first newpts)))) ;; new 
) 
(dotimes (time (length fun-list)) ;; new 
(send plot : point-coordinate time ; ; new 
ptseq (select newpts time))) ; ; new 
(send plot iredraw-content) ;; new 
(if add-lines 
(send plot :add-lines newpts))) 
) ) )  
(send plot : add-control 
(send slider-control-proto 
:new (if (= 2 (length range)) 
(apply #'rseq (get-nice-range 
(first range) 
(second range) 
25)) 
range) 
: action #'update 
:n-th pos 
:location (list 10 (+ 20 (* pos 30))) 
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: title (select slider-labels pos) 
) )  
) ) )  
; ; modify ;adjust-to-data method. 
(defmeth plot :adjust-to-data () 
(let* ((old-range (send plot : range 1)) 
(dummy (call-next-method)) 
(new-range (send plot : range 1)) 
(new-min (min (first old-range) (first new-range))) 
(new-max (max (second old-range) (second new-range))) 
) 
(if (ok-or-cancel-dialog "ok=global adjust, cancel=local adjust") 
(send plot :range 1 new-min new-max)))) 
; ; method to freeze a frame and keep it on the plot. uses add-lines. 
(defmeth plot :freeze-frame () 
(let* ((numlines (send self rnum-points)) 
; ;(oldnumlines (send self :num-lines)) 
(linesO (send self :point-coordinate 0 (iseq numlines))) 
(linesl (send self :point-coordinate 1 (iseq numlines))) 
) 
(send self :add-lines linesO linesl) 
nil 
)) 
;; return the plot object. 
plot)) 
: ; ; : drill.Isp - the drill design from Cook and Weisberg (1982) pp. 148+. 
: ; ; ; (Might want to try other coding schemes). 
(require "désigné") 
(def drill (make-design 
(split-list (list 
1 1 - 1  
1 1 - 1  
-1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 -1 
1.41333 -0.333333 0 
0 - 1 0  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
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0 1.66667 0 
-1 -1 1 
-1 -1 1 
0 -0.333333 -1.66667 
1 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 
-1 1 -1 
-1 1 -1 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
0 -0.333333 0 
-1.41333 -0.333333 0 
1 - 1 1  
1 - 1 1  
- 1 1 1  
- 1 1 1  
0 -0.333333 1.66667 
) 3) 
(repeat 1 31) 
'((1)(2)(3)(1 2)(1 3)(2 3)(1 1)(2 2)(3 3)) 
: title "Drill Design")) 
(send drill :opt-criterion :d-opt) 
(send drill :slot-valne 'otherpts '((1.6667 -0.3333 0) (0 -1.6667 0) 
(-1.6667 -0.3333 0) (0 0 0))) 
(send drill :menu "Drill") 
(send drill : slot-value 'added-terms 
'((1 1 1) (1 1 2) (1 1 3) (1 2 2) (1 2 3) 
(1 3 3) (2 2 2) (2 2 3) (2 3 3) (3 3 3))) 
